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APPROVAL STATEMENT FOR THE ISLAND LAKE CONSERVATION AREA
MANAGEMENT PLAN
Resolution #131/21
Date: December 10, 2021
WHEREAS The framework for the Conservation Areas Master Strategy (2018)
identifies the need for conservation area management plans; and
WHEREAS Goal One, Direction Nine of CVC’s Strategic Plan (2020) states that a
management plan for Island Lake Conservation Area will be completed incorporating
protection, management, and visitor experience;
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the report entitled ‘Island Lake Conservation Area
Management Plan’ be received and appended to the minutes of this meeting as Schedule ‘F’;
and
THAT the CVC Board of Directors approve the Island Lake Conservation Area
Management Plan; and
THAT CVC staff incorporates the implementation of the Island Lake Conservation
Area Management Plan into work plans; and
THAT CVC staff be directed to pursue various fundraising opportunities to enable
implementation of the Island Lake Conservation Area Management Plan; and further
THAT CVC staff report back on the progress of the implementation of the Island Lake
Conservation Area Management Plan every 5 years.
CARRIED
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MESSAGE FROM THE FRIENDS OF ISLAND LAKE
Guided by the leadership and ambitions of local resident Bob Shirley, the Friends of Island
Lake (Friends) were established in 2005 as a fundraising committee under the Credit Valley
Conservation Foundation to enhance community involvement and awareness of the need to
expand the current trail system at Island Lake Conservation Area. The Friends are local
residents and community members dedicated to ensuring that the local community and its
visitors benefit from quality educational, interpretive and recreational opportunities at Island
Lake Conservation Area. The Friends also keep the local community informed about what’s
happening at Island Lake Conservation Area.
Since 2005, the Friends have raised more than $2.6 million in donations (cash and in-kind
labour and materials); completed more than 10 kilometers of trail at Island Lake
Conservation Area; helped build the natural playground, covered bridge, and the on-water
amphitheater; contributed more than 10,000 volunteer hours each year and hosted 11
incredible Bass Fishing Derbies.
Most recently, members of the Friends participated on the Island Lake Management Plan
Stakeholder Advisory Committee and in the public consultation activities to share our ideas
and help guide the resolution of key issues and challenges for the new management plan.
We are proud of our contribution to shaping the vision for the future of Island Lake
Conservation Area.
The Friends remain deeply committed to Island Lake Conservation Area and look forward to
working closely with Credit Valley Conservation and the Credit Valley Conservation
Foundation to help cultivate relationships that will bring the vision to life.
See you on the trails,
Friends of Island Lake
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Situated in the Towns of Mono and Orangeville, in the Headwaters of the Credit River,
Island Lake Conservation Area (Island Lake CA), 329 hectares in size, is renowned for its
diverse recreational offerings, community events and educational programming. The park
acts as an important local greenspace as well as a visitor destination, attracting people from
Southern Ontario, in particular the Greater Toronto Area to spend time with family and
friends, exercise, play, learn and experience unique hiking opportunities in an accessible
and picturesque setting.
Formerly known as Orangeville Reservoir Conservation Area, it was renamed Island Lake CA
in recognition of the Island family who previously owned and farmed much of the land.
Island Lake CA’s landscape is defined by its reservoir, which accounts for over 50% of the
property, and was created by the development of two dams in the late 1960s. The need for
the reservoir was identified in the 1956 Credit River Watershed Report to improve flow
conditions and water quality from Orangeville’s Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP), and to
prevent flooding east of Highway 9. Today, it also provides diverse habitat and water-based
recreation opportunities such as fishing, boating, and rowing.
First open to the public in 1970, Island Lake CA is one of Credit Valley Conservation’s (CVC)
oldest and best-known conservation areas. Initially, Island Lake CA was popular with duck
hunters and anglers, the latter of which benefitted from the stocked reservoir. Outdoor
activities soon included a trail system, maple syrup programming and the development of
an education centre in 1976, which is currently used by the Upper Grand District School
Board (UGDSB). Over the decades, programming has expanded, and visitors can now take
part in a wide variety of activities, including picnicking, hiking and cycling on 13 km of trail,
as well as community events, yoga, kayaking and stand-up paddle boarding. In response to
this, and general population growth, visitation has significantly increased year-over-year,
with a record 272,000 visits in 2020.
The community groups and partners that have rallied around Island Lake CA to fundraise,
develop and deliver programming, and truly integrate Island Lake CA with the local
community, are perhaps its biggest asset. The conservation area only exists as it does
today due to the dedication of groups like the Friends of Island Lake (FOIL) who have
fundraised more than $2 million to support projects such as the Vicki Baron Lakeside Trail
(VBLT), covered bridge, and the natural playground. Service Clubs such as the local Lions
and Rotary Clubs and others, have also been instrumental in these projects, supporting
their construction and programming.
As an ecologically important area that also functions as a treasured visitor destination,
balancing visitor enjoyment and community needs with the protection of natural features is
a primary objective. There are many challenges with the existing site which include: aging
and insufficient infrastructure, visitation increases, reservoir fluctuations, and ecological
threats such as invasive species and climate change. These challenges, coupled with the
expiration of the existing 1997 Island Lake CA Management Plan in 2017, provided the
motivation for the development of a new management plan.
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CVC initiated the management planning process for Island Lake CA in 2015. The project was
paused in 2017 as CVC identified the need for a holistic strategy to guide and direct the
management of all CVC owned and managed lands; and the Conservation Areas Master
Strategy (CAMS) was published in 2018. The Plan is the first conservation area
management plan to be developed under CAMS. The management planning process
involves three phases:
• Phase I: Situational Analysis, culminating in a Background Report (CVC 2018c)
• Phase II: Strategic Directions, conceptual ideas and consultation recorded in the
Strategic Directions Report (2021)
• Phase III: Management Plan (2021)
Phase I produced the background report (CVC 2018c) which characterizes the conservation
area and summarizes the natural, cultural, and social information that was used as the
foundation for decision making.
Phase II of the management planning process focused on the development and refinement
of ideas and projects through consultation with the public, Indigenous partners and
stakeholders. Consultation was a major component of the planning process and supported
the identification and understanding of values and pressures, as well as different
perspectives on management priorities. CVC’s decision-making process to develop the final
policies and projects identified for Island Lake CA is tracked in the Strategic Directions
Report (CVC 2021d).
Phase III began with consultation on the content of the final management plan and ends
with the approval of this Plan.
The key to the success of the management plan is finding a balance. As a Credit Valley Park
and an outdoor recreation destination, Island Lake CA will continue to have a large
recreation component, and much of the Plan focuses on supporting diverse programming
and visitor experiences. Protecting, restoring, enhancing and proactively managing the site’s
natural resources is equally fundamental. Natural heritage management and restoration are,
however, more fulsomely detailed in their own strategies, such as CVC’s Invasive Species
Strategy and Sustainable Forest Management Plan (CVC 2020b). Recommendations and
directions from these documents have been applied to Island Lake CA at the site level.
Island Lake CA is part of the Treaty Lands and Territory of the Mississaugas of the Credit
First Nation and situated within Treaty 18. Connecting and collaborating with local
community groups and honouring, sharing, and celebrating Indigenous history and culture
is also central to this Plan. Actions related to the reservoir and dams are also identified,
although studies and investigations related to these features are outside of the scope of the
management plan.
The information captured in this Plan represents the outcome of a process that achieves
balance amongst dynamic objectives. Careful consideration went into developing a Plan that
enhances existing recreational activities and educational programs, improves safety and
accessibility, restores degraded areas, reduces parking and traffic concerns, and provides
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staff with adequate administrative and operational workspaces. The management plan is a
25-year vision and represents a multi-generational investment to ensure Island Lake CA’s
success and relevance long into the future.
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aspirations across the Credit River Watershed.
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CREDIT VALLEY CONSERVATION: OUR VISION
Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) is a community-based organization that is responsible for
protecting, restoring and managing the natural resources of the Credit River Watershed.
Located in one of the most densely populated regions of Canada, the watershed contains
some of the most diverse landscapes in Southern Ontario. This diversity is exemplified in
the nearly 2,900 hectares that is owned or managed by CVC.
As a watershed organization, CVC promises to create connections between people and
nature, to nurture our communities and inspire stewardship to generate action on the
ground. CVC’s Strategic Plan: Our Future Taking Shape (CVC 2020f), guides every aspect of
our work by describing what is required to sustain our quality of life and to meet our vision:
“A thriving environment that protects, connects and sustains us”
The vision is reflected in the work undertaken throughout the organization and is
particularly relevant to how CVC chooses to steward its properties. The system of 62
conservation areas1 protects and conserves significant environmental and cultural features
and provides visitors with unique experiences and recreational opportunities. These natural
spaces, including Island Lake Conservation Area (Island Lake CA), are vital for achieving
CVC’s vision as they function as a catalyst for watershed residents and visitors to gain a
better understanding and appreciation of their local environment.
CVC’s Conservation Areas Master Strategy (CAMS) sets out the outcomes, directions and
deliverables needed to sustain and grow the conservation area system (CVC 2018a). From
promoting health and wellness, to protecting our environment and safeguarding against
natural hazards, each conservation area provides a variety of benefits that enrich the lives
of watershed residents.
As a destination for outdoor recreation that contains diverse protected habitats, a muchloved trail system and the largest open water body in the watershed, Island Lake CA is well
positioned to offer a one-of-a-kind visitor experience.
The Island Lake Conservation Area Management Plan and the directions herein, are
influenced by and support the objectives outlined in the CAMS:
Protect
Protect the natural and cultural heritage assets within our conservation areas.
Connect
Develop and nurture relationships with all who seek to Connect with the land and water.

1

As of October 2021
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Experience
Ensure that visitors to our sites Experience a wide range of recreation opportunities, health
benefits and tourism options.
Deliver
Deliver services to our residents, visitors, stakeholders and partners that reflect our
commitment to quality, accountability, fiscal responsibility and the natural environment.
The projects and directions identified for Island Lake CA are designed to address propertyspecific challenges and opportunities while aligning with and supporting the implementation
of the CAMS. The directions outlined in this management plan are intended to fulfill our
vision for Island Lake CA, while supporting the broader goals and objectives of CVC, and
those of our local, regional, and provincial partners.
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HOW TO READ THIS DOCUMENT
A series of reports have been produced to accompany the different phases of the
management planning process for Island Lake CA. The report series includes:
The Background Report for Island Lake CA (2018) details the social, cultural and
ecological characteristics and attributes of the property. This report contains the baseline
information summarized from CVC’s monitoring program data, research and other studies
and provides the foundation for the identification of opportunities, constraints and
recommendations. It outlines how the relevant federal, provincial, municipal and CVC
policies, plans, strategies and legislation apply to the property.
The Strategic Directions Report for Island Lake CA (2021) highlights the
discussion and comments that were recorded during consultations. The Strategic Directions
Report synthesizes the input received from the public, Indigenous communities,
stakeholders, and CVC staff and provides the justification and rationale for the selection of
management recommendations.
This document, the Management Plan for Island Lake CA (2021) summarizes and
incorporates the results of the Background Report and the Strategic Directions Report and
presents the final vision for Island Lake CA. Approval of the Island Lake CA Management
Plan by CVC’s Board of Directors is required before implementation commences.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Located in one of the most densely populated regions in Canada, the Credit River Watershed
contains some of the most diverse and scenic landscapes in Southern Ontario. Credit Valley
Conservation (CVC) is responsible for protecting, managing, and restoring the watershed's
natural resources. To this end, CVC’s conservation areas system plays an integral role in
protecting significant natural features and functions as well as cultural resources, and
connecting people to nature through education, appreciation, and recreation.
CVC’s conservation areas system is comprised of 62 properties, located throughout the
watershed, that provide an array of ecosystem services that protects, connects and
sustains us all. Since its inception in 1954, CVC has brought lands into public stewardship
to manage natural hazards, protect and connect natural areas, enhance ecological functions,
and provide opportunities for nature-based recreation. Some of these properties, such as
Island Lake CA, contribute to all these functions and more.
Island Lake CA is prominently located in the headwaters, within the County of Dufferin and
the Towns of Mono and Orangeville, and the traditional territories of Treaty 18, the Lake
Simcoe - Nottawasaga treaty. It is 329 ha in size and is one of CVC’s oldest and best-known
parks. It provides a multitude of social, environmental and economic benefits. Its situation
at the northern extent of the watershed physically and functionally connects the Credit
Valley and Nottawasaga watersheds, creating a green corridor that supports biodiversity
and facilitates the movement and evolution of wildlife. It supports climate regulation,
sequesters carbon, reduces the risk of flooding and provides for high-quality surface and
groundwater.
Natural spaces are well-known for their contributions to physical, mental, social and spiritual
health and well-being. Large parks2 such as Island Lake CA, support physical activity and
outdoor education opportunities, which help to foster an appreciation and enjoyment of the
natural environment (GIO 2019). With programming and facilities like the outdoor
amphitheatre, education centre and the iconic Vicki Barron Lakeside Trail (VBLT), Island
Lake CA connects neighbourhoods and communities both physically and socially, providing
opportunities to gather and learn as well to exercise and take part in active transportation.
As a destination for visitors from across the watershed, it is also expected that Island Lake
CA plays a role as an economic generator for local businesses.
The variety of values and benefits provided by conservation areas makes their careful
management especially important to ensure that a balance between the protection of
significant resources and the use and enjoyment by the public, is maintained.
The development of property-specific management plans is widely regarded as a best
practice for managing greenspaces. A management plan is a document that sets out the
management approach and objectives for a property and describes the framework that will
be used for ongoing decision-making. The management planning process often involves
2

Large parks can be defined as having an area of 50 hectares or more (GIO, 2019)
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extensive review to understand the site followed by visioning exercises to imagine its future
state and what the property could and should become. CVC recognizes the importance of
management planning for its conservation areas, and direction for their development is
provided in CVC’s Strategic Plan (CVC 2020) and Conservation Areas Master Strategy
(CAMS) (CVC 2018a).
Island Lake CA’s last plan was completed in 1997 with an addendum in 2005 and set the
stage for the development of several key recreational facilities such as the boat launch,
docks, picnic pavilions, fishing piers and trail system. While the 1997 management plan
served CVC, watershed residents, park visitors, partner groups such as the Friends of Island
Lake (FOIL), and local communities well for nearly 25 years, much has changed in this time.
A new plan, one that considers how Island Lake CA and the watershed have changed, the
evolution and advancement of science and technology, shifts in demographics and
population growth, and the realities of climate change, is required to reflect these changes
and better equip Island Lake CA for the future.
The management planning process for Island Lake CA began in 2015 when staff received
endorsement from CVC’s Board of Directors to commence the project (Resolution 28/15).
Engagement with community stakeholders began shortly thereafter to examine Island Lake
CA’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Aging and insufficient facilities and
services for visitors, inadequate space for staff, lack of sustainable capital for new
investments and the need to develop a holistic vision for one of CVC’s flagship conservation
areas, sparked the need for a new plan.
The project was paused in 2017 as CVC recognized the vital need for a holistic, guiding
strategy, the CAMS, that would inform and direct the management of all CVC owned and
managed conservation areas. (CVC 2018a). During this time CVC also developed the Credit
Valley Trail Strategy, which establishes the vision for the Credit Valley Trail (CVT), a
continuous 100 km trail from the headwaters to the shore of Lake Ontario (CVC 2017).
Island Lake CA was identified as the location for the CVT’s northern trailhead, as well as for
one of seven key sites for Indigenous placemaking as highlighted in the CVT Indigenous
Experience Implementation Plan (CVT IEP) (CVC and Neegan Burnside 2020a). Management
planning for Island Lake CA re-launched in March 2020 with the purpose of integrating the
actions and directions outlined in CAMS and the CVT Strategy into the management
planning process.
Soon after the management plan re-launched, the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, impacting
people around the world. The pandemic has changed how CVC does business, interacts with
our partners and customers, as well as how we view, appreciate, and manage our
conservation areas system. Visitation to parks and trails throughout Southern Ontario
skyrocketed as people sought safe, outdoor places to exercise, experience nature, and
connect with people from a distance. Throughout 2020 and 2021 Island Lake CA
experienced high visitation. The pandemic has influenced everything about the development
of this Plan, including how we conducted engagement activities, developed conceptual ideas
and programming.
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Trail visitation at Island Lake CA is one of the highest of all CVC parks. Year-over-year
visitation continues to increase, with the most significant jump occurring when the VBLT
perimeter loop was completed in 2015. During the first year of the COVID-19 global
pandemic in 2020, visitation surpassed 270,000 - a 21% increase from 2019 visitation.
During this time, trails and greenspaces played an ever-important role in people’s wellbeing, and visitation statistics confirm that visitors felt a sense of safety and solace
reconnecting with nature.
A Trail Plan and a Restoration and Natural Resource Management Plan have been developed
in conjunction with the Plan to prioritize related actions. Island Lake CA is a place cherished
by watershed residents, visitors, and the surrounding communities; the directions identified
in the Plan have been created to promote a balance between the protection and
conservation of the site’s significant natural resources, and human use and appreciation.
This Plan outlines the major projects and policy directions for Island Lake CA over the next
25-years. Conservation land management is not static, and adjustments may be made to
the Plan as more detailed studies refine projects and new opportunities or threats emerge.
CVC’s Strategic Plan recognizes the importance of adaptive management, especially related
to environmental, technological, and societal change agents relevant to land management
(CVC 2020f).

SCIENCE

Our evolving understanding of the environment and its stressors

TECHNOLOGY

Advancements in tools that allow us to work more effectively and
efficiently and provide opportunity for improved connection and
experiences for partners, residents, and visitors

CLIMATE
CHANGE

New realities that call for greater resilience, mitigation measures,
public education, and adaptive management

PEOPLE

The impacts of increasing urban density, resulting in smaller living
spaces and a shift in our visitors, require that our services and spaces
evolve to meet increased demand and ever-changing public
expectations

HEALTH

Environmental health supports physical health, mental well-being and
can reduce the cost of health care by ensuring people have safe
drinking water, protection from natural hazards and access to
greenspaces

Figure 1. Change Agents Outlined in CVC's Strategic Plan (2020)

The management plan for Island Lake CA, is the result of a holistic planning process that,
through extensive consultation, considered several different options and alternatives before
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creating a vision that best meets the needs of the conservation area while accounting for
local and regional contexts. Through innovative design, programming and policy, this Plan
aims to address the variety of threats and challenges identified, while also capitalizing on
the area’s natural strengths and opportunities.
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2.

CONTEXTUAL VIEW OF ISLAND LAKE CONSERVATION AREA

Island Lake CA is in the Towns of Mono and Orangeville, both in Dufferin County, and falls
within the Greater Golden Horseshoe, one of the most dynamic and fast-growing regions in
North America (Map 1). It is located in the headwaters region of Ontario, an area
characterized as the source of five major river systems: the Credit, Humber, Grand,
Saugeen and Nottawasaga.
The Credit River flows southeast from Island Lake, toward Upper Credit Conservation Area,
forming a natural corridor with broad linkages to the Niagara Escarpment, Greenbelt, and
Oak Ridges Moraine all the way down to the Lake Ontario shoreline. Located at the dividing
point of the basins of Lake Huron and Lake Ontario, Island Lake CA forms part of the
provincially significant Orangeville Wetland Complex which physically and functionally
connects the Credit River and Nottawasaga River Watersheds, creating a cross-watershed
linkage to natural areas northward to Georgian Bay.
Island Lake CA represents one of CVC’s first land acquisition projects and is composed of
several individual parcels, acquired between 1957 and 2009. The park’s defining reservoir
formed following the construction of the south dam in 1967 (CVC 2020e). While the
reservoir’s primary purpose is flow augmentation and dilution of flows from Orangeville’s
Water Pollution Control Plant (WPCP), it became attractive for water-based recreation and
soon grew to be one of CVC’s flagship parks. While ecology and recreation are critical
aspects of Island Lake CA, they are considered secondary to the principal goal of reservoir
management; the augmentation of the baseflow in the upper Credit River.
Today, Island Lake CA serves as both a community greenspace cherished by residents, and
as a destination for tourists from across the GTA and beyond to enjoy nature-based
recreation and variety of visitor amenities. Visitors to Island Lake CA value it’s natural
beauty, opportunities for physical activity, and the social benefits it provides. Several
facilities exist on site, including a gatehouse, rental centre, workshop, washroom facilities,
picnic pavilions, education centre and staff office trailers.
Over the years, many things have influenced the development of Island Lake CA, its
landscape, how the park is used and its influence on surrounding communities. A summary
of the cultural, natural, and social attributes of Island Lake CA are discussed below.
Additional information can be found in the background report (CVC 2018c).
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Map 1. Island Lake CA Current Map
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2.1 AN UNDISCOVERED HISTORY
The evolution of Island Lake CA from natural landscape and use by Indigenous peoples to
occupation by settlers to conservation area is not well understood or documented. At this
time, little is known about how Indigenous peoples used the land that now makes up Island
Lake CA. Archival research provides more insight on how the landscape changed in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however, gaps remain. This section discusses the
historical context of the region as well as specific findings associated with Island Lake CA.
The relevant history of the conservation area can be interpreted through three themes in
the history of the Credit River Watershed:
1. Indigenous Use (until 1818)
2. Settlement Period (1805 to 1900)
3. Conservation Authorities and the Public Lands Movement (1946 to Present)
2.1.1 INDIGENOUS USE
The earliest human use of the area remains undiscovered. Little cultural evidence has been
uncovered near the property, making it challenging to analyze or make conclusions about
the use and occupation of Indigenous peoples on the landscape. A single isolated stemmed
projectile point fragment has been found within 1 km of Island Lake CA - a find that could
indicate pre-contact settlement in the area. Through consultation with Indigenous
communities and partners such as the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation (MCFN) and
their Department of Consultation & Accommodation, we have a general understanding of
the watershed’s Indigenous history.
The entire Credit River Watershed, including Island Lake CA, is part of the Treaty Lands and
Territory of the MCFN and the Traditional Territory of the Huron-Wendat First Nation and
Haudenosaunee. Island Lake CA lies within Treaty 18, the Lake Simcoe - Nottawasaga
treaty that was made with the Chippewas of Lake Huron and Simcoe, ancestors of the
Williams Treaties First Nations. The area remains home to many First Nations, Métis, and
Inuit Peoples today.
Human populations became established in southern Ontario more than 10,000 years ago.
Specific details regarding the early settlement and use of Island Lake CA and the
surrounding landscape is not available. This section contains a general description of early
human occupations in southern Ontario.
Paleoindian Period - 12,000 to 10,000 Before Present
As the glaciers retreated from southern Ontario 12,000 years ago, nomadic peoples
gradually moved into the area. These people lived small family groups and presumably
hunted caribou and other fauna associated with the cooler environment of this time period.
Human occupation of Southern Ontario was initially thought to be associated with glacial
lake shorelines; however, recent investigations indicate that these peoples also utilized
interior locations, such as kettle lake areas along the Oak Ridges Moraine. During this time
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the entire population of southern Ontario is thought to be somewhere between 100 and 200
individuals (Ellis 1990).
Archaic Period - 10,000 to 2800 Before Present
The Archaic Period saw the arrival of many new technologies and subsistence strategies as
Indigenous populations adapted to Southern Ontario’s warming climate. Woodworking
implements and net-sinkers (for fishing) began to appear as did numerous types of spear
points. The presence of copper (native to the Lake Superior region) on archaeological sites
in Southern Ontario long range exchange and interaction between different First Nations.
The trade networks established at this time persisted until European contact.
The Archaic bands of southern Ontario followed an annual cycle. Spring through fall, bands
would join together and inhabit sites in lakeshore environments where abundant food
enabled the establishment of multi-season occupations. As the seasons changed and
resources became scarce, bands would split into smaller groups and move inland to make
use of resources that were available during the fall and winter (Ellis 1990).
Initial Woodland Period - 1,000 B.C. (2800 BP) to A.D. 700
The Initial Woodland period is associated with two technological innovations: clay pots and
the bow and arrow. These two advancements allowed for major changes in subsistence and
settlement patterns. As populations became larger, camps were equipped with more
permanent structures and were occupied longer and more consistently. These larger sites
are generally associated with the gathering of two or more band groups into what are
referred to as macrobands. It was also during this period that elaborate burial rituals and
the placement grave goods with the deceased began to take place.
These goods, including large caches of well-crafted lithic blades, sheets of mica, marine
shells, shark teeth, silver and copper beads and artifacts such as platform smoking pipes
and decorative ear ornaments, indicate increased trade and interaction between Southern
Ontario groups as far away as the Atlantic coast and the Ohio Valley (Ellis 1990).
Late Woodland Period - A.D. 700 to 1650
The introduction of maize around A.D. 700, and the subsequent development of horticulture
as the predominant subsistence base, gave rise to population increases and the
establishment of permanent villages. Aside from villages, Late Woodland peoples also
inhabited hamlets and special purpose cabins and campsites that are thought to have been
associated with larger settlements. Social changes during this time and are reflected in the
use of smoking pipes, burial rituals, increased settlement size, as well as clan and tribal
development (Ellis 1990).
Prior to the onset of colonialism and colonial contact, the entire area was occupied by the
Mississague (Mississauga) people. In the early 1600s, the Mississague people moved into
Southern Ontario from their original homeland, located north of Lake Huron and Georgian
Bay. Missinnihe (the trusting creek), also known as the Credit River, is an important
waterway in Indigenous history. The river was the site of bi-annual reunions, ceremonies,
and celebrations for the MCFN as well as sites for trade between settlers and First Nations.
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Post-Contact Period - A.D. 1650 to 1805
The Post-Contact Period is characterized by the arrival of Europeans who were engaged in
exploration, missions, promoting fur and trade alliances, and competing for land supremacy.
Although the main European trade routes were to the north of Lake Ontario, the fur trade
was transforming the land and peoples of the entire Great Lakes basin.
European traders from the French, English and Dutch nations encouraged competition
between existing Indigenous peoples for loyalty and access to furs. In the late 18 th and
early 19th centuries, the British Crown established segregated reserves for Haudenosaunee
and Anishinaabe communities across Southern Ontario while granting properties to
European settlers.
Until mid-October 1818, the MCFN held three small reserves and 262,236 hectares of land
north of the Head of Lake Purchase lands and extending to the unceded territory of the
Chippewa of Lakes Huron and Simcoe. In mid-October 1818, the Chippewa ceded their land
to the Crown in the Lake Simcoe-Nottawasaga Treaty and, by the end of October, the Crown
sought to purchase the adjacent lands of the MCFN. In October 1818, the government
proposed that the Mississaugas sell their remaining 262,236 hectares in exchange for an
annual amount of goods worth £522.10. The continuous inflow of settlers into their lands
and fisheries had weakened the Mississaugas’ traditional economy and had left them in a
state of impoverishment and a rapidly declining population. In their enfeebled state, Chief
Ajetance, on behalf of the assembled people, agreed to the sale (MCFN 2017).
2.1.2 SETTLEMENT PERIOD (1805 TO 1900)
The history of Dufferin County is interconnected with that of Simcoe, Grey and Wellington
counties; six townships from these three counties combined to form Dufferin County
following the Separation Act of 1874. The Townships of Mono and Orangeville were two of
these communities. They officially joined the newly formed Dufferin County in 1881. While
we do have some archival records, such as surviving survey diaries from nearby Garafraxa
and Amaranth Townships, much information has been lost and the separation from Simcoe
County left gaps in some historical documents.
Throughout the area, the steep, hilly terrain made it a difficult place to settle and farm.
Early communities were developed near the Credit and Humber rivers and at high traffic
crossroads. Although it was incorporated as a Township in 1850, Mono’s early petitioners
who received land grants were recorded as non-residents during the mid-nineteenth
century, since they did not occupy their lands due to a lack of infrastructure such as wellmaintained roads and railways.
Orangeville was incorporated as a village in 1864 and experienced economic expansion
throughout the 1870’s and 1880’s. It achieved town status in 1874. The earliest known
patents of land in this area include land surveyors Ezekiel Benson and Seneca Ketchum in
1830; however, the first known individual to settle in the area was John Corbitt, who
acquired land just west of Orangeville in 1829. In 1837, James Grigg purchased 40.5
hectares from Seneca Ketchum and built the first mill on Mill Creek. Soon after, a small
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community by the name of Grigg’s Mill was established. Settlement continued steadily
through the 1830s and 1840s as many moved to the area to take part in the milling
opportunities. In 1844, Orange Lawrence purchased 121.4 hectares of land southeast of
Orangeville and went on to purchase Grigg’s Mill, build a second mill, and open a general
store, a tavern and the first school. He became Orangeville’s first postmaster, and the
community was named in his honour.
The first train arrived in 1871 on the Toronto Grey and Bruce Railway, which passed through
Orangeville along its route from Toronto to Owen Sound. Orangeville became a major rail
stop and an exporter of goods that included grain, timber, lumber and fence rails. It soon
boasted several mills and multi-storied brick buildings, including 11 hotels, several law firms
and six churches.
The 1871 Census indicates that much of the land was, at one time, owned by the Island
Family. The lot where the current Island Lake CA rental centre is situated was occupied by
Michael Island and Joseph Island. In 1878, Michael, 68 years old and a widower, resided
with his four children on 141.64 hectares with one house and two barns. His son Joseph, a
31-year-old farmer, was living with his wife and four children on 60.7 hectares with two
houses and two barns. The property appears to have remained in the Island family until
1942 when the estate was sold to William Jackson. In turn, Jackson then sold it three years
later to Harold Moffatt. CVC purchased 24 hectares from the Moffatt family in 1957.
During the first half of the nineteenth century the area which now includes Island Lake CA,
remained largely rural. Several creeks flowed through the area including Monora Creek from
the west and two unnamed Eastern tributaries (Figure 2). Tree cover was maintained in the
low areas adjacent to the river, except for several small areas which were used for
agriculture. Due to issues with soil erosion, agricultural land in the area was primarily used
for pasture and dairy farming (ODPD 1956). By 1901, the local population began to decline
due to poor soil quality and soil erosion. Many residents flocked to Manitoba seeking better
opportunities.
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Figure 2. 1881 Belden Map of Mono Township, Approximate Location of Island Lake CA on Lots 1-5,
Con1W and Con1-2 E

2.1.3 CONSERVATION AUTHORITY AND PUBLIC LANDS ERA
The concept of a reservoir in the
Orangeville area stems from the 1956
Credit Valley Conservation Report where
the need was identified to “prevent the
flooding of No. 9 Highway east of
Orangeville and its controlled discharge
throughout the summer would improve
flow conditions and help alleviate the
pollution condition existing below the Town
of Orangeville” (ODPD 1956). In 1957, CVC
made its first land purchase in the area and
Figure 3. Island Lake CA North and South Dams
by 1969, the north and south dams had
been constructed (Figure 3). Though the
resulting reservoir was primarily managed to dilute outflows from Orangeville’s Water
Pollution Control Plant (WPCP) into the Credit River, it provided new opportunities for waterbased recreation in the headwaters. The reservoir continues to be managed through a
Permit to Take Water (PTTW), with its primary function to dilute the WPCP outflows in the
upper Credit River.
On June 17, 1970 the Orangeville Reservoir Conservation Area was officially opened to the
public. The park became popular with outdoor enthusiasts who took part in fishing and
waterfowl hunting. Outdoor recreation opportunities expanded in 1975 when two nature
trails were developed, and the first maple syrup operation was held. A year later, the
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education centre was constructed to support programming. It was leased to the Upper
Grand District School Board (UGDSB) in 1992, a partnership which continues to this day.
CVC developed the first management plan for Island Lake CA in 1979 with the intention of
directing development and operational programming. The waterfowl hunt was cancelled due
to liability concerns, and low visitation due to the lack of recreational resources hindered
capital investment. To encourage visitation, the 1984 management plan update
recommended development of a beach or swimming facility.
A third management plan was developed in 1997 with input from various stakeholders and
community partners. This plan identified expanded facilities and programming at Island
Lake CA over a 20-year timeframe including the construction of new roads, parking lots,
picnic and washroom facilities, improvements to the beach, and significant additions to the
trail system. Coinciding with the launch of the 1997 management plan, the property was
renamed from the Orangeville Reservoir Conservation Area to Island Lake CA in recognition
of the Island family, original settlers to the area who had previously owned and farmed the
land.
A 2005 addendum to the 1997 management plan re-affirmed a commitment to
environmental protection, focusing on long-term planning, education, appreciation
opportunities and the development of strong partnerships (CVC 2005). One such
partnership is the Friends of Island Lake (FOIL), a fundraising subcommittee of the CVC
Foundation (CVCF), which has raised substantial funds for trail development and other
projects over the years (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Island Lake CA Historical Timeline
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2.2 AN EVOLVED NATURAL SYSTEM
From an ecological perspective, Island Lake CA has evolved significantly in the decades
leading up to the present. While much of the property was previously farmed, prior to the
creation of the reservoir, the lands were described as “swamp covered with low-grade scrub
growth, mostly willow” (CVC 1956). The construction of the dams in the late 1960’s
impounded the flows from three creeks, the largest being Monora Creek, which enters from
the west. Two unnamed tributaries flow into the reservoir from the east. Monora Creek is
particularly important to sustaining Island Lake’s storage volume providing approximately
half the annual inflow and as much as 75% of the baseflow discharging to the reservoir
during dry periods (CVC 2020e). The dam was constructed to store runoff during the spring
then release the waters slowly through the summer and early fall to augment baseflow in
the upper Credit River and aid in assimilating discharge from the Orangeville Water Pollution
Control Plant (WPCP). It was also designed to reduce flooding east of Highway 9.
The reservoir has become a defining feature on the landscape. Although the reservoir
drastically changed the local ecology, it has evolved through natural processes to become
an ecologically significant area and important contribution to the Credit River Watershed
Natural Heritage System (CRWNHS) (CVC 2015). Outflows from the reservoir through the
south dam are managed under a Permit to Take Water (PTTW). Recommendations to
augment the flow from the south dam to mimic natural flow patterns in the upper reach of
the Credit River has been identified as part of the Headwaters Subwatershed Study’s (CVC
2020e). A more natural flow regime would improve downstream environmental conditions
and habitat.
Below Island Lake CA lies three sequences of bedrock: the Queenston Formation, the
Clinton-Cataract Group and the Amabel Formation (CVC 2018c). It is situated between two
limbs of the Orangeville Moraine, in soils that are categorized as moderately to highly
permeable and permit significant groundwater infiltration. As such, Island Lake CA is in an
important groundwater recharge area (CVC 2020e). A bedrock aquifer located in the Amabel
Formation provides water to several local communities, including the Towns of Orangeville
and Mono. Reliance on groundwater in this area makes water quality and quantity
particularly essential.
The Island Lake reservoir is classified as a large, warmwater habitat. Approximately 60% of
Island Lake CA’s total area is wetland or aquatic habitat including the reservoir, its shoreline
and riparian areas adjacent to Monora Creek and the Credit River. A small remnant fen
community made up of floating mats of sphagnum moss and regionally rare plant species is
perhaps the most unique wetland habitat present in Island Lake CA. Most of this area is
designated as part of the provincially significant Orangeville Wetland Complex (Map 2). Two
kilometres of watercourses are located within the property boundary, primarily Upper
Monora Creek and the Credit River downstream of the south dam. The diverse aquatic
environments present on the property supports a variety of habitats and at least 28 fish
species. The reservoir is regarded as an important recreational fishery in the watershed and
is considered very productive.
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Map 2. Island Lake CA Ecological Designations
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Most of Island Lake CA is in the Orangeville Reservoir Environmentally Significant Area
(ESA), which also contains the surrounding wetland complex and upland forested areas. The
rest of Island Lake CA is characterized by forests, plantations and cultural communities. The
oldest and largest connecting tract of deciduous upland forest is dominated by mature sugar
maples and supports maple syrup production and education programs. The conservation
area is also identified as part of the CRWNHS, which recognizes it within a Centre for
Biodiversity, a high-quality natural area important for supporting biodiversity over the long
term.
Ecologically important areas that support biodiversity, known as Significant Wildlife Habitat,
are found in various forms across the property. They include, among others, turtle nesting
and wintering areas, marsh breeding bird habitat, woodland raptor nesting habitat and
waterfowl stopover and staging areas. Environmental surveys have identified more than 650
species at Island Lake CA (Figure 5). The presence of 13 Species at Risk has also been
confirmed, including Snapping Turtle, Least Bittern and Horned Grebe (CVC 2018c).

Figure 5. Species Composition Recorded at Island Lake CA

Of the 429 unique species of plants identified, more than 100 are non-native, 55 of which
are invasive and threaten Island Lake CA’s ecological integrity. These include 16 priority
invasive species for management such as Dog-Strangling Vine and Phragmites. The
presence of Common Carp, an invasive fish species, was confirmed in the Island Lake
reservoir in 2015. Non-native, invasive species threaten Island Lake CA’s biodiversity and
intensifies the need for adaptive management to protect more sensitive species and natural
systems. Section 7.5 identifies and prioritizes activities for restoration, invasive species
management and habitat creation.
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CVC’s Integrated Watershed Monitoring Program (IWMP) has 4 monitoring sites in Island Lake
CA: 3 stream and 1 wetland site. These sites are part of a larger, long-term monitoring
network used to monitor the health of the Credit River Watershed.
The data collected through IWMP, as well as the additional ecological surveys and
assessments listed below undertaken specifically for the Plan, have helped to identify
sensitivities, disturbances, opportunities and constraints. The results of these additional
surveys are detailed in the Background Report (CVC 2018c) and Natural Heritage
Characterization Report (CVC 2016) for Island Lake CA.
Additional surveys and assessments include:
•
Classification of vegetation communities following Ecological Land Classification
protocols
•
Wetland evaluations
•
Multi-season botanical surveys
•
Amphibian call surveys
•
Breeding bird surveys
•
Migratory waterfowl and shorebird surveys
•
Odonata (dragonfly and damselfly) surveys
•
Significant Wildlife Habitat evaluation
•
Species at Risk Mapping
•
Extensive research and review

2.3 A BELOVED PLACE
Since Island Lake CA opened to the public in 1970, its recreational landscape has expanded
and changed in response to community needs and a growing regional population. Forty
years ago, Island Lake CA was non-operational and generated revenues solely through
events, namely the maple syrup festival. Today, Island Lake CA hosts a variety of familyoriented events and is a popular spot for hiking, fishing, cycling, canoeing, kayaking, dog
walking, exercising, and picnicking.
Community partnerships have
been instrumental in shaping
Island Lake CA into what it is
today. Many projects, such as the
VBLT were completed largely due
to the support of community and
partner groups such as FOIL.
Maintenance of the VBLT is
supported by the Orangeville
Rotary Club and the Lions Clubs of
Orangeville and Amaranth, who
act as trail stewards. FOIL also

Figure 6. Island Lake CA Natural Playground
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played a key role in constructing the natural playground in 2020, providing crucial funding,
along with the Orangeville Lions Club, Rotary Club of Orangeville and other community
partners (Figure 6). The waterfront amphitheatre, completed in 2017, was another
community-driven project funded by local service clubs. The amphitheatre now supports
events such as theatrical performances, concerts, and weddings.
CVC has longstanding partnerships with many groups that run programming out of Island
Lake CA. These include rowing programs operated by the Island Lake Rowing Club, as well
as outdoor environmental and educational programs for administered by the UGDSB, Eco
Camp, At Last Forest School, and the Town of Orangeville. The Memorial Forest, established
through a sponsorship agreement with Dods & McNair Funeral Home, provides an
opportunity for a living memorial to commemorate the life of a loved one by having a tree
planted.
Since 2010, CVC has experienced a 200% increase in visitation across our key conservation
areas3, from 350,000 in 2010 to more than 1,000,000 in 2020. These numbers are driven,
in part, by population growth in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), increased awareness of
our conservation areas and programming, growth in outdoor activities, an increasing
awareness of the benefits of connecting with nature and in 2020, the COVID-19 global
pandemic.
In the last seven years Island Lake CA has seen a 260% increase in overall visitation; from
75,200 visits in 2014 to 272,200 visits in 2020 (Figure 7). These numbers are in stark
contrast to those recorded in the late 1980’s, which were between 7,500 and 9,500
annually. Visitation increases are attributed to population growth as well as recent
infrastructure improvements and programming additions, including the completion of the
VBLT as well as community events such as the annual maple syrup festival, Canada Day
fireworks, annual FOIL Bass Derby and Theatre Orangeville events.

Island Lake CA, Ken Whillans Conservation Area, Upper Credit Conservation Area, Elora Cataract Trailway,
Belfountain Conservation Area, Cheltenham Badlands, Terra Cotta Conservation Area, Silver Creek Conservation
Area, Limehouse Conservation Area, and Rattray Marsh Conservation Area
3
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Island Lake Conservation Area
Total Visitation by Year
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Figure 7. Island Lake CA Visitor Trends

Visitation to CVC conservation areas is tracked using gatehouse receipts and automated trail
counters. There are currently six sanctioned access points onto Island Lake CA’s trail system
that facilitate free use of the trails, a policy negotiated between CVC and the municipalities
of Orangeville and Mono. Figure 8 below shows yearly visitation totals broken down by
gatehouse and trail access points and Table 1 shows a comparison between gatehouse
counts and trail access point counts between 2014 and 2020. Visitation increases correlate
with the completion of major trail projects in 2015 and the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.
Island Lake Conservation Area
Yearly Visitation by Gatehouse Counts and Trail Counts
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Figure 8. Island Lake CA Yearly Visitation
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Table 1. Island Lake CA Visitation Boom 2014 to 2020

Gatehouse Counts

Trail Access Points

2014

27,300

47,900

2020

65,200

207,000

Visitor Increase

140%

330%

Visitation patterns and visitor origin information indicates that Island Lake CA has two
distinct user groups: tourists travelling from the GTA and entering through the gatehouse to
use the day-use area; and residents entering through secondary access points to use the
trails (Table 2, Map 3). These statistics highlight how Island Lake CA has become an
increasingly popular destination for trail-based recreation. As connections to municipal and
regional trail systems are explored and the Credit Valley Trail (CVT) is developed, it is
expected that the demand for trail-based recreation at Island Lake CA will continue to
increase.
Table 2. 2018 Island Lake CA Visitation Trends

Typical Users

Gatehouse

Trail Access Points

Families with children

Solo or in small groups

•
Popular Activities

Peak Months
Peak Days
Most Popular
Visitor Postal
Codes (2018)

•

Summer: fishing, boating,
hiking, and picnicking
Winter: ice fishing, attending
special events (annual icefishing derby and bonspiel)

Hiking, dog walking, cycling
and jogging

Most popular in the summer
months, particularly in July and
August.

More consistent throughout the
year with May to September
being the highest

Summer weekends and holidays

Weekdays and weekends

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Brampton (19%)
Toronto (16%)
Mississauga (14%)
Orangeville (11%)
Caledon (7%)

Orangeville (39%)
Mono (12%)
Caledon (11%)
Toronto (6%)
Brampton (4%)

The peak visitation season for Island Lake CA is considered June to August. Over the last
few years, average daily visits during the peak season have risen for both the main
entrance and trail users entering from secondary access points (Figure 9). The COVID-19
pandemic has further intensified this upward trend in visitation at all access points,
particularly on weekends and holidays.
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Figure 9. Average Daily Visits During the Peak Season (2018 - 2020, June To August)

Some visitor capacity concerns were raised during the management planning process,
mostly focused on the VBLT. The Plan identifies improvements to alleviate visitation
pressures including expanded parking, entrance road, gatehouse, washroom facilities, and
picnic areas.
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Map 3. 2018 Visitor Origin Concentrations
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2.4 VALUES AND PRESSURES
Understanding Island Lake CA’s broader context, its significance, use and how it has
evolved over time, is fundamental in identifying its values and pressures. Island Lake CA’s
values, the important social, ecological, cultural, and economic aspects of a property,
provides a foundation for this Plan by highlighting what needs to be protected. Similarly,
identifying pressures, or threats to those values, establishes what actions are needed to
achieve positive outcomes.
Values and pressures were initially identified through the situation analysis phase and
recorded in the background report (CVC 2018c). They were later discussed and refined
through public, stakeholder and staff engagement (Strategic Directions Report). Key values
for Island Lake CA are outline in Table 3; pressures are highlighted in Table 4.
Table 3. Island Lake CA Values

A landscape of diverse habitats including terrestrial, aquatic, wetland, and
riparian habitat

Ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration, climate regulation, water
purification, pollination, nutrient cycling, and protection from natural hazards

Community and individual health and well-being, including diverse
opportunities for nature-based recreation and exercise

Indigenous history and present-day culture

Partnerships with the Friends of Island Lake as well as multiple community
and service groups

Education and interpretive programs that foster environmental
appreciation
Contributions to the local economy through employment and volunteer
opportunities, partnerships with local businesses, venue for events and
tourism

Venue for diverse social and cultural events
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Table 4. Island Lake CA Pressures

Year over year increases in visitation can contribute to a diminished visitor
experience, overcrowding and impacts to neighbours

Aging and inadequate infrastructure including visitor and operational
facilities, an inadequate septic system, and insufficient parking
Acute and culminative impacts from numerous invasive species including
Phragmites, Dog-strangling Vine, Emerald Ash Borer, Banded Mystery Snail,
and Common Carp
Visitor conflict and non-compliance with regulations, including littering,
dogs off-leash, vandalism and trail use
Climate change impacts including severe and unpredictable weather,
changes to local biodiversity and ecosystem health, and impacts to
recreational activities (fishing, boating, winter activities)
Fluctuating reservoir water levels the ability to meet downstream flow
requirements, ecology, and recreation. Dams also impact downstream
hydrology and fish passage.
Financial pressures due to revenues not covering operating costs, including
the 75% of trail users that access from free at secondary access locations

The values and pressures formed the foundation for developing management plan
directions. The success of this Plan will be measured in part by how well it protects key
values and responds to these pressures.
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3.

PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Island Lake CA is managed under multiple layers of policy. The policy context guides the
development of the Plan and lays the groundwork for land management by outlining
everything from the fundamental purpose of conservation lands and CVC’s role as land
stewards, to policies that direct specific activities and development. The key policies that
influence decision making, site design, and the approval process for the management plan
are outlined below.
The multiple, overlapping layers of internal, municipal, and provincial policy, while
sometimes competing or conflicting, provide the framework on which the goals,
recommendations and directions of the Plan have been structured. Integrating the
requirements and direction from policy, provides confidence that the ideas and directions
are appropriate and aligned with broader land use planning objectives.

3.1 PROVINCIAL LEGISLATION
Provincial legislation directs the management of CVC lands from a variety of perspectives.
From the macro level, the Conservation Authorities Act provides conservation authorities
with the powers to make regulations regarding authority owned lands. From a land planning
perspective, the majority of Island Lake CA lies within the Greenbelt Natural Heritage
System of the Greenbelt Plan, which aims to protect environmentally sensitive and
agricultural lands.
3.1.1 CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES ACT (2021)
Conservation authorities are governed by the Conservation Authorities Act (CA Act), which
is administered by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks. Conservation
authorities apply regulations made under the CA Act. As part of Bills 108 (June 2019) and
229 (December 2020), changes were made to the CA Act that were intended to ‘focus’
Conservation Authorities (CAs) on their mandated business and make CAs more accountable
and transparent. In October 2021, the provincial government released three separate
regulations. Of particular importance to conservation area management and the Island Lake
Conservation Area Management Plan are Ontario Regulations 686/21 and 688/21.
Ontario Regulation 686/21 outlines the mandatory programs and services for conservation
authorities. Included within the scope of mandatory conservation land management
activities is the protection, restoration, and management of natural heritage features. Lowmaintenance passive recreation activities such as trails, day-use parks, and picnicking areas
are also considered mandatory.
More active recreational programs and development, such as community events, rental
programs, educational programs, and capital infrastructure are considered non-mandatory.
Non-mandatory programs need to be approved by CVC’s Board of Directors and funded
through non-levy means, such as through MOU’s, self-generated funds, and grants. Ontario
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Regulation 688/21 regulates the public use of conservation authority owned land, identifying
unsanctioned uses and activities.
Impacts stemming from the revised CA Act regulations were considered through the
development of the management planning process for Island Lake CA.
3.1.2 GREENBELT PLAN (2017)
The Greenbelt Plan builds upon the Provincial Policy Statement and the ecological
protections covered by the Niagara Escarpment Plan (NEP) and the Oak Ridges Moraine
Conservation Plan (ORMCP). The plan identifies agricultural and environmentally sensitive
lands, Protected Countryside, that are to be permanently protected.
The Greenbelt Plan’s Natural Heritage System includes areas of Protected Countryside with
the highest concentration of the most sensitive and/or significant natural features and
functions. The majority of Island Lake CA (83%) is designated as Protected Countryside.
Policy protection of key natural heritage and hydrologic features within the Protected
Countryside is provided. The importance of parkland, open space and trails within the
Protected Countryside for both environmental and social perspectives is also identified.
3.1.3 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT (2007)
The Endangered Species Act assesses which species are at risk in Ontario and identifies
them as Extirpated, Endangered, Threatened or Special Concern. The Endangered Species
Act provides tools and mechanisms to protect all species listed including habitat of species
listed as Threatened and Endangered. It regulates activities that may cause harm to Species
at Risk and promotes stewardship activities to assist in their recovery.
Thirteen Species at Risk have been identified at Island Lake CA. Many threatened species
identified are bird species that fly over or use Island Lake CA for foraging. Butternut is the
only species listed as endangered (CVC 2018c). Its habitat, which is defined as a 30m buffer
around the tree, will be protected. Provincial Species at Risk recovery plans for all species
will be followed and implemented.
3.1.4 ONTARIO WATER RESOURCES ACT (1990)
The Ontario Water Resources Act contains important mechanisms to protect both
groundwater and surface water resources. This Act provides regulation of sewage disposal,
prohibiting the discharge of polluting materials that may impair water quality, and enabling
orders to prevent, reduce or alleviate impairment of water quality.
The Island Lake reservoir is operated under Permit to Take Water (PTTW) 0412-ACAPBT.
The PTTW regulates the outflow of water from the south dam to support the dilution of
effluent from Orangeville’s Water Pollution Control Plan (WPCP). Also regulated under the
Act are Environmental Compliance Approvals, which will be required for Island Lake CA’s
wastewater servicing.
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3.2 MUNICIPAL PLANNING AND POLICIES
Municipal Official Plans interpret provincial legislation within a regional context and provide
the long-term strategic policy framework for guiding a community’s growth. Recent updates
to the CA Act confirm that the lands owned and controlled by conservation authorities
continue to be regarded as private lands, meaning that they are subject to municipal
planning jurisdictions. The directions for Island Lake CA align with the objectives and
policies in the Official Plans of the County of Dufferin (2017), the Town of Orangeville
(2020) and the Town of Mono (2018).
3.2.1 DUFFERIN COUNTY
The County’s Official Plan (Dufferin County 2016) provides a long-term strategic policy
framework for guiding sustainable growth and development in Dufferin. The plan interprets
and applies provincial legislation and policies within the regional context and provides high
level direction to lower-tier municipalities, including Mono and Orangeville.
The County’s Tourism Strategy and Action Plan 2021-2026 identifies actions to establish
Dufferin County as an emerging destination that connects people to the land, through
nature and agriculture; to each other, through arts, culture, history & heritage; and to
themselves, through scenic, off-grid experiences (Dufferin County 2017). Island Lake CA is
listed as one of Dufferin’s top tourism assets for nature and the outdoors with an
opportunity to conceptualize new, creative programming that can take place throughout the
year, and to integrate Island Lake within itinerary development.
3.2.2 TOWN OF MONO
Approximately 85% of Island Lake CA falls within the Town of Mono. The Mono Official Plan
includes Island Lake CA in its natural heritage system (Town of Mono 2018). Policies for
Environmental Protection-1 and Environmental Protection-2 designations apply to Island
Lake CA. Within Mono’s Zoning By-Law 78-1, the area that includes the Island Lake
reservoir is zoned Environmental Protection Zone (EP) and the main day-use area is zoned
Open Space Zone (OS).
Section 41 of the Planning Act gives the Town of Mono the authority to designate “areas of
Site Plan Control” in its Official Plan. The municipality provides a process that examines the
design and technical aspects of a proposed development to ensure it is attractive and
compatible with the surrounding area and contribute to the Town’s economic, social and
environmental vitality. Features such as building designs, site access and servicing, waste
storage, parking, and landscaping are reviewed. Island Lake CA is designated as an area of
Site Plan Control in the Town’s Official Plan.
3.2.3 TOWN OF ORANGEVILLE
Fifteen percent of Island Lake CA is located within the Town of Orangeville. This land is
designated Open Space Conservation in the Official Plan except for a 1.62-hectare lot
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fronting on Highway 10 that is zoned Service Commercial (Town of Orangeville 2020). The
principal use of lands with this designation is the conservation of the natural environment.
The Official Plan contains high level policies for the provision of open space for recreation. It
directs the Town to maximize opportunities for existing facilities and open spaces, and work
towards an integrated trail system that connects to Island Lake CA.
The Town Official Plan update, underway in 2021, acknowledges and supports two key plans
that were considered in the management planning process:
• Cycling and Trails Master Plan (2019) provides guidance for the creation of a
connected and sustainable cycling and trails network that will improve active living
and recreation opportunities for residents and visitors. The goals and objectives of
the plan include building capacity in the network by creating multi-use trails that
connect places throughout Orangeville, including Island Lake CA, and improving
accessibility.
• Recreation and Parks Master Plan (2020) prioritizes the development and
improvement of Town owned parks, recreation facilities and programming services.
The Plan highlights Island Lake CA as a significant natural greenspace for residents.
It includes directions for municipal and CVC staff to work together to achieve trail
connections to Island Lake CA, implement programming and improve accessibility.

3.3 CVC POLICIES, STRATEGIES AND PLANS
3.3.1 CVC STRATEGIC PLANS (2015 & 2020)
CVC’s Strategic Plans (Our Future to Shape (2015) and Our Future Taking Shape (2020)),
along with other internal strategies such as our Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy
(CVC 2018b), form the foundation for sustainable management across the watershed. This
is achieved, in part, through the appropriate management of CVC’s conservation areas.
CVC’s most recent Strategic Plan (2020) directs staff to complete a management plan for
Island Lake CA, incorporating protection, management, and visitor experience (Goal One,
Direction Nine).
3.3.2 CONSERVATION AREAS MASTER STRATEGY (2018)
Guiding our conservation area work is the CAMS (CVC 2018a). The CAMS identifies the
outcomes, directions and deliverables needed to sustain our natural spaces and create highquality recreational, cultural, and educational experiences that meet visitors’ needs today
and into the future. It is a guiding document for our conservation areas, directing business
planning, project planning, and providing flexibility to meet changing needs. The CAMS
ensures we remain accountable to our partners, donors, taxpayers, and above all, to the
environment.
The CAMS Implementation Plans, and their draft directions and initiatives, have been a key
consideration in the development of this Plan. They include:
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•
•

•

The Visitor Experience Plan which, sets the bar for high quality customer services in
operations, programs, and events.
The Greenspace Management Plan which, looks holistically across the Watershed to
identify land acquisition opportunities for environmental protection, outdoor
recreation, nature appreciation and greenspace connections.
The Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan which, in direct consultation with
Indigenous peoples, identifies what roles we can play in supporting the ‘calls to
action’ identified in the Truth and Reconciliation Report (Commission of Canada,
2015)

3.3.3 CONSERVATION LANDS MANAGEMENT MANUAL (2012)
The Conservation Lands Management Manual contains the policies and procedures that
guide day-to-day actions and long-term strategic vision; ensuring that CVC lands are
managed with consistency, relevancy, and appropriateness.
3.3.4 CREDIT VALLEY TRAIL STRATEGY (2017)
The Credit Valley Trail Strategy establishes the collaborative vision, mission and values for
the CVT, a 100-kilometre continuous river valley trail. Once complete, the CVT will connect
the headwaters in Orangeville, through Caledon, Halton Hills and, Brampton to the shore of
Lake Ontario in Mississauga (CVC 2017). This strategy underpins all future planning, design
and management decisions for the trail. Island Lake CA is identified as the northern
terminus of the CVT and is also the location for one of seven key sites from the CVT
Indigenous Experience Plan, Crane Gathering Space (CVC and Neegan Burnside 2020a).
3.3.5 CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY (2019)
CVC’s Climate Change Strategy outlines a framework and goals to guide our priority climate
change actions with partners, within our community and corporately over the next five
years. It provides direction on how we will continue to build climate resiliency through longterm goals and short-term objectives. As part of the management planning process, a
Climate Change Risk Assessment was completed for Island Lake CA (Appendix A). Actions
resulting from this exercise align with the objectives of the Strategy and have been
integrated into this Plan.
3.3.6 ONTARIO REGULATION 160/06 (2006)
CVC’s Regulation, made under the authority of Section 28 of the CA Act, is known as
Ontario Regulation 160/06 - Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to
Shorelines and Watercourses. The main objective of this Regulation is to protect life and
property from natural hazards and safeguard watershed health by preventing pollution and
destruction of ecologically sensitive areas such as significant natural features, wetlands,
shorelines, valleylands and watercourses. The regulated areas include portions of Island
Lake CA (Map 4).
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Map 4. Island Lake CA Conservation Authorities Regulated Areas Map
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3.3.7 NATURAL HERITAGE SYSTEM STRATEGY FOR THE CREDIT RIVER
WATERSHED (2015)
CVC has mapped a Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage System (CRWNHS) as part of
the Natural Heritage System Strategy. The CRWNHS is made up of three main components:
natural heritage features, natural heritage feature buffers, and natural heritage areas. The
third component, natural heritage areas, is made up of 11 Centres for Biodiversity within
the Credit River watershed. Island Lake CA is included in Centre for Biodiversity No. 9:
Island Lake and Shoreline. Together, the combination of the CRWNHS components create a
robust functional system that connects species and ecosystems across the landscape. The
CRWNHS provides an important framework for protecting, enhancing and restoring
ecological integrity in the watershed over the long term.
3.3.8 INVASIVE SPECIES STRATEGY (2020)
The Invasive Species Strategy (ISS) guides invasive species management in the Credit
River Watershed and contributes to CVC land management, planning, and restoration
programs through the prioritization of invasive species and sites for management. It is also
intended to provide support for watershed municipalities, other partner agencies, nongovernmental agencies (NGOs) and individuals involved in land management and
conservation that face the threat and challenges of invasive species. Lastly, it is also meant
to act as a catalyst for action and discussion, commitment of resources, and development of
on-going partnerships. The ISS informed the Restoration Priorities for Island Lake CA (Map
7).
3.3.9 SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN (SFMP) (2021)
CVC's Sustainable Forest Management Plan (SFMP) provides direction for forest
management for the next 20 years (2020-2040). The overarching goal of the SFMP is to
maintain and restore forest health, improve biodiversity and strengthen the resilience of
forests in the watershed.
3.3.10 HEADWATERS SUBWATERSHED 19 STUDY (2021)
The Headwaters Subwatershed Study was completed to document the water resources and
natural heritage characteristics of the Subwatershed, establish long term objectives for
management, identify opportunities and threats, and present a comprehensive plan that will
guide CVC, area municipalities, landowners and industry in protecting and restoring the
Subwatershed. The Surface Water Management Plan addresses challenges specific to Island
Lake, flooding, drought, erosion, water quality and pollution control, as well as climate
change and water sustainability. Implementation recommendations for Island Lake focus on
opportunities to improve flow regimes from the broad perspective of reducing the potential
consequences of drought, enhancing habitat within the lake itself, and modifying lake
discharge patterns to better mimic natural flow patterns in the upper reach of the Credit
River.
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4.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT: A BALANCED APPROACH

Through smart policy and thoughtful design, this Plan directs how Island Lake CA will be
physically reshaped to protect important features while also providing exceptional visitor
experiences. The Plan commits CVC to balancing the protection of natural and cultural
heritage values with access for the public to experience and appreciate them. The theme of
balance underlies every decision point; from determining the need and location of facilities,
to identifying partnerships, programming and restoration priorities.
The Plan for Island Lake CA has a 25-year horizon, making it essential that the vision for
the property is relevant, achievable and strikes an appropriate balance between objectives
by acknowledging the needs of our visitors, community neighbours and CVC land managers.

4.1 MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROCESS
Realizing the vision for Island Lake CA is a long-term undertaking. The management
planning process launched in 2015, after a detailed inventory phase. The compilation of
work undertaken through this process represents a diligent effort to understand the intricate
fabric of the site and envision a remodeled park for the next generation. The complexity of
the Island Lake reservoir, its importance from a water management, ecological and
recreation perspective, has required significant study and balancing objectives is, and
remains, a challenge today.
The four phases of long-range planning for Island Lake CA are laid out in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Management Planning Process

The management planning phase, which culminates with this Plan, confirms the vision and
desired future state before more detailed and costly studies and design are undertaken.
Projects where development and site planning, and design, permitting and construction are
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applicable are detailed in Section 7.2. The Plan will remain flexible should unexpected
opportunities or issues arise.
4.1.1 REPORTING ELEMENTS
The management planning process includes three reporting elements: Situation Analysis
(CVC 2018c), Strategic Directions (CVC 2021d), and Management Plan (this Plan) (Figure
11).
Report 1: Situation Analysis completed between 20162017 and published in 2018, includes an in-depth review of
the natural, cultural and social values of the study area. The
Background Report (CVC 2018c) summarizes key findings
from technical reports and studies to help understand its
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, and
provides recommendations for consideration through the
management planning process.

Figure 11. Management Plan
Reporting

Report 2: Strategic Directions involves the development
and refinement of ideas and projects through consultation
with the public, stakeholders, and agency partners. This
Strategic Directions Report (CVC 2021d) outlines guiding
statements (vision, commitments, objectives, outcomes and
directions), presents conceptual plans and illustrative
renderings for key facilities and park experiences, and
discusses how input received through consultations was
integrated into decisions on policies, projects and
programming initiatives.

Report 3: Management Plan presents our final vision for the conservation area and
expands on the directions outlined in the Strategic Directions Report into more detailed
management direction and policies. This plan guides park management and operations,
infrastructure development, natural resource management, recreation and programming,
and community partnerships over a 25-year timeframe. Implementation planning, including
costing and phasing, is also provided.
4.1.2 ISLAND LAKE CA MANAGEMENT PLAN MILESTONES
CVC’s Board of Directors approved the development of a new management plan for Island
Lake CA in April 2015 through Resolution 28/15. CVC staff worked with community
stakeholders to examine Island Lake CA’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
to better understand important considerations for the new Plan. The project was paused in
2017 as CVC recognized the vital need for a guiding strategic document, CAMS (CVC
2018a), that would holistically inform and guide the management of all CVC owned and
managed lands.
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Management planning for Island Lake CA re-commenced in March 2020. Key project
milestones are shown in Figure 12. The final Plan was approved by CVC’s Board of Directors
in Fall 2021. Municipal Council endorsements are expected in Spring 2022. A formal
evaluation of the Plan’s progress will take place every five years.

Figure 12. Project Milestones

4.2 ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
Communication and consultation with the public, Indigenous communities, and stakeholders
is an essential component of the management planning process. Inviting and facilitating
public participation builds awareness about the study, forms and strengthens relationships,
and brings to light needs, concerns and opportunities that should be considered in the
process.
The engagement strategy developed for the management planning process utilizes the
International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) spectrum (IAP2 2017). IAP2 is an
organization well-known for advancing the practice of public participation. This approach
aligns with the intent of the Conservation Areas Framework outlined in the CAMS. Additional
information on consultation activities is available in the Strategic Directions Report (CVC
2021d).
CVC worked with community partners, consultants and technical experts across CVC to
vision, realize and refine the goals for the Plan. The final iteration of the Plan has considered
over 1,700 comments received from the public, stakeholders, staff and partners (Table 5).
Table 5. Island Lake Management Plan Consultation Activities

Year
2015
2016

Consultation Activity

Staff
(TAC)

Stakeholders
(SAC)

Project Introduction

⚫

Background Overview

⚫

Site Tour

⚫

Public

CVT
IRT4

Credit Valley Trail’s Indigenous Roundtable (IRT) were engaged specifically for the design vision for the Crane
Gathering Space.
4
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2017

2020

SWOT workshop

⚫

SWOT actions and
priorities

⚫

Project Introduction

⚫

⚫
⚫

Values and Pressures

⚫

⚫

Understanding Visitor
Capacity

⚫

⚫

Design priorities for CVT
Crane Gathering Space

2021

⚫

⚫

Ideas and Needs

⚫

Climate Change Risk
Assessment

⚫

⚫

⚫

Function and teachings
of CVT Crane Gathering
Space

⚫

Conceptual Plan
Feedback

⚫

⚫

⚫

Present Final Plan

⚫

⚫

⚫

Materiality for CVT
Crane Gathering Space

⚫

Feedback has been taken seriously and has resulted in changes to policy, programming
offered, facility and visitor experience designs, and operational practices.
4.2.1 ENGAGEMENT DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Consultation activities for projects of this nature typically include interactive public outreach
and face to face meetings. With organized indoor events not permitted for much of 2020
and 2021, unconventional engagement tactics needed to be explored. Shifting away from
in-person activities had the potential to create considerable challenges and barriers to
meaningful consultation.
To help combat these challenges, online engagement activities were designed to be
inclusive, flexible and accessible. Public, stakeholder and technical committee meetings
were all conducted virtually. Flyers introducing the project and advertising public meetings
were posted on kiosks within Island Lake CA and mailed out to more than 5,000 park
neighbours and nearby residents. Online newsletters were circulated to Conservation Parks
membership holders and interested members of the public. Public surveys and web-based
collaborative tools (Miro) were used to gather ideas and feedback on concepts. Throughout
the process, response rates have been relatively high, and overall engagement is
considered successful.
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Stakeholder Advisory Committee
The Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) is comprised of representatives from local
interest and community organizations that have a vested interest in Island Lake CA’s future.
These include municipal staff, community groups and fundraising partners, committees of
Council and partner agencies. It was developed to generate ideas and solutions to problems,
review proposals and concepts and make recommendations for this Plan.
The initial SAC was established in 2015. Representatives from 19 organizations participated
in five meetings throughout 2015-2017. Committee outputs largely focused on identifying
the strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats related to Island Lake CA as well as
gaining an understanding of how to prioritize actions. The original SAC was dissolved when
the project was paused in 2017.
The SAC was re-established in 2020 with representatives from 24 different groups (see
Acknowledgments). Most groups in the original SAC participated as well as representatives
from a few additional organizations. Four SAC meetings held between 2020 and 2021
focused on gathering input through different phases of the planning process.
Appendix B provides a summary of activities that the SAC participated in over the course of
the planning process.
Technical Advisory Committee
A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) comprised of representatives from several disciplines
across CVC acted as a sounding board throughout Plan development. The TAC provided
advice and ensured that a balanced approach was maintained throughout the Plan’s
development. They reviewed conceptual plans and ensured that corporate and departmental
strategic directions were represented and integrated into the Plan. Five TAC meetings took
place between Summer 2020 and Summer 2021.
A virtual staff open house and additional one-on-one meetings with technical leads were
also held to support Plan development.
Credit Valley Trail Indigenous Roundtable
The Indigenous Roundtable (IRT) is an Indigenous-led entity made-up of local Indigenous
community members from the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation, Huron-Wendat, Cree
and Anishinaabe First Nation and members from the Credit River Metis Council. CVC worked
collaboratively with Indigenous representatives from the CVT Indigenous Roundtable (IRT)
on the Plan, and specifically the design of the Crane Gathering Space. The Crane Gathering
Space is one of seven Indigenous key sites from the CVT Indigenous Experience Plan (2020)
that will be constructed along the CVT. The IRT confirmed the key elements and vision for
Crane Gathering Space working alongside an Indigenous architecture firm throughout the
design process.
Credit Valley Trail Orangeville Chapter
The CVT Orangeville Chapter were engaged in discussions focused on trail planning, trail
building, fundraising and outreach activities for the CVT as it relates to Island Lake CA.
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Discussions largely focused on the identification of the optimum CVT route through Island
Lake CA and the placement and design of the Trailhead.
Municipal Councils and Council Committees
Local municipal councils and staff have been engaged throughout the course of the planning
process. Councils have been made aware of the project through delegations and project
summaries and staff from both Mono and Orangeville participate on the SAC. Mono’s
Committees of Council have been engaged through the SAC as well as through separate,
focused meetings to share materials and seek feedback. Once the Plan receives approval
from CVC’s Board of Directors, CVC will seek endorsement from both Mono and Orangeville
Councils.
Public Engagement
The public was engaged on several occasions between 2020 and 2021. Engagement tactics
included mail-out flyers advertising the project and public meetings, posting information
about the Plan on park kiosks and CVC’s website, online surveys, newsletters, and two
virtual public meetings. CVC’s social media platforms were used to advertise the project and
encourage public engagement. A visitor information survey was also completed during the
background phase, the results are summarized in the background report (CVC 2018c).
The consultation summary for this Plan can be found in Appendix B. The Strategic Directions
Report (CVC 2021d) includes a narrative on consultation outcomes and implications for Plan
directives. Comments and feedback received were recorded in the project’s disposition
table.
Key themes from engagement include:
• The importance of environmental protection and keeping Island Lake CA natural,
minimizing development, and managing threats including invasive species and
climate change
• Developing and improving sustainable park facilities that accommodate current
and future needs and provide additional access to high demand activities such as
trails, fishing, picnicking, and programming
• Share traditional knowledge and connect people to Indigenous culture, history,
and values
• Improvements and expansions to park access, the road network, and parking
lots
• Provide more education-based programming with specific interest in
interpretative programs, community workshops, events, summer camps and
educational experiences
• Increase operational capacity to maintain trails, roads and parking lots and
increase enforcement presence to reduce visitor conflicts and ensure compliance with
park regulations
• Expand park programming to include more and varied community events and
complimentary activities such as wading, additional fishing and picnicking
experiences and expanding the trail network
• Improve accessibility and reduce barriers to accessing recreation
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•

Assess visitation and adopt visitor management strategies that ensure safe,
enjoyable park experiences and appropriate levels of visitation to protect the natural
environment

The Plan focuses on balancing the key themes, needs and expectations while protecting the
sites values. Refreshing park infrastructure, ensuring equitable access, curtailing negative
impacts, reservoir management, environmental protection, and the celebration of
Indigenous history, have been the cornerstone for balancing competing objectives.
The second public meeting and accompanying survey occurred in the Fall of 2021. Feedback
received indicates people were generally satisfied with the directions of the Plan and see
themselves in the vision for Island Lake CA. In general, engagement has had an optimistic
tone. Staff are confident that the public, stakeholders, visitors and partners are supportive
and understand the directions in the Plan.
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5.

PARK CLASSIFICATION AND ZONING

Land classification and zoning supports our goal of managing a diverse system of
conservation areas within the Credit River Watershed. It distinguishes individual
conservation areas and allows them to achieve their role within the system while focusing
programs and development efforts within appropriate areas. Classification helps direct the
management of resources within CVC’s conservation area system which in turn ensures an
appropriate balance of protection, appreciation, recreation, and development at both site
level and on a watershed scale.
CVC classifies each of our 62 conservation areas into one of three categories (Appendix C):
• Credit Valley Park
• Conservation Lands or
• Nature Reserve
Classification is confirmed through the management planning process and determined by
evaluating a variety of site-specific characteristics such as the location and sensitivity of
significant natural features, the presence of cultural heritage features, appropriateness to
offer passive and active recreation and visitor experiences, level of staffing and existing or
planned infrastructure.
Conservation area zoning organizes a property into geographic units that have similar
management philosophies. It ensures that management policies are customized to reflect
the significant natural, cultural, and recreational resources within an individual property
while also providing a consistent approach for management across the conservation area
system.

5.1 LAND CLASSIFICATION
Through the management planning process, Island Lake CA was affirmed as a Credit
Valley Park, which is a destination park that provides:
• A variety of active and passive nature-based recreation opportunities with costrecovery revenue generation potential
• Significant infrastructure and amenities to support activities and visitors to Island
Lake CA
• Staffing levels that range from daily, dedicated gate and service staff, to part time,
seasonal staff
• Natural and cultural heritage programming, events, and fundraising campaigns
• Operational season that is year-round, unless otherwise specified
Island Lake CA is one of CVC’s largest and most visited properties. It’s classification as a
Credit Valley Park underscores the importance of recreation and public access sets the tone
for the development of a vision and objectives. It is an important and valued natural space
to its surrounding community and to regional visitors and contributes significantly to the
health and well-being of the community. Island Lake CA contains a diverse landscape of
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forested, cultural and wetland communities, is home to several Species at Risk, and plays
an important ecological role in protecting the headwaters of the Credit and Nottawasaga
Rivers. High visitation, land and water-based opportunities for recreation, community events
and programming, and partnerships with local groups and businesses are all important
elements that define Island Lake CA’s identity.
These elements are important considerations in park classification and help to define the
management zones that ensure appropriate activities and development are planned in the
optimal locations.

5.2 ZONING
Establishing management zones ensures important natural and cultural resources are
protected while also providing high quality nature appreciation and recreational
opportunities. Each zone represents an area that has distinct management needs based on:
• Existing natural heritage features
• Existing development and future needs
• Visitor needs and opportunities
• Suitability for sustainable development
• Opportunities for recreation and interpretation
• Existing cultural heritage features and management intent
Our Zoning Framework has five management zones:
• Nature Reserve
• Natural Heritage Appreciation
• Cultural Heritage
• Special Management, and
• Development
All five are designated at Island Lake CA (Map 5). More than 90% of the site is zoned nature
reserve or natural heritage appreciation (Figure 13). Table 6 outlines the function and
permitted uses for each zone.
CVC has divided the Development zone into three sub-zones; Access, Operations and
Recreation also shown on Figure 13, to better reflect the specific attributes associated with
each; all three have been designated for Island Lake CA.
Minor changes to zone boundaries resulting from site level planning will not require an
amendment to this Plan. The Zoning Framework for CVC Conservation Areas is further
explained in Appendix C.
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Percent of Island Lake CA by Zone

Development Sub-Category

0.2%

5.4%

4.30%
37.60%

30.2%
58%
64.2%

Natural Heritage Appreciation 64.2%

Recreation 58%

Nature Reserve 30.2%

Access 37.6%

Development 5.4%

Operations 4.3%

Cultural Heritage 0.2%
Special Management 0%

Figure 13. Percent of Island Lake CA by Zone
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Map 5. Island Lake CA Zoning
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Table 6. Zone Descriptions and Functions in Island Lake CA

Zone Type

Natural
Heritage
Appreciation

Nature
Reserve

Development

Cultural
Heritage

Total Size
ha (%)

Function

Summary of Permitted Uses

211.1 ha
(64.2%)

Contains scenic
landscapes and
representative natural
heritage features in
which minimum
development is
permitted to support
recreational activities
that have minimal
impacts on the natural
environment.

Management activities may include
protection and restoration-based
activities. Passive, trail-based
recreation and limited active
recreation opportunities are
permitted. These include trails,
water-based recreation, and
programming and events.
Development related to recreation
and management activities, such as
washrooms, is permitted in identified
areas.

99.2 ha
(30.2%)

Includes the most
sensitive natural
heritage features and
areas that require
careful management
to ensure long-term
protection.

Management activities may include
protection and restoration-based
activities. Visitor uses are limited or
restricted. Development is generally
restricted to trails, necessary signs,
interpretive facilities (where
warranted), temporary research
facilities and conservation practices.
Development and repair or
replacement of essential services
may be permitted.

17.7 ha
(5.4%)

Areas designated to
provide access,
orientation,
recreational or
operational facilities
(e.g., visitor centres,
maintenance centres,
parking lots, etc.).

Major infrastructure development is
concentrated in these areas and may
include development for access,
operation or recreation and include
roadways, parking and buildings that
provide visitor amenities and
operational facilities (Figure 13).

Contains cultural
heritage resources
that require
management to
ensure their long-term
conservation.

Management activities may include
protection and restoration of both
natural and cultural heritage
features. Infrastructure development
is focused on cultural heritage
resources, trails, interpretive
facilities, and other structures to
support appropriate recreation and
educational opportunities.

0.6 ha
(0.2%)
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Special
Management
Zones (SMZ)

n/a

Identifies areas that
require specific
stipulations, policies,
or long-term
management.

There are five SMZ’s at Island Lake
CA. These SMZ are overlayed onto
an underlying zone where the
permitted activities are inline with
the zone descriptions listed above.
Additional policies under the
sponsorship or funding agreement or
permit to take water apply
specifically within these zones.
These SMZ will be continually
managed based on the approved
agreements. Changes may be made
without an amendment the Plan.

5.2.1 Special Management Zones (SMZ)
At Island Lake CA, SMZ’s are designated as overlays on other zones. These areas meet the
management objectives of their underlying zone; the SMZ layer identifies additional
stipulations, policies, or longer-term management considerations for a specific area. Further
details and policies for this zone are outlined in each agreement listed below and depicted
on Map 5.
Areas with an overlay of a SMZ include:
• The buildings and area leased to the UGDSB including the education centre, Em’s Lab
and the Sugar Shack (Section 7.6.1.2)
• The boathouse and area leased to the Island Lake Rowing Club (Section 7.6.1.3)
• The Dods & McNair Memorial Forest (Section 7.6.1.4)
• The trails covered under the multi-party agreement between CVC and the Towns of
Mono and Orangeville including the entire VBLT, the Island Lake Family Trail (ILFT),
and Hockley Trail referred to as the “Hockley Tract Loop” (Section 7.4.7).
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6.

GUIDING STATEMENTS

The guiding statements for Island Lake CA outline CVC’s vision, commitments, objectives,
outcomes and directions for Island Lake CA. Together, they describe the high-level
aspirations for the conservation area, and how they will be achieved. The guiding
statements highlight management priorities and key areas of opportunity for a property.
Figure 14 14 illustrates the hierarchical relationship between guiding statements and how
the specific directions identified ultimately support the vison.

Figure 14. Hierarchy of Guiding Statements

6.1 VISION STATEMENT
The vision for Island Lake CA is one of resiliency and balance. Its story began as a place of
function - a reservoir to regulate the flow of water from Orangeville’s WPCP and reduce
flood risk. Over the decades since its creation, it has transformed into a beloved park,
welcoming hundreds of thousands of people throughout the year to explore its trails, cast a
fishing line, celebrate with families and friends over a picnic lunch and connect with the
landscape and the beauty it reveals. The reservoir evolved into a provincially significant
wetland, and together with the surrounding forest and meadow habitats, supports hundreds
of species. It is an important greenspace in the headwaters, delivering health and wellness
benefits to resident and visitors and providing a multitude of ecological goods and services.
The vision statement for Island Lake CA is:
Island Lake Conservation Area is a resilient and thriving environment that
nurtures the health and well-being of our communities, connects people to nature
and culture, and inspires an appreciation for the headwaters of the Credit River.
The Plan outlines a generational investment designed to realize the vision for Island Lake
CA. The directions and projects outlined in this Plan aspire to protect Island Lake CA’s
natural heritage and to position it as a community hub and destination for nature-based
recreation in the watershed.

6.2 OUR COMMITMENTS
CVC’s commitments are outlined in our Strategic Plan and CAMS and reflect who we are as
an organization and our responsibility as a public agency. They are relevant to CVC’s entire
conservation area system and provide supporting context to the vision and objectives.
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The commitments provide the foundation for the development of the objectives, directions,
and outcomes for Island Lake CA:
• To Stewardship of Land and Water We are thoughtful and principled stewards of
CVC’s publicly held land and water
• To Accountability We are accountable to the residents of the Credit River
Watershed, conservation area visitors, donors, our partners and above all the
environment
• To Indigenous Communities We are committed to partnering with Indigenous
communities to advance the goals of Truth and Reconciliation along with the sharing
of traditional knowledge and culture with our visitors
• To Service We are dedicated to providing our visitors with customer focused
services that connect people with nature through recreation, education, culture and
tourism

6.3 PLAN OBJECTIVES
The vision and commitments are supported by five objectives that describe what the Plan
will accomplish and how success will be measured.

Protect

Protect, restore and enhance Island Lake CA to sustain a healthy,
resilient environment

Connect

Connect people with nature and cultivate community pride for
Island Lake CA through the development of strong, nurturing and
meaningful relationships

Sustain

Sustain the health of the Credit River by conserving and
managing Island Lake CA’s water resources

Experience

Experiences offered are accessible, inclusive and engaging
making Island Lake CA a destination of choice to explore,
discover and appreciate the headwaters of the Credit River
Watershed

Deliver

Deliver services that reflect our commitment to quality, fiscal
responsibility, health and safety and the natural environment

6.4 DIRECTIONS AND DESIRED OUTCOMES
The Plan directions describe the specific projects and actions, such as capital infrastructure,
programming decisions and policy approaches that together will achieve the vision,
commitments, and objectives for Island Lake CA. Development of the directions was guided
by findings in the background report (CVC 2018c), CAMS (CVC 2018a), the broader
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objectives of CVC, and regional and community partners, and further informed through
extensive public, stakeholder, partner and agency consultation.
Table 7 summarizes the relationship between the guiding statements, Plan directions and
the desired outcomes. Given the nature of many of the directions, they often support
multiple, or all, of the objectives and several outcomes.
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Table 7. Island Lake CA Management Plan Guiding Statements

OUR VISION

Island Lake Conservation Area is a resilient and thriving
environment that nurtures the health and well-being of our
communities, connects people to nature and culture, and
inspires an appreciation for the headwaters of the Credit
River.

OUR COMMITMENTS
To Stewardship of Land and Water
We are thoughtful and principled stewards of CVC’s publicly held land and water
To Accountability
We are accountable to the residents of the Credit River Watershed, conservation area
visitors, donors, our partners and above all the environment

Protect
OBJECTIVES
What we aim to
accomplish

Protect, restore and enhance Island Lake
CA to sustain a healthy, resilient
environment
•

•

•

DIRECTIONS
What is
required to
achieve the
outcomes

•

•

•

•

D1 Pursue land acquisition
opportunities to expand and enhance
Island Lake CA and achieve objectives
of Greenspace Acquisition Plan
D2 Continue to monitor the health of
Island Lake CA’s natural environment
through CVC’s IWMP and apply
adaptive management
D3 Continue to monitor, plan for, and
implement adaptation actions
identified in Island Lake CA’s Climate
Change Risk Assessment
D4 Implement restoration and natural
resource directions to enhance natural
features and create wildlife habitat
D5 Implement priority actions from
CVC's Invasive Species Strategy
including following best management
practices in field operations and
creating project plans for Phragmites,
Dog-strangling Vine and Common
Carp
D6 Maintain and restore forest health
by implementing priority actions
outlined in CVC's Sustainable Forest
Management Plan including plantation
management
D7 Develop a Fisheries Management
Plan that outlines the actions required
to maintain a healthy and sustainable
fishery

Connect
Connect people with nature and cultivate
community pride for Island Lake CA
through the development of strong,
nurturing and meaningful relationships
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

D11 Collaborate with FOIL and other
community groups to plan and
participate in a full range of park
activities
D12 Identify and foster strategic,
mutually beneficial partnerships with
community groups, volunteers, local
businesses and regional tourism
partners
D13 Host an annual open house for
members, visitors, partners and
conservation area neighbours
D14 Cultivate relationships with
Indigenous communities to improve
cultural competency, encourage the
use of Island Lake CA and specifically
the CVT’S Crane Gathering Space.
D15 Position Island Lake CA as a
community hub and meeting space for
non-profits and community groups
D16 Collaborate with the local
Chapter to develop the CVT and
Experience Plans
D17 Identify opportunities to align
community initiatives with existing
programming and spaces
D18 Cultivate new relationships with
community groups to reduce barriers
and make Island Lake CA more
inclusive and welcoming to all

To Indigenous Communities
We are committed to partnering with Indigenous communities to advance the goals of
Truth and Reconciliation along with the sharing of traditional knowledge and culture
with our visitors
To Service
We are dedicated to providing our visitors with customer focused services that
connect people with nature through recreation, education, culture and tourism

Sustain
Sustain the health of the Credit River by
conserving and managing Island Lake’s
water resources

Experience
Experiences offered are accessible,
inclusive and engaging making Island
Lake CA a destination of choice to
explore, discover and appreciate the
headwaters of the Credit River
•

•

•

•

•

•

D20 Improve and protect water
quantity and quality through
integrated water management and
low impact design
D21 Continue to monitor outflows at
the south dam and ensure
requirements for Island Lake’s PTTW
are met
D22 Investigate and implement
solution(s) for operating the south
dam that will result in a more natural
downstream flow regime and
optimizing requirements for PTTW
D23 Work with partner agencies to
encourage stewardship practices with
the goal of reducing erosion upstream
of Island Lake CA
D24 Implement safeguards to prevent
the introduction and spread of
invasive species and diseases into
Island Lake, including equipment
decontamination protocols, boat
washing devices and education for
staff and visitors

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

D25 Implement the Trail Plan for
Island Lake CA and continually assess
and monitor the trail system
D26 Develop and implement a
business case for the Education
Centre that outlines programming and
specifies facility needs.
D27 Undertake a capacity study for
the VBLT and implement
recommendations
D28 Review park operating hours and
seasons to assess feasibility of season
extension and expansion
D29 Expand nature-based
interpretive programming and
experiential learning for visitors as a
tool for building a culture of
conservation
D30 Where practical, ensure all new
visitor amenities and materials meet
or exceed accessibility standards
D31 Integrate a flexible, affordable
pricing structure into the new fee
schedule
D32 Launch a 'Trail User Etiquette'
education campaign to reduce visitor
conflict and ensure safe and enjoyable
trail experiences
D33 Operate unique and sustainable
outdoor education programming that
aligns with CVC’s values and connects

Deliver
Deliver services that reflect our
commitment to quality, fiscal
responsibility, health and safety and the
natural environment
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

D35 Implement visitor experiences
and infrastructure development
identified in the Management Plan
through a phased approach
D36 Integrate CVC's Climate Change
Mitigation Design Principles into
infrastructure design, construction,
and maintenance
D37 Retain Indigenous-owned or
partially owned firms to construct
Indigenous public realm elements
D38 Investigate and determine the
best use of the 1.6-hectare area
zoned Service Commercial
D39 Support partners providing
outdoor education and recreational
programming
D40 Collaborate with the Island Lake
Rowing Club to support their
continued use and enjoyment of
Island Lake CA
D41 Collaborate with Dods & McNair
Funeral Home to continue their
sponsorship of the Memorial Forest
D42 Prioritize education and
enforcement to reduce visitor conflicts
and ecological degradation
D43 Inventory, assess, monitor and
schedule land care to meet Park
needs
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•

•

•

D8 Use CVC’s Ecosystem Offsetting
Guidelines to inform how mitigation
and offsetting will be represented
onsite
D9 Develop and implement a Salt
Management Plan for Island Lake CA
including contributions from winter
maintenance and water softeners
D10 Decommission unsanctioned
trails and restore the natural features
of the area

•

D19 Embrace citizen science and
volunteerism as a method for
implementing restoration and park
improvement projects

•

learners and local communities with
nature and climate science
D34 Ensure facilities that support
valued recreational activities, such as
picnicking, fishing and water-based
recreation, are maintained

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
OUTCOMES
The desired
results

•
•

•

Significant natural heritage features
and functions are protected
Species diversity is maintained and
enhanced
Best management practices for park
and natural resource management are
employed
Site design will demonstrate an
overall ecological net gain principle
Threats to the natural heritage
system, including invasive species,
pests, diseases and climate change,
are prevented or mitigated.
Island Lake’s fishery is healthy and
sustainable

•

•
•
•

•

Community groups have a deep
connection to Island Lake CA and feel
inspired to support fundraising and
participate in a variety of events and
park activities
Indigenous cultures, traditions,
knowledge and teachings are
honoured and celebrated
Island Lake CA conveys a friendly,
approachable atmosphere
Partnerships support local business
and unique visitor experiences
Island Lake CA’s trail system connects
to surrounding communities and
supports active transportation
An inspired community that protects
and stewards Island Lake CA’s natural
resources

•

•

•

•

•

Continue to provide adequate capacity
to Orangeville's WPCP and
downstream communities
Island Lake’s ecological functions are
protected, resulting in healthy and
resilient aquatic and wetland systems
The cold-water fisheries and wetlands
of the Credit River downstream from
Island Lake CA are protected
Island Lake continues to provide safe
and enjoyable water-based
recreational activities
Water quality and quantity support a
healthy aquatic system

•

•

•

•
•

Island Lake CA is regarded as a
desirable all-season destination by
watershed residents and visitors
Site design and programming
improves opportunities for health and
well-being, and economic and cultural
accessibility
Visitors have opportunities to explore
and appreciate Island Lake CA
through self-guided programming
A variety of year-round events
provide meaningful opportunities to
explore Island Lake CA and the
surrounding area
Environmental and climate change
literacy of Park visitors is improved
Visitors from diverse backgrounds and
cultures, including new Canadians,
feel welcome and safe to experience
nature

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

D44 Design and implement concepts
as new lands are acquired or as
needed
D45 Develop an Asset Management
Plan for dams and erosion control
structures, which includes the Island
Lake CA Dams, in accordance with CA
Act regulations

Property and facilities are safe and
secure
Conservation area operations are
financed through secure, sustainable,
and innovative means
Park facilities and amenities serve the
needs of visitors and staff
Onsite partner groups continue to use,
steward, and enjoy Island Lake CA
Signage and branding are consistent
throughout Island Lake CA and with
other Credit Valley Parks
Improved facilities for trail access,
programming and special events are
developed
Concerns about parking and overuse
by visitors are diminished
Position CVC’s education programs as
facilitators of natural classrooms, day
camps, and field trips for public and
private schools and post-secondary
educational institutions
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7.

MANAGEMENT DIRECTION

The Plan directions have been organized into six categories:
1. Concept Master Plan
2. Infrastructure Development
3. Conservation Area Operations and Management
4. Recreation, Programming and Events
5. Environmental Restoration and Natural Resource Management
6. Community Connections
The directions outlined in this Plan are specific and action-oriented to deliver the desired
outcomes for Island Lake CA (as defined in Table 7). They represent the major projects and
policy directions for the conservation area, however; programming and management
strategies may adjust as new opportunities become available or as trends change. The
designs as presented in this Plan are conceptual, and the detailed design process will refine
these elements and may result in slight variations to exact location or style depending on
focused site-level study and iterative review. The directions, however, will guide all
conservation area undertakings, along with site management and development.

7.1 CONCEPT MASTER PLAN
Our conservation areas play a vital role in nurturing the physical, mental and social wellbeing of our communities and park visitors by connecting people to nature through
recreation and education. What makes Island Lake CA a unique place in our system of
Credit Valley Parks is the variety of recreational activities offered, something that is highly
valued by the local community and park visitors alike. Enhancing these activities and
creating high quality, memorable experiences for people is a fundamental aspect of this
Plan. The main recreational experience is focused within Island Lake and the 18-hectare
development zone of Island Lake CA that encompasses the core day use activities and park
amenities (Map 5). Accordingly, the concept master plan and visitor and operational
services has been concentrated in this area.
Figure 15 Illustrates the concept master plan for Island Lake CA. The features themselves
are described in detail throughout Section 7.1.
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Figure 15. Island Lake CA Concept Master Plan
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7.1.1 PARK ENTRY
Visitors arriving through Island Lake CA’s main entrance will be greeted with new primary
signage, gates and fencing welcoming them into Island Lake CA. With two entrance and
gatehouse service lanes, vehicles will experience reduced queuing times allowing them to
get to their desired destination sooner. Cyclists may choose to access a new waterside
section of the VBLT or continue along the new bicycle lane adjacent to the entrance road to
enter Island Lake CA’s core activity area (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Island Lake CA Park Entry Rendering

7.1.2 GATEHOUSE
The existing gatehouse was built in the 1970’s and functions as the first point for customer
service interactions and fee collection, often helping to orient visitors to their desired
destination within Island Lake CA. The gatehouse is small and lacks function including the
technology required to address visitor service and vehicle flow challenges. In terms of its
design, it does not reflect CVC’s brand or convey a feeling of warmth and welcoming to
visitors.
The new gatehouse (Figure 17) provides for faster park entry for visitors and staff, and
more options for the movement of people. Staff and short-term visitor parking will be
available, and two entrance lanes and a by-pass lane provide the needed flexibility to
process fee collection faster or offer dedicated lanes, where needed, for events, members or
staff.
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Figure 17. Gatehouse Illustrative Rendering

The new gatehouse will move slightly southward to allow space for parking and entry lanes
to merge before a reconfigured intersection. At approximately 1,450 ft2, it will include two
service windows and a median service kiosk, workspace for three staff and a universal
barrier-free washroom. Water and wastewater servicing will be integrated with the overall
servicing plan for Island Lake CA (Section 7.2.2). The small parking area will accommodate
staff, visitors and bikes.
The fee collection function will remain the same; visitors can purchase park admission at the
gatehouse or on CVC’s website for contactless payment. Automated payment methods may
be explored in future.
7.1.3 CREDIT VALLEY TRAIL CRANE GATHERING SPACE
The most northern of seven key sites for Indigenous placemaking along the CVT route, the
Crane Gathering Space is inspired by historic fishing practices (fishing weirs) and the
Anishinaabe Ajijaak (Crane) Dodem and will be prominently situated as a gateway to Island
Lake CA and the CVT experience.
The vision for the Crane Gathering Space was a collaboration between the IRT and
Indigenous-owned architecture firm, Smoke Architecture Inc. that will see the existing lawn
flanking the current waterfront road transformed into a place for Indigenous ceremonies,
teachings, and knowledge sharing (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. CVT Crane Gathering Space Illustrative Rendering

Entry gardens introduce Crane with a large arrival boulder engraved with Ajijaak (Crane)
imagery and canoe and berry gardens. Interpretive signage tells the story of the Crane
Dodem, the origins of the CVT, and the Crane Gathering Space and its connection to other
key sites along the CVT.
The circular form of the primary gathering space is designed to have the formal entrance
from the East. Inspired by Ajijaak and Anishinaabe fishing weirs, thin wood cladding
supported by the fishing weir tripods are arranged to provide a windbreak - mimicking the
protective wings of a mother crane sheltering her young (Figure 19). Seating is arranged
around a central fire. An accessible sloped walkway wraps around the central gathering
space up to an elevated observation level with views over Island Lake. This winglike
structure extends alongside a dock out into the water for fishing, bird watching or launching
small watercraft.

Figure 19. Early Sketch of the Crane Gathering Space
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The Crane Gathering Space site will be planted in succession to restore it to forest.
Secondary gathering nodes will be outfitted with fire pits, tripod frames and/or picnic tables
that can be used for cooking or material preparation to allow for putting teachings into
practise, for Indigenous Elder-youth programs, and for small picnics. The planting plan
developed for this area includes a comprehensive list of species that support naturalization
of the site as well as those integral for teachings, events and ceremonial use.
The Crane Gathering Space will primarily be a place for Indigenous ceremony, teachings and
intercultural knowledge sharing but it will also be an inclusive space to host park-led
programming. CVC staff will continue to cultivate relationships with Indigenous communities
to improve cultural competency and encourage the use of Island Lake CA and specifically,
the Crane Gathering Space.
As design and construction for the Crane Gathering Space moves forward, CVC will retain
Indigenous-owned or partially owned firms and continue to collaborate with the IRT and
Indigenous communities to support their use of this space.
7.1.4 CREDIT VALLEY TRAIL NORTHERN TRAILHEAD
Situated near key visitor amenities including parking and washrooms and the Crane
Gathering Space, this prominent gateway to the CVT is the beginning (or end) of your
journey through the Credit River Valley, connecting people to nature, cultural experiences,
Indigenous heritage and the Credit River, or Missinnihe. The vision for the trailhead will be
developed in the future alongside other CVT experience planning to ensure consistency
amongst prominent trail gateways and allow time to develop relationships and narratives
between key destinations along the trail.
The CVT optimum route is discussed in Section 7.4.7.3.
7.1.5 WATERSIDE
Within the heart of the waterside are amenities supporting water access and water-based
recreation. With open lake vistas, visitors will be able to enjoy a picnic, laze on a blanket,
cast a line from shore, or set off on a hike along the CVT to explore the Credit River Valley.
The new waterside will be redesignated for recreation and restoration, relocating parking a
greater distance from Island Lake (Figure 20). This space is envisioned as open lawns
suitable for picnicking and passive lakeside enjoyment. New longer piers will provide more
fishing opportunities. The shoreline between the piers will be naturalized riparian habitat to
both deter wading/water access where there may be conflict with fishing activities and
geese. Separate water access areas will be provided for boaters and waders looking to get
their feet wet and experience Island Lake along its shore.
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Figure 20. Waterside Open Space Rendering

The boat launch will remain a single ramp allowing one watercraft to enter or exit the lake
at a time. The existing dock may be expanded to provide additional capacity for boaters.
As a gateway to the CVT experience, situating the CVT’s northern trailhead near Island Lake
and the visitor centre will provide comfort amenities integral to making this a destination.
Visitors arriving by car seeking water-based activities will find the new parking lot central to
many destinations within Island Lake CA.
7.1.6 VISITOR CENTRE
The visitor centre will anchor the waterside area on the site of the existing rental centre,
providing park visitors with a centralized information desk, interpretive displays and
equipment rentals for summer and winter recreational activities. Some boat trailer parking
will be provided by the boat launch.
This one storey building amalgamates the current rental centre, workshop, and public
washroom into one visitor focused building to service Island Lake CA’s water-based
programming (Figure 21). Placement of the building has been carefully considered to
position staff and waterside activities directly where lake access is provided. The visitor
centre, and all park facilities, will showcase conservation and sustainability and be guided by
the design principles highlighted in Section 7.2.1.
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Figure 21. Visitor Centre Rendering

Reflecting the true nature of the conservation area, the visitor centre will be a thoughtfully
designed building incorporating sustainable technologies and natural materials. The
building’s aesthetic is envisioned with large windows and a rustic style with a mix of wood
and stone to compliment the design of the two recently constructed open-air pavilions. As
the hub for visitor services and equipment rentals, the overall footprint of the visitor centre
is estimated in the range of 7,500 square feet with accommodations for an information
desk, rental counter, interpretive displays, concessions, as well as staff amenities, workshop
and garage spaces.
7.1.7 PRIVATE CANOE AND KAYAK STORAGE AND LAUNCH
The private canoe and kayak storage is a self-serve facility for visitors storing their
watercrafts at Island Lake CA for the season. Relocating the facility to the east of the visitor
centre will centralize lake access amenities and provide a dedicated boat launch and loading
zone and convenient and accessible water access.
The storage facility is expected to remain in its current location until the waterside-focused
development occurs (Section 8). As an interim solution to address the steep lake access
trail, a reroute and new launch is proposed. While this new route will be a longer distance to
travel to and from the lake, it will provide a safer, more comfortable path of travel. Once
the storage facility is relocated, the new access trail will be decommissioned and restored.
7.1.8 AMPHITHEATRE
Built in 2015, the amphitheatre offers a unique lakeside experience for community focused
programming with nature as its backdrop. Currently, the stage can accommodate 150 chairs
with lawn seating for up to 1,500 people.
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The amphitheatre will be enhanced with terraced seating, electricity, and ambience lighting
for use when visitors are exiting the venue after dark. The design of the amphitheatre
structure itself may be retrofit in future with an improved cover. Supporting visitor comfort
amenities such as a drinking water station, washroom, seating and bike racks will also be
explored.
7.1.9 EDUCATION CENTRE
The existing education centre, built in 1976, will be decommissioned and a new facility will
be built slightly north of its current location to centralize programming at Island Lake CA. A
hub for environmental learning, students and visitors will connect to nature in new and
innovative ways with two classrooms and a flexible space for park interpretive programs,
workshops and community and private events (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Events and Education Centre Illustrative Rendering

Conceptually, this one storey building is approximately 13,000 square feet with separate
education (classrooms) and multi-functional event spaces and supporting amenities. Both
CVC and UGDSB staff indicated a need to double the classroom capacity from one class to
two as schools sending students to Island Lake CA want to maximize bus capacity.
Functional improvements of this larger education space include a mudroom with storage
cubbies, flexible classrooms (can be one large space or divided into two), separate
washrooms from public washrooms and in-class and outdoor mess sinks.
The multi-functional event space will have a 200-person capacity and will host interpretive
programming, workshops and public and private events. To maximize utility and cost
recovery of this space, complimentary event amenities such as a full kitchen, servery, coat
room and additional washrooms will be incorporated.
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A business case that outlines education and event space programming and specifies facility
needs will be developed before development and site planning to refine conceptual design.
7.1.10 OPERATIONS CENTRE
An administrative-operations facility was identified as a need in the 1997 management plan
and will be carried forward in this Plan. The new operations centre will function as CVC’s
third field operations facility5 with a focus on servicing parks throughout the upper
watershed. A key benefit will be centralizing conservation area operations providing privacy
of work for staff and separation from visitor amenities.
The new operations centre concept is approximately 11,000 square foot one-story building
outfitted with 10 staff offices, washrooms, two meeting rooms and breakout space. The
facility is designed to maximize storage and function with staff and fleet parking,
workshops, garages, heated and unheated covered storage, and outdoor storage areas.
7.1.11 PICNIC SITES AND PAVILIONS
Picnicking is a popular activity at Island Lake CA, bringing friends and family together to
celebrate special occasions or to simply spend time outdoors in a natural setting. There are
six picnic sites at Island Lake CA with capacities that range from 50-200 people (Table 8).
Except for the Lakeview picnic area, all pavilions are centralized in the main day-use area of
Island Lake CA. Three picnic sites include pavilions, two are open air pavilions that were
built in 2020 and one is an enclosed pavilion that was built in 1976 and upgraded in 2008.
Table 8. Picnic Site Capacities at Island Lake CA

PICNIC
AREA

SITE

DESCRIPTION

CAPACITY

1

Lakeview

Grassed open space

50

2

Oak Canopy Pavilion

25ft by 50ft enclosed pavilion with
water and hydro

150

3

Sunnyside Pavilion

33ft by 27ft open pavilion

100

4

Shady Nook

Grassed open space

5

Rockview Pavilion

51ft by 27ft open pavilion

6

Forest Green

Current: Grassed open space
Future: radio-free open pavilion

50
200
Current: 50
Future: 100-150

The enclosed pavilion in picnic area 2 will be replaced and continue to offer potable water
and electricity. A third open-air pavilion will be built on the Forest Green picnic site and will
be radio-free (no amplified sound permitted) to minimize noise disturbance to nearby
Terra Cotta Conservation Area’s operations centre provides capital development and maintenance services for the
lower-middle watershed. Warwick Conservation Area’s operations centre provides restoration services throughout
the Credit River Watershed.
5
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residences. The design of both pavilions will be similar, or complimentary to, the new
pavilions built in 2020. An accessible pathway will connect the parking lot, picnic sites and
washroom facilities (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Pavilion Rendering

Additional picnicking enhancements include a new open-air pavilion in picnic area 6 to
shelter visitors from the elements. Use of this area will continue to be radio-free. Small
groups will also be able to reserve private alcoves nestled into the woods equipped with
picnic tables to enjoy a meal or some time outdoors.
Noise levels will continue to be monitored by staff to ensure compliance with the Town of
Mono’s Noise By-Law 2004-16.
7.1.12 NATURAL PLAYGROUND
This outdoor play space currently features a 0.5-hectare nature-inspired play area with both
natural and built elements. Future components will complement the existing playground and
include a small forest play area where little explorers can experience nature off the beaten
path.
7.1.13 PARKING
Island Lake CA currently has six main parking lots that service different areas of Island Lake
CA: the waterfront, the amphitheatre and picnic areas. Together these parking lots
accommodate approximately 520 vehicles. Secondary access points that service the VBLT
include parking lots at Hurontario Street North and Hockley Road 6.
6

Hockley Road parking lot is on lands owned by Dufferin County.
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Improving parking efficiency and capacity has been a key consideration for this Plan. The
suggested parking provision (Figure 24, Table 9) alleviates parking capacity pressures and
will:
• Increase parking capacity by 281 (estimate) designated spaces to adequately service
each activity area within Island Lake CA
• Designate accessible, green vehicle, boat trailer, staff and CVC fleet parking spaces
• Provide access and sufficient turnaround radius for emergency vehicles and school
buses
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Figure 24. Island Lake CA Concept Master Plan Parking
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Table 9. Parking Provisions for Island Lake CA

PARKING AREA

EXISTING PARKING

SUGGESTED PARKING

Gatehouse

2 spaces

5 shared staff / visitors
1 accessible space
9 short-term boat launch
2 short-term visitor centre
4 accessible spaces

Visitor Centre

Waterside

70 spaces
3 accessible spaces

140 spaces
Accessible spaces provided at
Visitor Centre

Amphitheatre & Education
Centre

38 spaces
2 accessible spaces

100 spaces
2 accessible spaces

Picnic Areas

94 spaces
5 accessible spaces

214 spaces
5 accessible spaces

Operations Centre

20 spaces
300 overflow spaces

375 spaces
10 fleet spaces
3 accessible spaces

North Shore, Hurontario Street

26 spaces
2 accessible

Needs further study

North Shore, Hockley Road

14 spaces
0 accessible

Needs further study

564 spaces
12 accessible spaces

845 spaces
15 accessible spaces

TOTAL

Parking lots servicing Island Lake CA’s north shore with trail access to the VBLT are often at
capacity. CVC will undertake a capacity study for the VBLT and implement recommendations
including potential expansion of the north shore parking lots.
Parking area surface treatments will be determined through detailed design and will
incorporate low impact development (LID) principles and wildlife friendly design.

7.2 INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Leadership, accountability, and innovation are part of CVC’s values that guide our actions
and factor into every decision made at each level. As we refresh park amenities, thoughtful
and sustainable approaches to servicing and the built environment will ensure the
generational investment outlined in this Plan will provide long-term viability of Island Lake
CA, and the activities visitors value and enjoy, with a reduced impact on the landscape.
Most of Island Lake CA’s infrastructure is reaching the end of its asset lifecycle and in need
of reinvestment or replacement. While maintenance is routinely undertaken, many facilities,
such as the gatehouse, rental and education centres, and washrooms, are inadequate to
accommodate current and future needs. We also want to make improvements to the built
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environment to make the park more accessible, ensuring it can be enjoyed by people of all
ages and abilities. To realize the vision and fulfill the objectives for Island Lake CA, a refresh
of visitor and staff amenities is required.
The infrastructure development outlined in this Plan is conceptual, intended to illustrate
current known space requirements, facility uses, and illustrate our intentions for design that
meet park operation objectives. Through the Development and Site Plan and Detailed
Design stages, site investigations will confirm feasibility e.g., servicing, and the vision for
each facility will be refined and may not represent the concept as currently visualized.
7.2.1 INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLES
The Infrastructure Design and Construction Principles describe CVC’s approach to
implementing the Plan. The principles respond to objectives in CVC’s Strategic Plan,
Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy (CVC 2018b) and Climate Change Strategy (CVC
2019) as well as the numerous comments received during consultation about how Island
Lake CA should be managed and developed. These principles specific to Island Lake CA , are
intended to guide the detailed design and construction phases of implementation. They are
designed to:
• Meet emissions targets of a net zero increase by 2050 and an 81% reduction of
2019 emission levels by 2035
• Be proactive in designing and building sustainable infrastructure
• Consider all aspects of building design and construction, including resource
extraction, manufacturing, transportation, construction, operation, demolition and
disposal
• Achieve the Deliver objective by leading by example to educate and influence
The implementation of the Plan will respect the following principles:
• Incorporate green building and low impact design principles into infrastructure,
landscaping and development projects
• Build future-ready, resilient infrastructure to withstand the climate trends
anticipated over the fifty-plus years
• Consider building automation systems to reduce energy demands and maximize
water use efficiency
• Minimize the use of concrete and steel as construction materials
• Integrate vandal-proof design into site plan and building materials
• Plant gardens with native species, or in the case of the Crane Gathering Space,
traditional plants for teachings and ceremony
• Ecological offsetting required as a result of development will use CVC’s Ecosystem
Offsetting Guidelines and ensure an overall net ecological gain
• Minimize and mitigate impacts of construction on species that may be affected,
where applicable
• Where feasible and required, the design of public spaces will be accessible for all
ages and abilities
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In developing this Plan, we also assessed the potential impacts of climate change on Island
Lake CA and identified actions to adapt or mitigate these impacts (Appendix A). With new
science and the development of best management practices, these principles and the
climate change impact assessment will provide the guidance needed to build climate change
resilience into our management philosophy.
7.2.2 SITE SERVICING
Water and wastewater servicing will aim to reduce water use to the greatest extent
possible, reuse and recycle water onsite where feasible, and ensure that the local water
table is not impacted.
While Island Lake CA’s water and wastewater servicing is already fully developed, the rental
centre and public washroom located within the waterside are not in conformity with MECP
Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) where standards require a minimum of 300m
separation distance between a septic system and surface water (Island Lake). In order to
meet compliance requirements, upgrades are needed immediately. Designs for a new
centralized septic system in the pavilion washroom area in development with construction is
anticipated for 2022-2023. Existing facilities are serviced by several water supply wells. A
functional servicing study will be completed in Phase 1 to determine how best to service
new facilities identified in this Plan.
7.2.2.1 WATER SUPPLY
There are three water supply wells that currently service the rental centre, education centre
and pavilion washroom. Pump tests completed in March 2021 indicate there is a good water
supply overall; however, their ability to service new park facilities is not certain.
A functional servicing study will be completed to confirm water servicing for new park
facilities and identify how rainwater can be reused for non-potable uses. It is anticipated
that, at minimum, one new well is likely needed to service the new operations centre and
gatehouse. This study will also consider if the dug well servicing the rental centre should be
replace with a drilled well, which tend to be deeper and less vulnerable to contamination.
7.2.2.2 WASTEWATER SYSTEMS
There are three septic tile fields that service the rental centre/waterfront visitor washroom,
education centre and pavilion washroom. CVC is in the process of developing an entirely
new wastewater management system, working towards replacing all septic tile fields with
one centralized system with connections to each new facility. The rental centre/waterfront
and education centre sewage systems will be decommissioned.
The design for the new sewage system is informed by projected future maximum daily
sewage flow rates, suggesting 40,000 L/day will be required to provide for 2,000 persons
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daily7. Two design configurations are being considered; a conventional absorption trench
bed and a Type A dispersal bed with treatment; the preferred option will be constructed
prior to the development of new facilities. The Functional Servicing Study will confirm water
servicing to Island Lake CA while considering technologies designed to reduce waste
outputs, harvest and reuse of rainwater, reduce greywater and ensure that strict nitrogen
discharge targets are met.
7.2.2.3 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Low impact development technologies will be considered to maximize treatment and
infiltration of runoff from buildings, parking lots and road networks. Integrated water
management principles that look at the three water systems (water supply, wastewater and
stormwater) holistically will be considered through detailed design of new park facilities
including how to maximize rainwater harvesting and re-use it for non-potable uses e.g.,
toilet flushing, urinals, irrigation etc.
7.2.2.4 ELECTRICITY
Electricity for Island Lake CA, and all CVC conservation areas, is supplied by Alectra Utilities
offset by Bullfrog Power, which uses only renewable energy sources. The existing buildings
onsite, including the gatehouse, rental centre, workshop, education centre, sugar shack,
Em’s Lab, office trailers and waterfront and pavilion washrooms, all have hydro.
Electrical servicing and outlets will be brought to the amphitheatre to support programming,
optimize visibility for visitors exiting the venue during dusk or park closing. Electronic
vehicle and bike charging stations will continue to be offered and may be expanded as we
upgrade parking areas.
Opportunities to integrate photovoltaics (PV) solar energy technology and move towards the
electrification of heating and cooling systems for new park facilities will be explored through
future detailed design and construction phases to help meet CVC’s Climate Change
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Backup generator systems will be required to
provide secure electrical servicing to the gatehouse and operations centre for staff as well
visitor amenities such as the visitor and education centres.
7.2.2.5 NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
Business telephone lines are currently installed in the gatehouse, rental centre, education
centre and workshop and will be integrated into the new buildings. Mobile phones and
applications are used regularly for communication and data collection. Staff working at
Island Lake CA use laptops to complete job tasks including attending and delivering virtual
meetings, presentations and workshops.

Ontario Building Code sewage system design flows for public parks prescribes 20 L per user per day
(https://www.buildingcode.online/1156.html)
7
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Island Lake CA has poor network coverage. There is often weak, irregular internet and
cellular reception. Technology is one of the five key change agents identified in CVC’s
Strategic Plan that influences both staff and visitor experiences. CVC recently implemented
a new point-of-sale system to more efficiently organize and track sales information. CVC will
continue to explore technology and tools, including public WIFI availability and access that
allow staff to work more effectively and efficiently, and provide improved connection and
experiences for park visitors.
7.2.3 LIGHTING
Lighting will be minimal and installed only where required for safety purposes. The
importance of maintaining dark night skies for both wildlife and neighbours is recognized,
and the following International Dark Sky lighting principles will be applied:
• Minimize the amount of illumination: lighting fixtures and wattage will be reduced as
much as possible.
• Minimize the area of illumination: lighting will be focused in areas where it is needed
for visitor safety and security of park buildings; fixtures will be aimed downward to
prevent glare.
• Minimize the duration of illumination: lights will remain on only when Island Lake CA
is open.
• Minimize the amount of ‘cold’ wavelength illumination: ‘warm’ colour bulbs will be
used for outdoor fixtures; LED and high-pressure sodium bulbs will be used where
appropriate
7.2.4 SIGNAGE
Comprehensive interpretive and wayfinding information is critical to the visitor experience.
CVC implemented a new trail wayfinding signage system at Island Lake CA in 2019. The
system includes new kiosk and pedestal maps with detailed Trail Access Information that
meets the signage requirements for recreational trails under the Accessibility for Ontarians
with Disabilities Act. Wayfinding signage will be updated at appropriate intervals as the Plan
is implemented.
Educational and interpretive signage throughout Island Lake CA will also be developed, or in
some cases, updated. Interpretive themes will focus on both natural and cultural heritage
and are further discussed in Section 7.4.6. Interpretive themes will encourage learning and
exploration for the entire family. Dynamic displays will be showcased within the visitor
centre and will contain a wide range of content featuring the site’s unique narratives and
interesting and significant features.
7.2.5 DAMS
The Island Lake dams were constructed in 1968 - 1969 to store runoff during the spring and
release the waters slowly through the summer and early fall to augment baseflow in the
upper Credit River and aid in assimilating discharge from Orangeville’s WPCP.
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The Headwaters Subwatershed Study’s (CVC 2020e) recommendations for Island Lake focus
on opportunities to improve its flow regime from the broad perspective to better mimic
natural flow patterns in the upper reach of the Credit River. CVC will investigate and
implement solution(s) for operating the south dam that will result in a more natural
downstream flow regime and optimize requirements for the PTTW. Additional opportunities
to mitigate the negative impacts to the downstream river may be further explored through
restoration or operational changes that may include changes to frequency and duration of
release, thermal mitigation, and fish passage.
Island Lake CA’s dams will continue to be managed in accordance with provincial policy. The
Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Manual and Emergency Preparedness Plan for the
Island Lake dams will be reviewed and updated regularly, as appropriate. An Asset
Management Plan for dams and erosion control structures, which includes the Island Lake
CA Dams, will be developed by 2024 in accordance with CA Act regulations.
7.2.6 COMMERCIAL LANDS
The 1.6-hectare commercial lot situated on the west shore of ILCA has been zoned as
Development (Map 5). This site was designated as Service Commercial Lands through
Official Plan Amendment No. 70 (OPA70) in Orangeville’s Official Plan. A decision on the
future use of the commercial lot has been deferred to provide CVC with sufficient time to
evaluate all the possible future uses for this area. The five-year review and evaluation of the
Plan will identify the best use of the 1.6-hectare area zoned Service Commercial.

7.3 CONSERVATION AREA OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
Island Lake CA will remain an operational, active conservation area. The directions in this
Plan aim to allow the site to be open to the public year-round. General operational elements
that are not discussed here are guided through corporate policy, to maintain consistency
across CVC’s conservation areas system.
7.3.1 SITE ACCESS
Island Lake CA has several access points:
Primary access locations:
• The principal access for both visitors and staff is the main driveway off Hurontario
Street South.
Secondary access locations for the trail system are located at:
• Ashwood Drive, Town of Orangeville
• Blue Heron Drive, Town of Orangeville
• Island Lake Family Park on 1st Line South, Town of Mono
• Parking lot on Hurontario Street North, Town of Mono
• Dufferin County Forest’s Hockley Tract on Hockley Road, Town of Mono
• Highway 10 at 4th Avenue, Town of Orangeville
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The authorized access locations listed above will continue to be maintained by CVC with the
ongoing financial support of our municipal partners (Orangeville and Mono). All other access
points will be considered unsanctioned and will be closed and monitored for trespassing.
7.3.2 PARK OPERATING SEASONS AND HOURS
Island Lake CA, including the trail system, is generally open to the public year-round. Park
programming, however, is currently only formally offered January through October. Island
Lake CA is open during daylight hours and operating hours change seasonally with the
variations in daylight hours.
As the Plan is implemented, CVC will continue to review park operating hours and seasons
to assess the feasibility of extending and expanding formal programming seasons to
become year-round.
7.3.3 FEE COLLECTION
Entrance fees are collected at the gatehouse or purchased online for contactless payment.
Equipment rentals, including, non-motorized boats, canoes, kayaks, paddleboards,
snowshoes, fishing rods, fat tire bikes and ice huts can be made at the rental centre or
reserved online. Visitors may also reserve facilities for private and community events such
as the pavilions and amphitheatre, online.
The feasibility of installing automated gates and electronic fee stations will be evaluated to
increase efficiency of point-of-sale transactions. New systems have the potential to allow
staff more time to spend interacting with visitors while an automated system helps to
manage fee transactions. The automated system may also provide flexibility for
implementing an adaptable fee schedule that can incentivise off-peak use.
7.3.3.1 FEE SCHEDULE
A fee schedule for park admission and amenities at Island Lake CA is consistent across
CVC’s operating parks with some exceptions8, and is reviewed and approved annually by
CVC’s Board of Directors. As new facilities and programming are added to Island Lake CA,
the fee schedule will integrate a flexible, affordable pricing structure.
The new fee schedule will:
• Identify CVC’s general approach for determining visitor fees and implementing the
fee schedule
• Identify if/when lower visitor fees will apply to encourage visitation during off-season
and, off-peak times
• Describe free access policies such as arriving through secondary access points and
members of Indigenous communities
• Define active transportation policy for visitors arriving by foot or bicycle
8

Cheltenham Badlands has hourly parking fees specific to this park.
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•

Describe fees associated with access for special events

7.3.4 VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Balancing the appropriate use of parks and natural areas while providing accessible
recreation opportunities and protecting natural and cultural resources, is the overarching
goal in how we approach planning for and managing CVC’s conservation lands. Since 2009,
CVC’s Lands Monitoring Program has monitored visitation at many of our parks including
Island Lake CA using a combination of gatehouse tallies and automated trail counters.
Having accurate visitation data at CVC’s conservation areas allows us to monitor visitation,
assess trends and together with population projections, estimate visitation we can anticipate
in the future. It also provides important indicators of where visitor capacity issues may be
emerging (Table 10).
Table 10. Park Carrying Capacity Attributes

Capacity Attribute

Examples of Indicators

Environmental

•
•
•
•

Vegetation loss along trails
Soil erosion along trails and in picnic areas
Impacts to wildlife
Increase in unsanctioned trails

Social

•
•
•

Crowding (# of groups encountered along a trail or feature)
Number of user conflicts
Visitor satisfaction

Managerial

•
•
•

Facility availability (washrooms, rest areas)
Parking and traffic (spots available, queuing)
Maintenance issues (litter, vandalism, etc.)

Cultural

•
•

Theft or vandalism of cultural resources
Interruption of ceremonial space

The Plan responds to capacity issues through improved vehicle flow, increased parking and
expanded rental and programming capacity. Staff have recently increased their presence on
the trail system and distributed additional garbage and recycling receptacles.
Most visitors to Island Lake CA (76% in 2020) arrive through trail access points to use the
VBLT (Section 2.3). Emerging social capacity issues related to this trail, including visitor use
conflicts and crowding, will partially be addressed through education and a targeted Trail
User Etiquette campaign. Long term solutions include expanding the trail width to better
accommodate multi-use, and multi-directional traffic.
CVC will continue to monitor visitation at Island Lake CA and will undertake a trail study for
the VBLT to estimate appropriate capacity and develop management actions as needed.
7.3.5 WASTE MANAGEMENT
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Garbage and recycling waste stations are provided throughout Island Lake CA. Garbage,
recycling, and compost materials are managed as part of the municipal waste collection
service. Island Lake CA’s waste management program aligns with Dufferin County’s
recycling program, and waste separation and collection methods. A barrier to reducing
waste and increasing diversion rates at the Island Lake CA, and all CVC parks, is
contamination with prohibited materials. Signage to guide proper sorting of waste materials
was recently installed.
CVC will continue to assess ways to reduce waste contamination and increase waste
diversion rates across all our parks. Garbage receptacles should be replaced with wildlife
friendly models introduced at other CVC parks.
7.3.5.1 RECYCLING
Recycling stations are positioned with waste receptables throughout Island Lake CA and are
collected through Dufferin County’s municipal waste collection service.
7.3.5.2 ORGANIC WASTE MANAGEMENT
Staff facilities include green bins for the recycling of organic materials from food
consumption. Green bins are not offered widely across Island Lake CA because of the high
rate of contamination but, are made available during large events when staff are dedicated
to enforcing proper sorting of waste materials.
Best Management Practices to prevent and control the spread of non-native and invasive
species will be followed including the avoidance of onsite composting.
7.3.6 SNOW AND SALT MANAGEMENT
Application of rock salt to roads, sidewalks, driveways, and parking lots leads to impaired
water quality, soil degradation and vegetation loss, and at high concentrations is toxic to
aquatic life. The road network and parking lots are open throughout the year and
considerations for snow and salt management are important.
A Salt Management Plan specific to Island Lake CA will be developed. The plan will assess
salt contributions from winter maintenance and water softeners and determine best
practices for salt use in water treatment and snow and ice management.
7.3.7 ENFORCEMENT AND SITE SECURITY
The resolution of issues related to unsanctioned uses, encroachments from neighbouring
properties, security and illegal activities will be managed and addressed by CVC’s Provincial
Offences Officers, which can involve partnerships with the Ontario Provincial Police and the
local community. Where practical, private security companies are utilized to support site
patrols and events.
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Education and enforcement will be prioritized to reduce visitor conflicts and ecological
degradation from unsanctioned activities. Enforcement tactics aimed at correcting
unsanctioned activities and behaviours will focus on an ‘education first’ approach before
employing more severe consequences, such as ticketing. A targeted Trail User Etiquette
campaign has been included as a direction in this Plan to address visitor use conflicts on the
VBLT and enforce keeping dogs on-leash.
7.3.8 ASSET NAMING
The naming of assets, including buildings, trails and other features, will be done in
accordance with CVC’s Asset and Event Naming Policy.
Existing asset names include the VBLT and Bob’s Bridges. Under CVC’s Asset and Event
Naming Policy, changes to the official names of assets and events will be resisted to avoid
confusion and unnecessary costs such as updating related fixed (signage), virtual (website)
and print materials (brochures, maps).
7.3.9 DONOR RECOGNITION
CVCF and FOIL raise funds in support of vital CVC projects and programs. A community of
individuals, organizations and businesses have financially contributed to developing Park
infrastructure and visitor experiences and are recognized at varying levels for their
contributions.
The current joint CVCF and CVC donor recognition policy will be updated to provide
guidance and consistency in how our valued donors will be recognized in our parks.
7.3.10 LAND CARE
Each property under CVC’s stewardship requires a level of land planning, management,
monitoring, enforcement, and asset management to ensure we fulfill our promise to be a
thoughtful and principled steward of our publicly held land and water. This ‘land care’
minimizes or mitigates impacts from flood and erosion, encroachments, unsanctioned uses,
hazard trees, and other risks and liabilities. Land care also provides the basic level of
customer service to our visitors, so they can safely enter and navigate through our
properties and have access to (where feasible) essential visitor amenities like parking,
washrooms, kiosks and other signage, and interaction with customer service staff.
CVC will continue to inventory, assess, monitor and schedule land care to meet Park needs.
Ensuring sufficient land care will ensure facilities that support valued recreational activities,
such as picnicking, fishing and water-based recreation, are maintained.

7.4 RECREATION, PROGRAMMING AND EVENTS
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Island Lake CA is renowned for its variety of year-round outdoor recreation opportunities.
The development proposed for Island Lake CA supports and enhances existing recreation
activities and will provide additional opportunities for hosting a variety of programs and
events. While visitor use is focused in main day use area, various spaces throughout Island
Lake CA, such as the trail system, Sugar Bush and Memorial Forest also facilitate recreation
opportunities.
Recreational offerings at Island Lake CA, whether pre-existing or proposed, are evaluated
based upon:
• Environmental impacts
• Market demand
• Social impacts
• Cost-benefit analysis
• Appropriateness
• Liability
• Ability of staff to manage
Activities that require specific directives are identified in the following section. Appendix D
contains a more detailed list of recreational activities and events identifies those that are
permitted within the conservation area
7.4.1 PROGRAMMING AND EVENTS
As a Credit Valley Park, visitor use, enjoyment and exploration of Island Lake CA is a
cornerstone of park management. Programming and events are an important way for
people to interact and experience Island Lake CA and will be designed to:
• Appeal to people of all ages and abilities across a wide market segment
• Welcome diverse cultures and backgrounds
• Engage local community members and partner groups
• Educate, appreciate and celebrate the significant natural and cultural attributes of
Island Lake CA
• Share and explore Indigenous history and narratives
• Connect with other area attractions, tourism partners and local businesses
Events and programs encourage people to connect with Island Lake CA, and the local
community, in unique and varied ways. They take place throughout Island Lake CA, utilizing
visitor amenities such as the amphitheatre, natural playground, trail system and pavilions.
Events may include educational programming and workshops as well as productions put on
by Theatre Orangeville, the annual maple syrup festival, concerts, organized races and
more. Programs and events will align with the directions and initiatives identified in CAMS
Visitor Experience Plan.
7.4.1.1 SIGNATURE EVENTS
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There are several community events that take place at Island Lake CA; however, Island
Lake CA’s current signature events include the Ice-fishing derby, Sugar Bush Maple Syrup
Festival and the Bass Derby.
In partnership with CVCF and FOIL, CVC hosts an ice-fishing derby in the month of
February. Participants have their fish weighed and measured to compete for prizes in adult
and children’s categories. The event runs during operating hours and according to safe ice
conditions. Proceeds from the event support projects at the conservation area.
The annual Sugarbush Maple Syrup Festival held in March runs in tandem with Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority (TRCA). Presently, the event includes demonstrations, food
and beverage, maple products for sale, a sugarbush tour, live entertainment and the Maple
Syrup by Lamplight tour in the evening. Though the event activities have changed through
the decades and will continue to evolve, this festival remains a signature event at Island
Lake CA.
The Bass Fishing Derby is an annual event that takes place in July and is hosted by FOIL.
Over two days, participants compete for the largest catch in a variety of categories,
including a youth category. It is the primary fundraising event put on by FOIL.
7.4.2 OVERNIGHT CAMPING
Overnight camping is not permitted at Island Lake CA. Exceptions may be made by special
permit only, such as in conjunction with an event or educational program.
7.4.3 FISHING
Fishing opportunities, including ice fishing, will continue to be a key activity at Island Lake
CA. Fishing access is available throughout much of the reservoir, apart from the nature
reserve (Map 5) in the lake’s northeastern arm. Non-watercraft fishing will be focused on
the series of docks located along the shoreline. The Island Lake reservoir is in Fisheries
Management Zone 16. Voluntary harvest limits that are more strict than provincial limits,
are in place to help sustain the fishery ( Table 11). No motorized fishing boats except for
work boats or outside baitfish are permitted.
Table 11. Voluntary Harvest Limits for Island Lake CA

SPECIES

OPEN SEASON

VOLUNTARY HARVEST LIMITS

Largemouth Bass

4 Saturday in June
to November 30

Catch and release

Open all year

Total catch of all panfish species in
any combination: 25 with a sport
license, 10 with a conservation
license

Panfish (Pumpkinseed,
Bluegill, Rock Bass, Yellow
Perch, Black Crappie)

th
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7.4.4 SWIMMING
While beach access and swimming were previously offered at Island Lake CA, they are no
longer permitted activities. Given the nature of the lake, wind, water quality and a high
amount of aquatic vegetation and Canada Geese, swimming is not a suitable activity.
Opportunities for wading and a designated structured riparian exploration will be provided in
the waterside area.
7.4.5 PRIVATE EVENTS AND SITE RENTALS
Private events typically include weddings, large picnics and corporate gatherings that have
exclusive use of a specific area for the duration of the event. Designated areas within Island
Lake CA may be rented out for private use, including picnic sites and pavilions, and the
amphitheatre. Additional spaces, such as the existing education centre, may also be utilized
with permission from the UGDSB if there are no conflicts with existing uses. Once
constructed, the new facilities identified in this Plan, including the Education Centre and
picnic pods, may also be rented.
The new Education Centre provides an opportunity to position Island Lake CA as a
community hub and meeting space for non-profits and community groups. All private events
will be evaluated on a case-by case basis to determine if they are suitable and whether a
permit is required. Private events and site rentals will be assessed by CVC prior to approval
to ensure that:
• Traffic congestion during peak times will not increase
• Suitable parking is available
• Negative impacts to the local community, such as noise, are monitored and
minimized
• Visitors and trail users are not negatively impacted
7.4.6 INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION
Providing educational and interpretive experiences to the public, children, students, and
professionals will remain an essential part of Island Lake CA’s program. CVC and its
partners, including the UGDSB, the At Last Forest School and organizations facilitating
summer camp programs, will continue to be the primary program providers.
Self-guided opportunities will be developed, and interpretive materials will be displayed at
the visitor centre and on the trail system. Nature-based interpretive programming and
experiential learning for visitors will help to build a culture of conservation at ILCA. A variety
of interpretive themes specific to Island Lake CA have been identified, including:
• Indigenous history and narratives developed in conjunction with the IRT
• The Headwaters and their significance
• History, development, and function of the Island Lake reservoir
• Evolution of the Island Lake CA’s forests, including a demonstration forest
highlighting plantation management to increase biodiversity, children’s forest
exploration area, experimental nut plantation and the history of the sugar bush
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•
•
•

Invasive species specific to Island Lake CA (Phragmites, Dog-Strangling Vine,
Common Carp, and Emerald Ash Borer) and their impact on Island Lake CA
History of the Island Family and the pattern of settlement in the area
The life cycle of some charismatic, easily identifiable species at Island Lake CA,
including:
o Snapping Turtle
o Osprey
o Migratory waterfowl
o Fish species and origin in the reservoir

The Education Centre identified within this Plan is a significant facility with space allocated
for multiple classrooms. It will provide an opportunity to expand school-based educational
programming as well as CVC-run workshops, lectures and courses. Educational
programming will align with CVC’s values and will connect learners and local communities
with nature and climate science.
7.4.7 TRAIL SYSTEM
The trail system at Island Lake CA is one of its most well-known and beloved assets.
Beginning in 1975 with the first nature trails, Island Lake CA’s trails have provided
opportunities to appreciate nature, exercise, connect with friends and loved ones and
contribute to physical and mental well-being. Over the years, Island Lake CA has undergone
significant changes, including its most notable addition of the VBLT, an 8-kilometre trail
around the perimeter of Island Lake that was completed in 2015. The VBLT is the primary
driver for the remarkable increases in visitors to Island Lake CA and at times the number of
visitors has caused conflicts between cyclists and pedestrians. The Plan recommends a ‘Trail
User Etiquette’ education campaign to reduce visitor conflict and ensure a safe and
enjoyable trail experience.
In total, there are 13 kilometers of trails at Island Lake CA (Map 6). These include the VBLT,
the Memorial Forest Trail, the Sugar Bush Trails, the ILFT and the Hockley Trail. The latter
two are managed by CVC but owned by the Town of Mono and Dufferin County. Together,
these trails provide numerous opportunities for visitors of all ages and abilities, and plays an
important role in active transportation, recreation, and social connectivity. Trails are
continually assessed and monitored to ensure trail characteristics are captured and
communicated, they remain in a good state of repair and any impacts to the natural
environment are addressed.
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Map 6. Island Lake CA Trails - Future State
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7.4.7.1 TRAIL PLAN
Significant effort has gone into developing and maintaining Island Lake CA’s trail system. As
part of the management planning process, a detailed Trail Plan has been developed to
identify needs, future plans, and prioritize works (Appendix E). The goal of the Trail Plan is
to support the development and maintenance of a world class trail system that provides
safe, appropriate and equitable recreation opportunities and the health and well-being
benefits associated with trails. Connections to external trail systems, such as the CVT, Bruce
Trail and municipal trail systems are also prioritized. The projects identified in the Trail Plan
include:
• Decommissioning and restoration of unsanctioned trails
• Realignment of existing trails
• Development of new trails
• Trail replacement (boardwalks, granular material)
Trail projects have been categorized into three phases of implementation which align with
the Plan implementation (Section 8).
7.4.7.2 VICKI BARRON LAKESIDE TRAIL
Named after CVC’s retired General Manager, this 8 km multi-use trail circles Island Lake and
links to local trails in Orangeville and Mono. Resting spots highlight scenic vistas, lake
spanning bridges and provide advantageous viewpoints for wildlife viewing. Motorized
vehicles are not permitted; however, electric mobility assistive devices are permitted.
The Trail Plan identifies several projects to improve this trail including boardwalk
replacements, alignment of the south shore boardwalk and accessibility improvements.
7.4.7.3 CREDIT VALLEY TRAIL
Island Lake CA has been identified as the location for the CVT’s northern trailhead. This
feature will be designed in conjunction with the local CVT chapter, IRT and Leadership
Council. A location within the white pines along the pond’s edge in the waterside area has
been selected for this feature. From the trailhead, the trail will navigate southward to the
Crane Gathering Space and continue south to exit Island Lake CA, physically connecting it
to Dragonfly Park and Upper Credit Conservation Area.
The CVT optimum route includes significant boardwalks along the shore of Island Lake and
the Credit River. It is anticipated that this section will be multi-use (cycling and pedestrian)
and will be accessible to a broad range of user abilities. CVC will continue working with the
local CVT chapter and IRT to plan for and develop the trail and trail experiences.
7.4.7.4 SUGAR BUSH TRAIL
The Sugar Bush Trail winds through the long-standing maple-beech forest, where maple
syrup production began in the 1970’s and is still made today. The trails in this area are
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natural duff and The Trail Plan identifies the decommissioning and restoration of several
small unsanctioned trails in this area.
7.4.7.5 MEMORIAL FOREST TRAIL
This trail features memorial trees and gardens planted and dedicated to loved ones through
the Dods & McNair Memorial Program. The trail passes by a collection of trees planted as
part of an experimental nut plantation, as well as an intricate memorial stone wall built by a
local dry stone waller as a tribute to his wife. Minor upgrades have been identified, including
a trail realignment and the replacement of a 200m boardwalk.

7.5 ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
As the vision and objectives for Island Lake CA illustrate, our accountability to the
environment is a priority. The directions outlined in this section are informed by years of
monitoring data, site investigations and research on the property. Restoration and
environmental management activities are guided by corporate policy, strategies, plans and
industry best management practises.
The restoration and resource management directions developed for Island Lake CA promote
a balanced and sustainable approach to ecosystem restoration and management to ensure
the long-term protection and enhancement of its valuable resources. The plan includes
terrestrial, wetland, and aquatic restoration initiatives as well as habitat structure
installations and invasive species management. Restoration activities proposed for the
property are summarized below and shown in Map 7; specific project details are outlined in
Appendix F.
Terrestrial upland ecosystems include forests and successional communities such as
cultural meadows and thickets. A variety of activities have been identified for these areas to
improve biodiversity, foster connectivity, and enhance ecological function. Primary actions
for these areas include:
• Reforestation and afforestation
• Invasive species management
• Maintain and/or enhance open habitat for pollinators
• Plantation management and conversion to natural forest
Wetlands are important and productive ecosystems, providing food, shelter, breeding and
resting places for a high diversity of flora and fauna species. Wetlands also store water
during rain events, reduce the risk of flooding, and improve water quality by trapping and
filtering sediment and contaminants. Most of Island Lake is considered a wetland. The lake
and other pockets of wetlands will be enhanced through:
• Invasive species management, including Phragmites and Common Carp
• Riparian plantings
• Creation or augmentation of habitats including shoreline enhancements, habitat
structures and contouring
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Aquatic habitats are vital for sustaining Island Lake’s productive and diverse fisheries in
Island Lake as well as the upper Credit River. Aquatic habitats in Island Lake CA will be
enhanced and restored through:
• Shoreline enhancement and recontouring for habitat complexity
• Riparian plantings
• Invasive species prevention (e.g., live bait inspection, equipment decontamination)
and management including Common Carp
• Operational and structural changes to dam and operations that may include thermal,
hydrological and fish passage mitigation
Habitat structures are constructed features that are placed in the natural environment to
provide breeding or overwintering space for wildlife. These structures mimic features found
in mature habitats such as large diameter trees or standing snags that may not be available
in new restoration sites. Habitat structures offer excellent education and stewardship
opportunities and are relatively easy to implement. Habitat structures proposed in Island
Lake CA include:
• Bird boxes
• Turtle Nesting Structures
• Snake Hibernaculum
• Osprey Nesting Platforms
• Bat Boxes
CVC will continue to monitor the health of Island Lake CA’s natural environment through
CVC’s IWMP and apply adaptive management.
7.5.1 CREDIT RIVER WATERSHED NATURAL HERITAGE SYSTEM (CRWNHS)
Island Lake CA is located within the Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage System
(CRWNHS). Island Lake, its tributaries and many of the woodlands and wetlands here are
considered high functioning. The CRWNHS also identifies Island Lake CA as part of a Centre
for Biodiversity, an area that contains high quality natural heritage features important for
supporting biodiversity over the long term. Despite being a diverse, healthy, and relatively
stable system, stressors such as invasive species, human activity and climate change
negatively impact the natural environment.
The protection and management of Island Lake CA’s natural features is essential for its
long-term health and resilience. High functioning features are primarily identified within
Nature Reserve Zones (Map 5). The Plan’s zoning policies aim to protect the most significant
natural heritage features and functions while visitor management strategies will be adaptive
to minimize impacts on the landscape. Restoration and natural resource management
directions such as tree planting and invasive species management will improve and enhance
natural features and corridor connectivity, create habitat, and improve ecological health.
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Map 7. Restoration Priorities at Island Lake CA
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7.5.2 WATER MANAGEMENT
Island Lake provides a large portion of the flow in the upper reaches of the Credit River and
supports downstream water quality by providing a consistent flow of water for waste
assimilation downstream of the Orangeville WPCP - the outflows from Island Lake are
critical to the health of the Credit River. The reservoir’s situation in the upper watershed
where groundwater recharge is key to sustaining its health, makes it susceptible to many
factors that could impact water quality and quantity. This includes everything from
increases in municipal water taking to climate change and changing precipitation patterns
and increases in evaporation.
Island Lake CA lies within the Headwaters subwatershed. The Headwaters Subwatershed
Study documents the water resources and natural heritage characteristics of the
subwatershed and establishes long-term objectives for managing the watershed (CVC
2020e). The study also identifies opportunities and threats and presents a comprehensive
management plan that will guide CVC, the area municipalities, landowners and industry in
protecting and restoring the subwatershed moving forward. Recommendations specific to
Island Lake focus on opportunities to improve its flow regime from the broad perspective to
better mimic natural flow patterns in the upper reach of the Credit River, also discussed in
Section 7.5.2.
CVC will continue to monitor Island Lake outflows and ensure requirements for Island Lake’s
PTTW are met. As we plan for the next PTTW renewal in 2026, an investigation into
optimizing the south dam operations will look at opportunities to better manage outflows to
create a more natural downstream flow regime while building more resilience to droughts
and climate change within Island Lake.
Though Island Lake’s water quality is good overall, water quality in the vicinity of the
proposed water access within the waterside zone is not monitored. Swimming is not
permitted at Island Lake CA. Through the park’s redevelopment we will aim to improve and
protect water quantity and quality through integrated water management and low impact
design.
Where surrounding land uses have the potential to negatively impact Island Lake’s input,
CVC will work with municipal partners and the community to encourage stewardship
practices, in particular, erosion upstream.
7.5.3 SPECIES AT RISK
Thirteen (13) SAR have been observed at Island Lake CA including Bald Eagle, Least Bittern
and Snapping Turtle. Provincial Species at Risk recovery plans will be followed and
implemented. Development in or near Species at Risk habitat will first seek to avoid
disturbance. Where impacts to habitat have been determined, Snapping Turtle nesting
habitat for example, CVC’s Ecosystem Offsetting Guidelines will be used to ensure a net
ecological gain is achieved.
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7.5.4 FISHERIES MANAGEMENT
Popular with anglers, a variety of fish reside in Island Lake including Northern Pike,
Largemouth Bass and panfish such as Black Crappie, Yellow Perch and Sunfish.
Angling at Island Lake CA is governed by regulations set out in the Provincial Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Act. Updates to these regulations are provided in Ontario’s
Recreational Fishing Regulations Summary annually. CVC’s voluntary harvest limits have
been developed to help ensure Island Lake remains a sustainable fishery (Section 7.4.3). A
Fisheries Management Plan will be developed for Island Lake and will outline actions needed
to maintain a healthy and sustainable fishery.
Although the reservoir is not monitored as part of CVC’s Integrated Watershed Monitoring
Program, monitoring of spawning areas and other aquatic features are undertaken
periodically as needed.
Invasive species management and prevention is an important aspect of fisheries
management; directions specific to invasive species is outlined in Section 7.4.3. A fisheries
management plan will be developed that outlines the actions required to maintain a healthy
and sustainable fishery.
7.5.5 SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE HABITAT
Various Significant Wildlife Habitat (SWH), including migratory waterfowl stopover and
staging area (aquatic), turtle nesting areas, and amphibian breeding habitat have been
identified throughout the conservation area. Projects to enhance SWH, such as improving
their ecological function, are identified in the Restoration and Natural Resource Management
Directions (Appendix F). Recreation activities, resource management and infrastructure
development will avoid the most ecologically sensitive areas.
7.5.6 FOREST MANAGEMENT
CVC’s SFMP provides direction for forest management for the next 20 years (2021- 2040).
Implementing priority actions outlined in the SFMP, including plantation management, will
help to achieve the plan’s overarching goal to maintain and restore forest health, improve
biodiversity and strengthen the resilience of forests in the watershed.
Plantations cover approximately 11% of Island Lake CA and are managed under Ontario’s
Managed Forest Tax Incentive Program. A plantation management operating schedule
developed for the SFMP outlines planned thinning activities (Appendix G) to gradually
convert to natural communities and stand conditions. A series of plantations on the north
shore along the VBLT will become a demonstration forest, each with different previous
management practices applied and at different stages of succession. CVC will develop a
prioritization framework, along with other actions such as adaptation practices for climate
change, to schedule the management of other forest types in subsequent operating plans.
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Invasive species, pests and disease change the species
composition of forests and pose a health and safety risk
to property and life. CVC will continue to take action to
manage our forests to improve health, biodiversity and
resilience to stressors, and protect CVC assets and
people from hazard trees.
Many of the forests within Island Lake CA qualify as
significant woodlands based on criteria identified in the
Greenbelt Plan (2005). Significant Woodlands are an
integral component of the natural heritage system and
are important in terms of the ecological features they
support, the functions they provide, their
representation across the landscape, and their
contribution to the quality and diversity of a given area.
Many of these Significant Woodlands are located in the
Nature Reserve zone (Map 5).

More than 90 per cent of forest
communities in the watershed
surveyed since 2010 contain
invasive plants.
Through funding from Peel and
Halton Regions, CVC has spent
over three million dollars since
2013 mitigating impacts of EAB
on CVC properties.
13,000 hazard ash trees
impacted by EAB have been cut
down along trails on CVC
properties, with 1,600 being cut
at Island Lake CA (2021).

7.5.7 INVASIVE SPECIES MANAGEMENT
Invasive species are one of the top threats facing
biodiversity and natural systems across the globe. Their
proliferation decreases biodiversity and can lead to
significant environmental, social, and economic
impacts, and threaten the health and safety of staff,
visitors, and properties’ natural and capital assets.
CVC’s Invasive Species Strategy (ISS) lays out goals,
objectives, and an implementation framework to focus
CVC’s resources and prioritize on-the-ground efforts. At
Island Lake CA, priority invasive species being managed
include:
• European Reed
• Dog-strangling Vine
• Garlic Mustard
• European and Glossy Buckthorn
• Non-native bush Honeysuckles
• Common Carp

72 or 39% of invasive species
currently found in the Credit
River watershed are considered
immediate management
priorities. There are 56
additional invasive species that
are at risk of being introduced to
the watershed. Reference??
At Island Lake CA, we manage
4.34 hectares for Dog strangling
Vine control and have pulled 92
bags of Garlic Mustard, including
35 bags by community
volunteers. events.

Invasive species management at Island Lake CA will continue to be guided by CVC’s ISS,
using mechanical, chemical, and biological methods in adherence with current best
management practices. CVC will implement the Phragmites Management Plan and develop
project plans for Dog-strangling Vine and Common Carp.
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Safeguards to prevent the introduction and spread of invasive species and diseases into
Island Lake will be put in place, including equipment decontamination protocols, boat
washing devices and education to staff and visitors.
7.5.8 GARDENS
Gardens and landscaping are found in select areas of Island Lake CA, including the Memorial
Forest and around buildings. While not considered a natural resource, they are a component
of the natural system that can provide habitat and stormwater management functions. They
are also accessible to visitors, making them an attractive demonstration tool to
communicate benefits and best practices and a potential opportunity for community
partnerships.
Species selection will favour native species, though non-native, non-invasive species that
provide other benefits, such as being pollinator friendly, drought resistant, or have heritage
value, may also be used. The design and function of gardens will aim to maximize
stormwater retention, enhance biodiversity, provide habitat for wildlife, and be as low
maintenance as possible.
The Crane Gathering Space includes a recommended planting plan that outlines species for
the entry gardens, pollinator canoes, traditional medicine gardens and for naturalizing the
open lawn. Carefully selected by the IRT in consultation with CVC ecologists, plant
selections are primarily Indigenous to the area with priority placed on species already
present within Island Lake CA, with healing and therapeutic properties, that have cyclical
seasonal interest, and that are considered low maintenance.
7.5.9 LAND ACQUISITION AND DISPOSITION
Priority properties for acquisition are identified through CVC’s Greenspace Acquisition Plan
and will be acquired on a willing seller-willing buyer basis. Land disposition is generally
limited to those lands required for essential servicing infrastructure. Disposition of surplus
lands for other purposes will only occur where there is a net environmental gain that helps
achieve the goals and objectives of the Plan or CVC’s Strategic Plan CAMS. All dispositions
will be completed in compliance with MECP’s land disposition policies.
CVC will continue to pursue land acquisition opportunities to expand Island Lake CA and
achieve objectives of the Greenspace Acquisition Plan. Lands acquired near Island Lake CA
will be amalgamated into the conservation area, with the general directions of this Plan
applied and will not require an amendment. Where needed, concept designs for new
acquisitions will be developed and implemented to determine future uses.

7.6 COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
Partnerships with the community have played an important role in shaping Island Lake CA
into what it is today.
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7.6.1 AGREEMENTS
7.6.1.1 PERMIT TO TAKE WATER
Island Lake water levels are controlled by CVC under a PTTW from the MECP to dilute
outflows from Orangeville’s WPCP into the Credit River. CVC is required to complete a
detailed water balance in support of a PTTW application, which allows for various
simulations aimed at determining optimum monthly release rates. CVC regularly measures
the flows from the south dam and adjusts the discharge valve setting to ensure that
sufficient discharge flow is provided to fulfill the requirements of the permit. CVC’s field
program includes measurement of inflows and outflows at the reservoir and automated
measurement of the reservoir level with a data logger.
The monitoring program helps to ensure that the discharge flows from the reservoir meet
the requirements in the permit, and all the data collected from the program contribute to
the reservoir yield analysis studies periodically submitted to MOECC in support of permit
requirements. The current PTTW is valid between 2016 and 2026.
7.6.1.2 UPPER GRAND DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD & THIRD-PARTY EDUCATORS
CVC and the UGDSB entered into a lease agreement for the Outdoor Education Centre, Em’s
Lab and Sugar Shack in 1992. The existing agreement has a 5-year term with provisions for
extensions. While CVC owns the buildings, the school board is responsible for maintenance
and repairs. The agreement includes a license to use public areas for outdoor programming
including the open lawns, Enclosed Pavilion and trails. The current lease agreement is a 5year term ending in 2022 with provisions for three one-year renewals.
Many third parties operate camps in the summer months including Eco Camp, Fishing
Friendzy, and the Town of Orangeville. At Last Forest School operates programming during
the school year (September-June). CVC will continue to support our partners providing
outdoor education and recreational programming at Island Lake CA.
7.6.1.3 ISLAND LAKE ROWING CLUB
The Island Lake Rowing Club was established in 1998 by a group of volunteers and all
aspects of the club are still run by volunteers today. The club operates rowing programs
from their boathouse and docks on the north shore of Island Lake under a license
agreement with CVC. The Plan supports continued collaboration with the Island Lake Rowing
Club for their continued use and enjoyment of Island Lake CA.
7.6.1.4 DODS & MCNAIR FUNERAL HOME
CVC also has a long-standing partnership with Dods & McNair Funeral Home who through
CVCF, sponsor the Memorial Forest. CVC will work collaboratively with Dods & McNair
Funeral Home to continue their sponsorship of the Memorial Forest.
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7.6.1.5 VICKI BARRON LAKESIDE TRAIL
The Towns of Mono and Orangeville and CVC entered into an agreement to financially
support the continued operation, repair and maintenance of the VBLT to maintain this
valued community recreational asset in a good state of repair and provide free access to the
trail. Stewardship of the VBLT is also supported by the Orangeville Rotary Club (north
shore) and Amaranth Lions Club (south shore).
The objectives and priorities of the management agreements have been considered through
the development of the Plan.
7.6.2 LOCAL COMMUNITY
Partnerships with community groups such as FOIL, Orangeville Lion’s Club, Rotary Clubs of
Orangeville and Orangeville Highlands, Dods & McNair Funeral Home, Dufferin County and
Central Counties Tourism have been integral to the success of Island Lake CA. We will
continue to identify opportunities to align community initiatives with existing programming
and spaces.
CVC will continue to foster strategic, mutually beneficial partnerships with community
groups, local businesses and regional tourism partners. Cultivating new relationships to
reduce barriers will help make Island Lake CA more inclusive and welcoming to all. To
strengthen community relationships CVC will host an annual open house for Conservation
Parks members, visitors, partners and conservation area neighbours.
7.6.2.1 FRIENDS OF ISLAND LAKE
FOIL is a fundraising committee of the CVCF established in 2005 to support the Island Lake
Community Trails Campaign. Comprised of residents and community organizations, FOIL
members are dedicated to ensuring that the community and its visitors benefit from quality
educational, interpretive and recreational opportunities at Island Lake CA.
7.6.2.2 VOLUNTEERISM
Volunteers and participants have been contributing their time and effort to Island Lake CA
since its creation. With an ever-changing landscape and demands on the environment,
comes the continued need for environmental stewardship. Volunteer opportunities for
committed individuals and program participants will provide meaningful experiences that
give back to their community and Island Lake and connect people to nature.
Citizen science and volunteerism as a method for implementing restoration and park
improvement projects should be embraced. Projects could include a wide range of activities
including trail maintenance, litter pick-ups and invasive species removal.
CVC will continue to collaborate with the FOIL and other community groups to plan and
participate in a full range of park activities.
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8.

IMPLEMENTATION

The Island Lake CA Management Plan is an integrated plan - meaning its directions, policies
and development proposals are mutually supportive and highly interrelated, and the success
of the Plan depends on implementation of the full suite of recommendations to meet the
intended outcomes. Partial implementation or half-measures though possible, will greatly
affect Plan success; therefore, Plan implementation must likewise be integrated, concise and
fulsome to meet our challenges head-on and in a responsive way.
The Plan will remain a guiding document during the 25-year lifecycle of its implementation.
At five-year intervals, an update will be initiated that will consider new information and
adapt to the influences of these and new or emerging change agents as necessary.

8.1 DEVELOPMENT PHASING AND TIMELINES
The management planning process for Island Lake CA occurred in four phases (described
under Section 4.1). Development of this Plan in the second phase establishes the conceptual
site plan and identifies the design intent, location and scale of park development projects.
These projects will be phased over the 25-year term of the Plan and will be further explored
and confirmed through Development and Site Planning in the third phase as we seek site
plan approval and move on to detailed design and construction in the fourth and final phase.
This phased approach allows for incremental investment in park infrastructure and
experiences and flexibility to adapt and respond to changes in capital budget forecasts and
new funding streams such as federal and provincial infrastructure grants.
Development of the conservation area is proposed in three phases over a period of
approximately 15 years; the big moves are highlighted in Figure 25. As construction of
Island Lake CA facilities and public realm is a major and complex undertaking with
implications for park and community disruptions, environmental health and safety, and
construction management, the development should be phased to cluster project areas
together. Island Lake CA is subject to site plan control. Development phasing has been
consolidated into Phases two and three of Plan implementation to minimize site plan
applications.
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Figure 25. Development Phasing Plan for Island Lake CA

The first phase (2022-2026) of development enhances utility of the amphitheatre and
works toward a connected CVT from its northern trailhead situated at Island Lake CA
southward to Dragonfly Park and Upper Credit Conservation Area. Studies and investments
in site servicing and connectivity will lay the foundation for constructing new park facilities.
The second phase (2026-2031) reinvents Island Lake CA’s main entry experience including
developing a new gatehouse. Staff and park operations will be centralized in a new
operations centre. Upgrades to the road network, parking lots, picnic areas and visitor
washrooms will help to alleviate visitor capacity pressures.
The third phase (2031-2036) will see the restoration of the waterside parking lot with open
space for public enjoyment of passive recreation. The education and events centre, a
cornerstone of Island Lake CA’s outdoor learning programs, will be relocated and will offer
additional programming capacity for public and private events. The rental centre will be
replaced with a new visitor centre which will continue to deliver Island Lake CA’s equipment
rental program and be a place for visitors to seek information, grab a snack and learn how
they can make the most of their Island Lake CA experience.
The locations of each phase represent a natural separation point between work sites with
distinct types of construction and specific approval requirements. They are therefore more
easily managed and allow for separation of significant capital investment in focused areas.
Advancing the work is subject to CVC being able to secure the necessary funds and
approvals from the Province, Municipalities, and ability to satisfy CVC’s policies, where
applicable.
Appendix H provides an overview of all directions outlined in this Plan and estimated
implementation timelines. Some directions are ongoing throughout the timeframe of the
Plan.
The duration of construction phases is dependent on permit acquisition and conditions,
timing windows, tendering and contract approvals, and site limitations, including weather.
However, the goal of construction timeline management is to reduce, to the greatest
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possible extent, the duration of construction to limit park closure disruptions and to protect
natural and cultural features. The estimated timelines for construction, including time
allocated for detailed design and permit acquisition or authorizations, are as follows:
2036

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Development + Site Planning
Detailed Design + Permitting
Construction

8.2 ESTIMATED COSTS
This Plan represents a generational investment for Island Lake CA and will require
significant funding and support to implement. Table 12 contains the estimated costing for
major works in phases 1 through 3.
Table 12. Plan Cost Estimates

MAJOR INFRASTRUCTURE AND PLANNING COSTS
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

TOTAL

Roads and Parking

$286,000

$1,831,000

$1,561,000

$3,678,000

Buildings & Structures

$1,130,000

$6,333,000

$11,044,000

$18,507,000

Servicing

$850,000

TBD

TBD

$850,000

Landscaping

$53,000

$474,000

$923,000

$1,450,000

Trails

$1,751,000

1,425,000

$1,437,000

$4,613,000

Subtotal

$4,070,000

$10,063,000

$14,965,000

$29,098,000

Contingency (30%)

$1,221,000

$3,019,000

$4,490,000

$8,729,000

$5,291,000

$13,082,000

$19,455,000

$37,827,000

$975,000

$37,000

$2,272,000

Final Total

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
Restoration & Natural
Resource Management
Directions

$1,260,000
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The estimated costs have been formulated at a general ‘Class D’ level of costing which is
prepared at the end of the design concept stage and based on updated user requirements,
general description of the end-built works, preliminary site information and existing
conditions. Costing has been prepared by CVC and consultants WSP Canada Inc. and Smoke
Architecture Inc. with a 30 per cent contingency on detailed design and construction
planning to offset unknown conditions, horizon of construction timelines and inflation that
can be difficult to predict.
The estimated capital cost for the entire conservation area development and restoration is
$40,568,000. This figure is based on 2021 dollars, and does not include staff time,
projects associated with CVC’s core functions (such as the development of the Fisheries
Management Plan and Programming Framework), and the additional hiring of staff that may
be required to implement the Plan and manage and maintain the new Island Lake CA.
Appendix H provides a listing of all the directions identified in the Plan and estimated
implementation timelines and costs.

8.3 FUNDING
The implementation of the Plan is funding dependent. Timelines for constructions outlined in
Section 8.1 may be adjusted based on obtaining the full capital cost of each phase prior to
its commencement. Coordinating the timing of construction with the acquisition of funding
from multiple sources at each phase of development is anticipated to be a significant
challenge.
As new experiences are offered, new park revenue streams will increase operating cost
recovery and support future capital investments. To maximize the likelihood of obtaining
outside funding, CVC will work to align the implementation of this Plan with the goals and
priorities of Municipal, Provincial and Federal Government partners, along with other funding
sources whose outcomes are similarly aligned to aspects of the Plan (e.g., tourism,
education, climate change mitigation, Indigenous placemaking, restoration, infrastructure
etc.). While the estimated costs are significant, the Plan represents a once in a generation
investment in Island Lake CA and the capital outlay is to be amortized over a significant
horizon.
8.3.1 FUNDRAISING STRATEGY
CVC will develop a fundraising strategy to compliment the activities proposed in this Plan.
CVC’s Land Planning and Management, Conservation Parks and Capital Projects teams will
work closely with the CVCF to formulate this strategy and align park investments with the
priorities of CVCF and others.
The vision for the conservation area is to establish a park brand identity to match its
flagship status as a Credit Valley Park. The fundraising strategy should capitalize on this
excitement to attract partners, donors and funders to be a part of Island Lake CA’s renewal.
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The outlook for the fundraising strategy should be generational in nature and should focus
on opportunities for investments that are intended to set the conservation area up for
success for another century.
The Plan includes multiple complimentary objectives related to a resilient natural system,
education, climate change resilience and local tourism, and there are opportunities to align
the fundraising strategy with multiple fields and industries, as well as the goals of other
levels of government.
Elements of the Plan should be packaged as distinct items available for funding. Focus
should be given to the acquisition of grants and government infrastructure funding.

8.4 SITE INVESTIGATIONS AND DETAILED DESIGN
Site investigation and preliminary design of infrastructure development in Phase 2 will
commence in 2022 during Phase 1. Following approval of the Plan by the CVC’s Board of
Directors, staff will initiate pre-consultation with the Town of Mono to scope site
investigations, studies and design requirements for our Phase 2 development site plan
agreement application.
The preliminary design process will involve consultation with agency partners, particularly
with those that will be issuing permits or approvals for any element of the conservation area
construction. Conformity to the conceptual designs to the extent possible is important to
realizing our vision, especially as proposed development has been the result of extensive
consultations. Technical studies will investigate feasibility, determine requirements for
servicing, stormwater and impact mitigation. Through these studies, precise locations,
footprints, building floorplans and surface treatments will be determined and may require
adjustments to conceptual designs.
CVC will undertake scoped consultation with stakeholders throughout the preliminary design
process and will include substantive consultation with the Town of Mono, Town of
Orangeville and CVC staff to ensure that the final design is consistent with the concept
presented in this Plan as well as all applicable policy.

8.5 PERMITTING AND AUTHORIZATIONS
Multiple authorizations are required to implement the development proposed in this Plan.
Permitting agencies have been consulted throughout the management planning process to
ensure that conceptual designs meet with the broad aspects of regulation and policy.
Multiple technical studies will need to be completed to confirm the feasibility of, and refine,
the conceptual design. These studies may alter or change development proposed. The
detailed design and permitting process will include focused consultation with agencies prior
to permit application submissions to ensure that all technical requirements, additional
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studies, or details are provided to satisfactorily review and provide approval for the
implementation of the Plan. Table 13 outlines the permit and authorization requirements for
each phase of implementation.
Table 13. Permit and Authorization Requirements

Permit or Authorization

Phase
I

Phase
2

Phase
3

Notes

Town of Mono

Site Plan Agreement for
Lands under Site Plan
Control

X

X

Features such as building design,
site access and servicing, waste
storage, parking, loading and
landscaping are reviewed
through the site plan application
process.

Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Environmental Compliance
Approval

X

Permit to Take Water

X

Species at Risk Act Letter
of Advice

X

TBC

TBC

ECA required for water and
wastewater systems over 10,000
L/Day (under 10,000 is local
municipal permits)

X

Renewal of Island Lake Reservoir
Permit to Take Water 0412ACAPBT
Letter of Advice is required for
compatible development within
the habitat of a Species at Risk
(e.g., Snapping Turtle).

X

Ministry of Transportation

Highway Corridor
Management Permit

Installation or alteration of a sign
or advertising device within
400m of a provincial highway
right-of-way, may require a
permit.

X

Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Permit for works taking
place in or near water

X

X

X

Any works taking place in or
near water e.g., boardwalk,
bridges and shoreline
redevelopment, may require
authorization.

X

Any major works taking place in
navigable waters, including

Transport Canada
Approval for works
affecting navigable waters
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bridge crossings, require a
permit.
Credit Valley Conservation
Development, Interference
with Wetlands and
Alterations to Shorelines
and Watercourses
(Ontario Regulation
160/06)

X

X

X

CVC implements a selfpermitting process to ensure
that all activities conform to
policy and permits under
regulation 160/06 are issued for
development in a regulated area.

8.6 COMMUNICATING CLOSURES AND DISRUPTIONS
CVC will develop and implement a Construction Communication Plan to signal disruptions
well in advance of planned work, closures, or access changes. Frequent and ongoing
communication of park status, progress and completion timelines will be a key feature of
this Plan. Site information and safety signage will direct and inform visitors during the
construction phases and frequent communication with the residents and businesses, as well
as municipal and agency partners, will be ongoing throughout the planning and
implementation of each phase.

8.7 MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW AND EVALUATION
The Island Lake CA Management Plan is a 25-year plan. Consistent with the timing
requirements laid out for implementation (Section 8.1), many works identified will occur
within 15 years after Plan approval. The Plan will undergo a formal review at 5-year
intervals to evaluate its progress and determine whether the Plan has achieved the desired
outcomes and whether management directions need to be adapted in response to current
and future change agents.
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9.

CONCLUSION

The information captured in this Plan represents the outcome of a process that achieves
balance amongst a set of dynamic objectives.
The thoughtful, respectful, and forward-thinking design of Island Lake CA, as presented in
this Plan, has been the result of historical research, inventory of natural and cultural
features, and observations of the way visitors interact with its uniqueness. The Plan also
reflects extensive engagement which played an important role in identifying opportunities to
capitalize on its sense of place, and create meaningful and exciting park experiences, while
also protecting what is important about it.
The implementation of this Plan represents a generational investment that ensures Island
Lake CA remains a beloved destination by our local communities and watershed visitors for
outdoor exploration, enjoyment and learning for the next century.
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APPENDIX A. CLIMATE CHANGE RISK ASSESSMENT FOR ISLAND LAKE CA
The impacts of climate change on CVC’s conservation area system spans multiple climate
trends and CVC programs. Management plans identify policies and directions on how climate
change impacts will be mitigated through conservation area management and operations as
well as natural resource management, restoration, and infrastructure development.
CVC’s Climate Change Strategy directs CVC programs to develop actions to identify, address
and manage climate change impacts. CVC’s Land Planning and Management Team has
identified the following:
• ACTION 1: Management plans are developed with consultation from a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), made up of CVC staff from various divisions. TAC will
discuss how climate change trends will impact the property and develop risk
response actions for park management plans.
• ACTION 1a: TAC staff will be asked to share relevant program climate change impact
statements and risk response actions to inform a plan to adapt and build resilience to
climate change.
• ACTION 2: Conservation area management plans will include a plan for adapting and
building resilience to climate change.
Climate change trends include:
• Increased average annual temperatures
• Warmer winters
• Nights are warming more than days
• More extreme heat days and fewer extreme cold days
• Longer growing season
• Increased total annual precipitation
• More intense and extreme rain
• More intense and frequent droughts
• Less snow and more rain in the winter
• Freeze-thaw: Short term increase, long term decrease
This table identifies how climate change resilience is integrated into the Island Lake
Conservation Area Management Plan.
Table 1. Island Lake CA Climate Change Resilience

Anticipated Impact of
Climate Trends
•
Ecosystem
Management
•

Improved ability of
invasive species to
overwinter and
outcompete native
species will increase
Increase abundance
of pests and disease

Planning for
Tomorrow
•

•

Manage
plantations for
biodiversity and
forest health
Implement
Restoration and
Natural Resource

Ongoing CVC
Programs
•

Continually
monitor ILCA’s
environments
through IWMP;
implement
recommendations
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•

•

•

•

•

Landscaping
•

•

•
Health &
Safety

•
•

that survive milder
winters
Decrease the longterm survival of some
native species
Decline in tree and
forest health, with
some species being
more susceptible to
climate change than
others
Warming trends could
increase in algal
blooms and impact to
aquatic life
Fluctuations in
reservoir levels could
impact riparian
species
Drought conditions
could increase
watering demands for
gardens, trees and
grasses
Decline in long-term
survival of native
species in gardens
and restored areas
Increased insect
abundancy and
associated diseases
(Lyme Disease, West
Nile Virus, etc.)
Decreased tree health
could lead to hazard
trees
Increased forest fire
potential
Extreme weather
events (heat, freezing
rain, storms, etc.),
could lead to
hazardous conditions

•

•

•

•

•

•

Management Plan
for ILCA, including
invasive species
management
Install a boat
washing station to
reduce
introduction of
aquatic invasive
species

Plant diverse,
hardy species in
gardens
Plan for additional
watering
requirements

Periodically
update
Emergency
Preparedness Plan
to incorporate the
evaluated impacts
of climate change
Plan for an
increase in hazard
tree management
Ongoing staff and
volunteer
education

•

Ongoing
monitoring and
maintenance of
gardens

•

Human Resources
policies will be
continually
updated to
respond to new
concerns and
threats
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•

Maintenance
and
Operations

•

•

•

Visitor
Experience

•

•

•

Infrastructure
Development

•

Trail conditions,
including accessibility
criteria may be
impacted due to
extreme weather
events
Increase in extreme
events may lead to
more frequent
emergency works and
repairs
Traditional activities,
such as fishing,
boating, skating and
ice fishing may be
impacted due to
reservoir levels,
impacts to trolling
motors from aquatic
growth, and lack of
ice formation
Variability in weather
will impact visitation
(may increase or
decrease) and
revenue
Maple syrup
production, and
associated events,
may be impacted
Behaviour and
abundance of fish
populations may
change, resulting in
diminished fishing
opportunities
There is a strong link
between weather and
visitation; visitation
may increase of
decrease based on
day-to-day weather
patterns
Increase in need for
maintenance of

•

Trail design and
materials to
accommodate
severe events,
where possible

•

Provide additional
shelters, and
climate-controlled
indoor
programming
spaces
Develop diverse
events, recreation
and educational
programming that
does not solely
depend on
weather
Provide options
for virtual
experiences and
engagement

•

•

•

Follow the
Infrastructure

•

Ongoing trail
monitoring,
management, and
repair

•

Ongoing
monitoring and
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•
ILCA
Reservoir and
Dam
•

features such as LID,
hard surfaces
(pavement,
sidewalks) and
Increase in need for
stormwater capacity
Increased demand on
HVAC and septic
systems
Infrastructure
standards may
change to
accommodate effects
of extreme weather,
such as floodproofing
and snow load
requirements and
enhanced stability for
footings/foundations
Life cycle renewal
costs may increase
Longer growing
season for vegetation
could impact dam
stability
Extreme rainfall
events increase the
risk of failure or
damage due to
flooding
Drought conditions
contribute to more
aquatic debris which
may clog outlet pipes
Droughts conditions
and higher
evaporation rates
may lead to lower
water levels in the
reservoir resulting in
effluent from
Orangeville’s WPCP
not being properly
diluted or meeting the

•

•

•

•

•

Design and
Construction
Principles and
consider future
impacts of climate
change
Continue to work
closely with CVC
staff and agency
partners
throughout the
planning and
preliminary
design phases of
work to
incorporate
innovative and
best practices
Account for
increase in
maintenance and
operational costs
Evaluate and
implement
options for South
Dam operations
that will result in
a more natural
downstream flow
regime
Develop and
implement a
strategy for the
Island Lake
Reservoir
considering the
evaluated impacts
of climate change
Consider
additional
operational and
structural changes
to dam and
operations to
minimize

maintenance,
including repairing
infrastructure to
new standards

•

•

•

Additional
monitoring as it
related to weather
events (extreme
rainfall, etc.)
Additional dam
monitoring and
maintenance to
ensure that plant
growth near
embankments
does not
compromise
stability and the
outlet pipe
remains
unobstructed
Ongoing staff time
to manage water
level fluctuations
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conditions of the
PTTW
•

Planning
Considerations

•

Natural hazards may
expand and limit the
suitability for
development in some
areas
Changes in natural
hazards could lead to
need to an increase in
setbacks/buffers to
regulated features
affecting potential
development

downstream
impacts

•

Continue to work
closely with CVC
staff and agency
partners
throughout the
planning and
preliminary
design phases of
work
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APPENDIX B. ISLAND LAKE CA - SUMMARY OF PUBLIC CONSULTATION MEETINGS,
KEY ENGAGEMENT THEMES AND WSP PUBLIC CONSULTATION REPORT

The Island Lake CA Management Plan - Strategic Directions Report (SDR, 2021), prepared
as part of the management planning process for Island Lake Conservation Area, provides a
detailed overview of all the project’s engagement activities as well as the input received.
The consultant WSP, retained to develop the Concept Master Plan (CMP), was also
responsible for leading key engagement activities related to the development of the CMP.
The Consultation & Engagement Summary, prepared by WSP for these activities, is in the
SDR. The SDR and its appendices should be consulted for additional information on CVC’s
engagement approach and what was heard from the public, stakeholders, and staff.
The engagement information summarized here includes:
• Table 1: Overview of information that can be found in WSP’s What We Heard:
Consultation and Engagement Summary (SDR).
• Table 2: Summary of Engagement Activities (2015 - 2021)
• Table 3: Key Engagement Themes
The project’s disposition table, which holds records of all comments received for the
duration of the project, can also be requested.
Table 1. WSP Consultation & Engagement Summary Overview

Engagement activity
led by WSP

Purpose

Output

Public realm workshop
with key CVC staff

• Online collaboration tool (Miro)
captured the ‘Big Moves’ related
to main park programming areas

• Summary of
feedback received

Two workshops with the
Stakeholder Advisory
Committee

• Online collaboration tool (Miro)
was used to show CVC staff
ideas and encourage stakeholder
contributions
• Presentation and discussion of
the draft master concept plan

• Summary of
feedback received
• Meeting minutes

Workshop with the
Technical Advisory
Committee

• Presentation and discussion of
the draft master concept plan

•

Community Engagement
session and online public
survey

• Presentation of draft master
concept plan, open questionand-answer period
• Follow-up survey on draft
concept plan

•

Summary of
feedback received
Meeting minutes

• Summary of
question-andanswer period
• Summary survey
report
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Table 2. 2015 - 2021 Summary of Engagement Activities

Group
Consulted
CVC Board
of Directors

Stakeholder
Advisory
Committee
(2015 2017)

Method
Board Report
(April 2015)

Attendees /
Responses
n/a

Outcome
•

Approval to proceed with the
plan

•
•

Project introduction
Understanding the value of
ILCA to SAC

Meeting (November
2015)

20

Meeting (January
2016)

21

•
•

Background information
SWOT introduction

Site visit (May 2016)

16

•

Site tour

Meeting (September
2016)

16

•

SWOT workshop; what the
plan needs to accomplish

Meeting (March 2017)

17

•

SWOT summary and
prioritization of activities

•

Project introduction and
understanding stakeholder
values and pressures

•

Discuss ideas, potential
solutions and opportunities
Consultant led with Miro tool

Meeting (November
2020)
Meeting (January
2021)

16

14
•
•

Meeting (March 2021)

14

Stakeholder
Advisory
Committee
(2020 2021)

•
•
•
Meeting (June 2021)

9

•
•
Draft Plan Review

/
•
•

Meeting (November
2021)

8
•

Presented conceptual plan
and proposed guiding
statements
Sought feedback
Review our project updates
since April 2021
Provide an overview of our
consultation to date, what
we’ve heard from various
groups we’ve been consulting
with
Review the conceptual site
plan and revised concepts
Review of draft Plan,
opportunity to provide
feedback
3 comments received
Review final Plan, feedback
from SAC and how it was
integrated
Thank-you and wrap-up
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•
Meeting (December
2020)

Indigenous
Roundtable

Orangeville
CVT
Chapter

Meeting (January
2021)
Meeting (February
2021)

16

•

Design Priorities for Key Site
#1
Animal Dodem change to
Crane

•

Indigenous teachings to
incorporate (Crane/Ajijaak,
ceremonial uses)

•

Representing and siting
elements
Wampum representation

12

15
•
•

Gathering space function:
ceremonial requirements,
accessibility needs of elders

Meeting (March 2021)

10

Meeting (April 2021)

13

•

Design and materiality

Meeting (March 2021)

17

•

CVT trail alignment discussion

Meeting (September
2020)

19

•

Project introduction

Meeting (November
2020)

20

•

Values and pressures
identification and discussion

Meeting (January
2021)

21

•

Develop ILCA climate change
impact assessment

•

Presented conceptual plan
and proposed guiding
statements
Sought feedback

Meeting (April 2021)

34
•

Technical
Advisory
Committee

•
•
Meeting (June 2021)

17

•
•
Draft Plan Review

/
•

Meeting (November
2021)

21

•

Review our project updates
since April 2021
Provide an overview of our
consultation to date, what
we’ve heard from various
groups we’ve been consulting
with
Review the conceptual site
plan and revised concepts
Review of draft Plan,
opportunity to provide
comments and feedback
100+ comments received
Review of final Plan and
feedback received from TAC
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Online survey
(October 2020)
• Flyer mailout
(3262 households)
• Social media,
kiosks and online
presence

Public

Town of
Mono
Council
Town of
Mono
Committees
of Council

~ 25
attendees

Online survey (April
2021)
• Social media,
kiosks, and online
presence

119 survey
responses

Public meeting
(virtual) (September
2021)
• Flyer mailout
(5,271)
households)
• Social media,
kiosks and online
presence

~8
attendees

Online survey
(October 2021)
•
Social media,
kiosks and online
presence

18 survey
responses

Virtual meeting

Review of Implementation
Strategy and section leads

•

Gain an understanding of
what the public values about
ILCA what changes they
would like to see

•

Presentation and discussion
of draft conceptual plans and
guiding statements
Seek feedback and answer
questions from the public

437 survey
responses

Public meeting
(virtual) (April 2021)
• Flyer mailout
(3262 households)
• Social media,
kiosks, and online
presence

Delegation and
supporting memo
(December 2020)

•

•

•

Seek feedback on the draft
conceptual plans and guiding
statements

•
•

Present draft Plan
Seek feedback and comments
on how people see
themselves in the Plan
Identify public concerns

•

•

•
•

Project introduction, confirm
consultation directions,
answer initial questions

•

Review the draft Plan and
discuss concerns
Review Council endorsement
process

n/a

8

Seek feedback and comments
on how people see
themselves in the Plan
Identify public concerns

•
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Town of
Orangeville
Council

Delegation and
supporting memo
(March 2021)

Third-party
camp
providers

Meetings and site
visits

n/a

•

Project introduction, answer
initial questions

•

Discuss challenges and
opportunities and direction
related to third-party camps

Table 3. Island Lake CA Management Plan: Key Engagement Themes

Island Lake CA Management Plan: Engagement Themes
Key Themes

CVC’s Response

Environmental Protection
Balancing visitation to Island Lake CA while
protecting natural heritage is a key goal of the
Plan.

Feedback related to Island Lake CA’s
natural environment included:
• Managing invasive species
• Keeping the area natural and
minimizing development

Many of the directions identified in the Plan aim to
ensure that an overall net ecological gain will be
achieved by balancing development with
restoration. The Plan outlines areas where
enhancements and offsetting will help us achieve
that outcome. As much as possible, development
will occur in already disturbed areas. Invasive
species management priorities are outlined in the
Map 6, Restoration Priorities for ILCA. Sustainable
building materials and renewable designs will also
be incorporated into facilities.

Infrastructure Improvements: Indoor facilities

Comments related to indoor facilities
focused on:
• Additional washroom facilities
across the property
• The need for general building
upgrades

Significant improvements to the existing facilities,
as well as new facilities are proposed in the Plan.
The need for additional washrooms is a common
theme for several areas within Island Lake CA,
including the visitor centre, education centre, day
use space, and on the VBLT.
A new visitor centre is proposed to consolidate the
buildings in the waterside area. A new operations
centre will consolidate the existing workshop and
staff trailers. A new education centre that will
replace the existing centre, is also identified.

Infrastructure Improvements: Outdoor Facilities
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Comments related to outdoor
infrastructure included:
• Improving accessibility of
existing structures
• Better access to water
• More picnicking facilities
• Water refilling stations

Many comments focused on the need to improve
or include relatively minor infrastructure and
upgrades. The majority of comments received in
this category suggested improvements to enhance
accessibility, more benches and rest areas, water
refill stations, improved picnic facilities, and water
access.
These features have been considered and are
identified within either the Plan or Trail Plan.

Infrastructure Improvements: Parking and Traffic Congestion

Comments related to parking and
traffic focused on:
• Need for additional parking
• Improving the layout of existing
parking areas
• Improving the entrance by
reducing traffic and increasing
the number of lanes

Increased and enhanced parking has been
carefully considered and is identified in the Plan.
This includes the expansion of existing parking lots
to better meet needs for today and in the future.
Parking lot layouts have also been revised and in
the case of the waterfront parking area, relocated
within Island Lake CA.
The main entrance has been completely reenvisioned to reduce queuing and congestion and
provide a better overall entry experience.
Improvements to secondary trail access points
where demand exceeds available parking, will be
further explored.

Interpretation and Education

Comments related to interpretation
and education included:
• Interest in more interpretive
signage and workshops
• Importance of partnerships to
deliver outdoor education
programming
• Unique visitor experiences
• Opportunities for volunteerism

A variety of nature-based recreational experiences
will continue to be available at Island Lake CA.
Guiding strategic documents, such as CAMS and
related reports, will direct future programming and
events.
Volunteerism will continue to be encouraged
through our partners, such as FOIL, as well as
through various CVC initiatives.
Plan directions include actions to support
sustainable outdoor educational programming
delivered by third-party partners as well as CVC.

Maintenance and Operations
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Comments on general
improvements and maintenance
primarily related to:
• Additional garbage receptacles to
reduce litter
• Road, parking lot and trail
maintenance
• Water level management

While some of these comments will be addressed
within the Plan, such as road and trail
improvements, others relate to ongoing
operations.
Addressing an increase in waste and littering is an
ongoing operational concern, likely made worse
through the COVID-19 pandemic. Additional waste
receptacles have been placed around Island Lake
CA in response to comments received.
The outflow of the reservoir is directed by a PTTW
to dilute the output from Orangeville’s WPCP.
Directions related to reservoir management are
outlined in Section 7.5.2

Recreation: Features and Programs

Themes related to recreation
features and programs included:
• More and varied events and
community workshops
• New activities such as swimming
and wading
• Improved fishing and picnicking
experiences

The inclusion of new activities and facilities was
identified during consultation. Each comment was
considered and while many improvements to
picnicking, fishing and events were integrated,
some suggestions are not feasible.
The desire for a beach and swimming
opportunities was noted several times. Given the
nature of the lake, water quality and high amount
of aquatic vegetation, swimming is not a suitable
activity. Opportunities for wading and riparian
exploration will be provided as an alternative.
Other activities, such as tobogganing and an offleash dog area were also determined not to be
appropriate for Island Lake CA.

Security and Enforcement
Feedback on security issues and
enforcement included:
• Enforcing negative visitor
behaviours
• Concerns over off-leash dogs
and dog waste
• Littering
• Conflict between hikers and
cyclists
• Importance of signage to reduce
unwanted visitor behaviours
(littering, off-leash dogs, etc.)

Educating visitors on the importance of Island
Lake CA goes hand in hand with reducing
unwanted visitor behaviour. This matter will be
addressed through:
• Signage plan that will help generate a positive
user experience
• ‘Trail User Etiquette Campaign’ aimed at
reducing visitor conflicts and ensuring safe and
enjoyable visitor experiences.
• Enforcement to reduce conflicts and ensure
visitor safety (dogs on leash, dismounting
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•

bikes over boardwalks, etc.) will also be
prioritized.
Improvements to pinch points as identified in
the Trail Plan

Trail System

Comments regarding Island Lake
CA’s trail system included:
• Trail improvements
• More trails
• Wider trails for improved
accessibility and to reduce hikercyclist conflict

As part of the Plan, a Trail Plan has been
developed (Appendix E). The Trail Plan identifies
where trail improvements, upgrades and closures
are required. Solutions and alternative routes to
the steep slopes along theBLT are noted issues
that are also addressed.
Connecting Island Lake CA’s trail system to
municipal and regional trail systems will be
realized as we implement the Trail Plan, such as
the development of the CVT.
Site accessibility, especially as it relates to the
trail system, is a key consideration and we
continue to consult with Dufferin’s Joint
Accessibility Advisory Committee.

Visitor Capacity

Input related to visitor capacity
included:
• Concerns about overcrowding on
trails
• Not enough bookable equipment
or picnic areas and pavilions
• Insufficient parking
• Traffic congestion

Visitation increases are being experienced at parks
throughout Southern Ontario. The COVID-19
pandemic has only intensified this upward trend.
Providing public access to greenspace is crucial to
physical and emotional well-being and
environmental appreciation, and it needs to be
balanced with ecological protection and visitor
safety.
The Plan identifies several improvements to
alleviate visitation pressures. These include
increasing parking capacity, improving the
driveway and gatehouse, additional washroom
facilities, and enhanced picnic space.
Visitor capacity concerns were largely focused on
the VBLT. To determine long-term solutions for
this issue, the development of a capacity study
specifically for the VBLT is identified.
Outside of the Plan, the feasibility of reservation
systems and timed tickets are being explored.
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Visitor Experience & Accessibility
Island Lake CA welcomes two distinct visitor
groups every day: day use visitors who enter
through the main entrance and pay a fee or have
a membership and trail users who enter through
secondary access points and do not pay a fee. The
Plan identifies actions to improve and enhance
experiences for both visitor types.
Feedback related to visitor
experience and accessibility
included:
• Offer more benefits and
incentives to Park members
• Additional amenities such as
concession sales
• Ensure visitation options are
available to everyone

CVC’s Conservation Parks membership program is
regularly reviewed, and related comments have
been brought forward for consideration.
We are committed to providing a diversity of
accessible experiences. This includes reducing
barriers to access, such as providing free access to
trail users, and reducing physical barriers. Physical
barriers include trail conditions, signage, rest
areas as well as the regular maintenance of
features.
New and innovative experiences are also identified
in the Plan. These include everything from the new
forest exploration area to new and redeveloped
trails and enhanced fishing and picnicking areas.
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APPENDIX C. CVC LAND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND ZONING FRAMEWORK
CVC Land Classification
CVC operates a system of conservation areas that stretch from the shores of Lake Ontario
north to the headwaters in Dufferin County. Since the first acquisition of Alton Forest
Conservation Area in 1957, CVC has acquired nearly 300 parcels of land totaling nearly
2,900 hectares (7,100 acres) comprised of 62 conservation areas (as of September 2021).
The goals and directions of each property, or group of related properties, is further guided
by a park management plan. CVC’s management planning process is holistic, balancing a
science-based approach with a community-driven approach. It is designed to engage
stakeholders, Indigenous communities, agency partners, community groups and the public
in determining the priorities and future management of a conservation area. This process
ensures that recommendations are founded on the best information available and that those
individuals and groups that have a vested interest in the property can contribute their
thoughts and values to the development of management goals.
As defined in the Conservation Authorities Act, all properties owned by a conservation
authority are called Conservation Areas. When establishing permitted uses, visitor
amenities, staff allocations, and levels of capital investment for our Conservation Areas,
Land Classification Model is used to inform our decisions.
Land Classification models are common management tools used by regional, provincial, and
national park management agencies to classify and zone properties based on a set standard
of care for each class of park and the zones contained within them. Conservation authorities
follow a similar practice. Classification systems, especially as they apply to land care costs,
are most useful in jurisdictions with a mix of urban and rural environments where land care
investments can vary greatly from property to property. CVC investment in land care differs
throughout the watershed depending on the classification of our properties, which fall into
one of three classes: Credit Valley Park, Conservation Lands, or Nature Reserve (Table 1).
Table 1. CVC Land Classification System

LAND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Credit Valley Park

Conservation Lands

Nature Reserve

Destination parks that
provide a variety of active
and passive nature-based
recreation opportunities and
have revenue generation
potential. These parks
provide significant
infrastructure and amenities
to support park activities and
visitors. Staffing levels can

Publicly accessible
properties that may provide
primarily passive, trailbased activities.
Infrastructure and
amenities are less
significant and are typically
limited to primary access
points. These properties
have minimal visitor

Properties where public
access is not permitted.
Infrastructure is typically
limited to one or more,
unmarked access points
strictly for CVC staff,
researchers, or consultants
as needed. Flood and
erosion control and other
essential servicing
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range from daily, dedicated
gate and service staff or part
time staffing, to active
enforcement via Provincial
Offences Officers and
Security Guards. Natural and
cultural heritage
programming, event
opportunities, fundraising
campaigns, and ‘Friends of’
groups will also be prominent
features of these parks.
Operational season will
generally be year-round,
unless otherwise specified.
Entry to these parks will be
managed by a self-serve or
other appropriate gated
system.

amenities and staff
presence is on an as
needed basis. Twelve (12)
CVC properties are
classified as Conservation
Lands. These sites may also
be managed by a self-serve
gate system, where
feasible. Operational
seasons may be year-round
but likely limited due to
lack of winter maintenance.

infrastructure may be
present or permitted.
Primary purpose is for
protection of natural
features and functions.
These properties have no
staff presence aside from
basic monitoring.

Revenue Generation Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Entry Fees (primary
access points)
Gate Fees (secondary
access points)
Rentals, Events and
Permits
Non-mandatory Levy (via
MOUs)
Lease and License
Agreements
Federal and Provincial
infrastructure programs
NGO Partnerships,
Donations, Grants, and
Fundraising (i.e.
municipal, local
community groups;
foundations)
In-kind/Volunteer
donations

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Gate Fees (primary and
secondary access
points)
Rentals, Events and
Permits
Non-mandatory Levy
(via MOUs)
Lease and License
Agreements
Federal and Provincial
infrastructure programs
NGO Partnerships,
Donations, Grants, and
Fundraising (i.e.
municipal, local
community groups;
foundations)
In-kind/Volunteer
donations

•
•
•
•

•

Permits
Lease and License
Agreements
Federal and Provincial
infrastructure programs
NGO Partnerships,
Donations, Grants, and
Fundraising (i.e.
municipal, local
community groups;
foundations)
In-kind/Volunteer
donations

Management Plan Requirements
•

Individual plans required
for each property.

•

Individual plans may be
necessary for specific
properties but are not

•

Planning completed for
groups or sets of
properties based on site
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•

•

•

Properties can be
grouped into a single plan
if they are in proximity to
one another and share
the same features,
planning policy and
general intent.
Management Plans are
the minimum
requirement.
Master Plans may be
completed depending on
the legislative
requirements as well as
partnership and funding
opportunities.

•

required. Where
feasible, management
plans can be completed
for groups or sets of
properties whenever
possible.
Management Plans are
the required level of
strategic planning for
each property.

•

characteristics and
management intent.
Individual plans only
completed if necessary.
Management Plans are
the required level of
strategic planning for
each property.

Lands owned by CVC but managed by a municipality are classified as well. Although CVC
does not hold responsibility for daily management of these lands, it is the expectation that
CVC staff guidance, and ultimately municipal planning and operation for leased lands, will
conform to the Credit Valley Parks classification system.
Classification of CVC properties may change over time as opportunities or constraints arise
through legislative changes, recreation demand, visitation levels, resource capacity,
protection of natural features and functions, or impacts from climate change.
CVC Zoning Framework
Zoning organizes a conservation area into geographic units that have similar management
philosophies. It ensures that management policies are customized to reflect the significant
natural, cultural and recreational resources within an individual property while also
providing a consistent approach for management across the conservation area system.
Decisions regarding the zoning of conservation areas, and thus their future management,
require detailed inventories focused on the natural, cultural, and social environment of each
individual property. Zoning decisions are developed based on several factors identified in
Figure 1.
These factors highlight site specific challenges, opportunities, and strengths, and provides
context on how to manage a combination of values and objectives for a property.
Conservation area zoning supports management plan implementation and park classification
by providing a framework which organizes site specific objectives and focuses the
application of policies, programs, and activities. It also provides clarity on priorities so that
the public, stakeholders, agency partners, and CVC have confidence that management
objectives will be met.
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Figure 1. Factors and Contexts that Inform Zoning Decisions

Overarching principles for development in CVC Conservation Areas
Significant infrastructure and amenities may be required to support nature-based
recreational activities and park operations in some conservation areas. Despite our
commitment to natural heritage protection and adherence to policies, natural systems can
be adversely impacted by development, or redevelopment. CVC’s Ecosystem Offsetting
Guidelines (CVC 2020) outlines the mitigation hierarchy where offsetting is considered only
after a thorough assessment of impact avoidance, minimization and mitigation alternatives
have been considered and where policy permits (Figure 2). Where avoidance and mitigation
measures are not possible or financially feasible, ecosystem offsetting becomes an
important tool to help ensure that the critical ecosystem functions and services lost through
development and site alteration are restored on the landscape.
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Avoid

Prevent
impacts
from
occurring

Minimize

Reduce the
impact to
acceptable
level

Mitigate

Apply
mitigative
techniques
to maintain
feature and
functions

Offset

Create new
or restore
features to
offset for
loss

Figure 2. Mitigation Hierarchy

In addition to the mitigation hierarchy, development within out conservation areas system
will be balanced with a net ecological gain. Ecological net gain aims to leave the ecology and
biodiversity of a property in a better state than before. Zoning helps to support this
outcome by identifying appropriate locations for development and where enhanced
restoration, or offsetting, should be focused.
Zoning Definitions, Attributes and Regulations for Island Lake Conservation Area
Nature Reserve Zone:
Zones designated to contain relatively undisturbed natural features which are locally or
regionally significant or are sites containing sensitive natural features that contribute to
maintaining a healthy ecosystem. These zones only permit use that is non-intensive and
compatible with the natural values and functions of the feature. Management activities are
limited to those that ensure the long-range protection of natural values.
Development: Development and repair or replacement of essential services will
be permitted. Repair or replacement of infrastructure is permitted; however,
development of non-essential services is not. Recreation infrastructure is limited
to environmentally appropriate trails and facilities necessary for passive
recreation. Temporary facilities for research may be permitted.
Restoration and Resource Management: Environmental restoration and
enhancement activities are permitted provided they are consistent with the goal
and objectives of the conservation area and other applicable land management
policies.
Visitor Experience: Visitor activities are limited to passive recreation
opportunities such as hiking and canoeing. The visitor experience will be directed
toward the perception of solitude and immersion within a natural landscape.

Natural Heritage Appreciation Zone:
Zones designated to include aesthetic landscapes and accessible natural features. Minimal
and appropriate development is permitted to support outdoor recreation activities that align
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with the natural character of the site. Resource Management is permitted to rehabilitate
sites impacted by human activity and enhance the natural character of the landscape.
Development: Development and repair or replacement of essential services will
be permitted. New infrastructure development will be permitted. Repair or
removal of existing infrastructure not related to essential services will be
permitted. Recreation infrastructure and amenities to support outdoor recreation
opportunities may be permitted. Temporary facilities for research may be
permitted.
Restoration and Resource Management: Environmental restoration and
enhancement activities are permitted provided they are consistent with the goal
and objectives of the conservation area and other applicable land management
policies.
Visitor Experience: The visitor experience will vary depending on the
characteristics and theme of the conservation area, but Natural Heritage
Appreciation Zones provide opportunities for appreciation and interactive
interpretation and may accommodate active recreational activities. Activities
appropriate for Island Lake CA may include educational programming, large
events, such as the Maple syrup festival, water-based events such as canoeing
and kayaking and group picnics.

Cultural Heritage Zone:
Zones designated to include significant archaeological or historical features which require
management to ensure the long-term protection of significant values.
Development: Development and repair or replacement of essential services will
be permitted. New infrastructure development not related to essential services
may be permitted. Repair or removal of existing infrastructure will be permitted.
Stabilization, restoration, or dismantling of historical features is also permitted.
Recreation infrastructure development may include trails with associated signage,
interpretive and educational facilities including signage and displays, and
additional facilities or ancillary structures such as staging areas that are
necessary to support passive and appropriate active recreation opportunities.
Temporary facilities for research may be permitted.
Restoration and Resource Management: Environmental restoration and
enhancement activities are permitted provided they are consistent with the goal
and objectives of the conservation area and other applicable land management
policies.
Visitor Experience: Visitor experience will focus on opportunities to appreciate
and interpret cultural heritage features and historic viewscapes within the zone
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as well as the surrounding landscape. Activities appropriate for Island lake CA
may include Indigenous ceremonies and gatherings, and educational
programming and events.

Development Zone:
Zones designated to provide access, orientation and operational facilities that support
appreciation, recreation, and resource management activities of the conservation area.
Development zones are separated into three broad categories:
• Access: Areas that serve as public staging areas and provide facilities such as
roads and parking lots, and gatehouses.
• Operational: Areas and features that serve conservation area operations. This
may include workshops, out buildings and parking lots that are not open to the
public.
• Recreation: Areas designated to provide facilities for recreation purposes. This
may include publicly accessible buildings and other infrastructure that support
or are necessary for active recreation opportunities.
Development: Both essential and non-essential infrastructure development is
permitted, including, but not limited to roads, parking lots, service facilities
including outfitting areas for recreation activities and interpretive/educational
facilities, visitor amenities, conservation area management facilities, storage
facilities, washrooms, and essential services.
Restoration and Resource Management: Environmental restoration and
enhancement activities are permitted provided they are consistent with the goal
and objectives of the conservation area and appropriate for the zone.
Visitor Experience:
o Access: Access Development Zones may provide parking, roads, and
visitor orientation facilities.
o Operational: Operational Development Zones serve CVC staff and
operations; visitors are not generally permitted to these areas.
o Recreation: Recreation Development Zones facilitate active recreation
opportunities and are areas where visitors tend to congregate to learn
about a conservation area, participate in or observe an activity.
Activities appropriate for Island Lake CA include events, equipment
rentals, educational programming, interactive workshops and interactive
displays.

Special Management Zone:
Special Management Zones are applied to a specific large-scale project or area that falls
outside of the scope of the other zones. These projects are most likely resource
management or restoration projects, or areas that denote special management agreements.
They may include any area that requires its own specific stipulations and regulations.
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The Special Management Zone at Island Lake CA include the areas under lease agreements
with partners. The underlying zone for these areas represents the management intent; the
SMZ denotes that additional management policies apply.
Development: Development requirements and permitted activities will be
described for each individual Special Management Zone
Restoration and Resource Management: Specific activities are not identified
for this zone.
Visitor Experience: This zone does not provide a specific visitor experience.
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APPENDIX D. RECREATION ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS OFFERED AT ISLAND LAKE
CA
Table 1. Recreational Activities at Island Lake CA

Activities
Considered
for Island
Lake CA

Island Lake CA Zones
Nature
Reserve

Natural
Heritage
Appreciation

Special
Management

Cultural
Heritage

Development

Adventure
Races

N

N

N

N

N

Astronomy

N

M

N

M

Y

ATV’s*

N

N

N

N

N

Birding

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Boating –
Electric
Only**

N

Y

M

N

N

Camping primitive sites

N

M

N

M

M

Camping group sites

N

N

N

N

N

Camping yurts

N

N

N

N

N

Canoeing /
Kayaking

N

Y

M

N

N

Cross Country
Skiing

N

N

N

N

N

Cycling

N

Y

M

N

N

Dog walking on leash

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Dirt Bikes*

N

N

N

N

N

Educational /
Interpretative
Programming

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Environmental
Appreciation self guided

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Research

M

M

M

M

M

Fishing

N

Y

N

Y

N

Geocaching*

N

N

N

N

N
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Hiking /
Walking

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Historical
Appreciation self guided

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Horseback
Riding

N

N

N

N

N

Hunting*

N

N

N

N

N

Ice Skating

N

Y

M

N

N

Ice Fishing

N

Y

M

N

N

Mountain
Biking*

N

N

N

N

N

Orienteering

N

M

M

M

M

Painting /
Photography
(noncommercial)

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

Picnicking

N

Y

M

M

N

Snowmobiling

N

N

N

N

N

Snowshoeing

Y

Y

M

M

Y

Special Events

N

Y

M

Y

M

Swimming

N

N

N

N

N

Wading

N

Y

N

N

N

Wildlife
Viewing

Y

Y

M

Y

Y

* Denotes activities that are considered unsanctioned at all CVC conservation areas
** CVC staff are permitted to use motorized boats for park operational purposes only.

LEGEND
Y

Yes

N

No

M

Maybe
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Table 2. Events at Island Lake CA

Great Canadian
Pond Spiel

A one-day old fashion, outdoor curling
event. Brings people together from all
over Ontario. Curling games played on
Island Lake, social and meals served at
the Orangeville Curling Club.

Orangeville
Curling Club

GDHL Pond
Hockey
Tournament

An Orangeville-focused community event
that features outdoor hockey games
played over 2 days on the lake. Includes
food truck and use of picnic Tables and
washroom facilities.

3rd Party

Moonlight

Snowshoe and skate opportunities for
visitors after usual operating hours.
Skating trail by the playground and rinks
on the lake, conditions permitted. Hot
drinks and fire pits provided.

CVC

Fishing Friendzy
Fishing League

Youth Fishing League for kids ages 7-13
to get connected to nature & have fun
with new friends catching and releasing
fish.

Fishing
Friendzy

Ice-fishing Derby

CVC hosted and FOIL sponsored event
offered during operational hours.
Participants have their fish weighed and
measured to compete for prizes in adult
and children’s categories.

CVC

100 - 170

Valentine’s Day

Offer a 2 for 1 discount on snowshoe or
ski rentals and two free hot drinks on
Valentine's Day.

CVC

50

Family Day

Learn to ice fish, ice fishing, crokicurl,
skating, free winter equipment rentals,
hot dogs and s’mores for sale, coffee

Friends of
Island Lake

100 - 120

X

Approx. 100

X

50 - 100

X

10 - 20

700 - 800

X

Trails

Pavilions

Education Centre

Sugar Shack

ATTENDANCE

Amphitheatre

ORGANIZER

Rental/Visitor Centre

DESCRIPTION

Waterfront

EVENT

Island Lake

AMENITIES

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TIMEFRAME

DAYS
PER
YEAR

TIME OF
DAY

January

1

5 a.m. 7 p.m.

January

2

8 a.m. 6 p.m.

January March

3

5

PARAMETERS

•

CVC does not permit an alcohol
permit for this event

•

CVC does not permit an alcohol
permit for this event
During operating hours

•

Noise By-Law
Exemption
Required

6 p.m. 9 p.m.

January March; June
- July

16

February

10

8 a.m. 6 p.m.

February

1

8 a.m. 6 p.m.

February

1

10 a.m. 4 p.m.

9 a.m. 5 p.m.

•

Special Event Organizer Permit
from WDG Health Unit required
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vendor, last day of ice fish derby and
awards ceremony.
Annual Sugarbush Maple Syrup Festival
that runs in tandem with TRCA. Inperson interpretation, caterer on site,
Maple products for sale, activities, and
live entertainment.

Sugarbush Maple
Syrup Festival

Maple by Lamplight: An evening event
for adults only (19+). MSF station
interpretation geared to an adult
audience. The Sugarbush and around the
sugar shack lit up, food and alcoholic
drinks included in ticket price and
merchandise available for purchase.

•

Special Event Vendor Permits from
WDG Health Unit required for
vendors

•

Alcohol permit obtained for evening
programming portion
General liability insurance required
for vendors with CVC listed as
additionally insured
Special Event Organizer Permit
from WDG Health Unit required
Special Event Vendor Permits from
WDG Health Unit required for
vendors

•
CVC

2,444 - 2,894

X

X

X

X

March

18

9 a.m. 10:30
p.m.

•
•

Sugarbush Private School Tours: An
opportunity for private schools to have
an interpretive tour through the
sugarbush and do a craft in the education
centre.
Trail Donation Day

FOIL host a trail donation day to support
future trail development and
improvements.

Friends of
Island Lake

Races/Walks

Charitable organizations that host runs
and walks at Island lake to raise money
for their group.

3rd party

Park Clean-up Day

Volunteers spread out around the Vicki
Baron Lakeside Trail and collect litter
wherever they see it. CVC provides
materials for this. Fall clean-up day is run
as part of the "Great Canadian Shoreline
Cleanup" movement.

CVC

Not available

50 - 600

20 - 40

X

X

X

April and
October

2

8 a.m. 4 p.m.

X

April –
October

5-10

8 a.m. 4 p.m.

X

May and
September

2

9 a.m. Noon

•
•

Yoga-in-the-Park

Local yoga studio hosts classes daily on
the Amphitheatre. With one current
musical evening.

Go Yoga

20/class

X

May September

100+

During
operating
hours

•

•

During operating hours only
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take
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Yes

•

•
•

•

•
Orangeville Blues
and Jazz Festival

Live musical performances on the
amphitheater stage offered as an
extension of the annual Orangeville Blues
and Jazz Festival.

CVC

60 - 100

X

X

June

3

3 p.m. 6 p.m.

•

•

•
Movie Nights

A unique movie watching experience for
family friendly movies.

CVC

X

June August

2-

8 p.m. 11 p.m.
•

action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately
Time restrictions 9 p.m. cut-off
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take
action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately

Yes

The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take

Yes
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•

•
•

•

•

Creative Workout

Outdoor workout sessions that take place
Thursday evenings.

3rd Party

~20/class

June September

X

18

During
operating
hours

•

Burnside Buggy

Summer Camps

The "people mover" is attached to our
tractor and pulled around the Vicki
Barron Lakeside Trail. Target audience is
for visitors with mobility issues who
would find it difficult to explore the trail
on their own.

CVC

Town of
Orangeville,
Eco Camp,
Forest School

12/day

70 - 90/week

X

X

X

X

X

June October

X

July and
August

10

10 a.m. 3 p.m.

45

7:30 a.m.
- 5 p.m.

•
•
•

action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately
During operating hours
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take
action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately

Restricted movement in park
Permit fires
Special considerations
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Yes

and Fishing
Friendzy

•

Eco camp permission letter required
for ed centre

•
•

Outside Operating Hours
CVC does not permit an alcohol
permit for this event
Fireworks on south dam. (permit
from CVC required
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take
action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately

•
•

•

Canada Day

Live music, fireworks display on the
South Dam. organized by the Town of
Orangeville. Live musical entertainment
in the late afternoon into the evening on
the amphitheatre stage. Regular
equipment rentals and other visitor
services offered. Food truck/food vendor
sell additional items.

CVC, Town of
Orangeville

•
1100

X

X

July 1

1

•

Bass Derby

Theatre
Orangeville
Presents

FOIL and CVC-led event where adults and
children sign up to fish for Largemouth
bass. Categories for other fish species
and prizes for winners. Possible
opportunity for additional food vendor on
site.

Theatre Orangeville’s full-length
theatrical stage performance. CVC
provides a snack stall where basic items
are sold. Additional food vendors
organized by Theatre Orangeville.

Friends of
Island Lake,
CVC

CVC, Theatre
Orangeville

200

1,300 - 1,700

X

X

X

July

X

August

2

4

5 a.m. 6 p.m.

3 p.m. 9:30 p.m.

•
•

Catch and release
No motorized boats

•
•

Outside operating hours
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at

•

•
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Yes

Yes

•

Dods & McNair
Memorial
Dedication Service

Senior’s Day

On the day of the Memorial Dedication
Service, one tree is planted as a symbol
of all of the trees planted that year in
memory all of those served by Dods &
McNair as well as those who have
purchased a tree. Refreshments are
served following the memorial service.

CVC, Dods &
McNair
Funeral Home

A FOIL event offered during operational
hours. Engage with senior care and
services communities in Orangeville to
come out for a ride on the "people
mover" around the VB trail, take photos,
and enjoy some snacks and drinks.

Friends of
Island Lake

1,600 - 2,000

X

70

X

X

September

1

2 p.m. 4 p.m.

X

October 1

1

9 a.m. Noon

•
•
•
•

Weddings

Private booked weddings on the
Amphitheatre and surrounding grassy
areas. Sometimes use pavilion.

CVC

10 - 200
open to
conversation
on more

X

X

X

X

May October

10

Currently
during
operating
hours

•

•

the points of reception and take
action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
officer within 7 days after the event
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately

Alcohol permits
General liability insurance required
for vendors
After hours
The events will be published in a
local newspaper for general
circulation within the municipality
CVC will post the upcoming event
at all sanctioned access points to
the conservation area within 30
days of the event
CVC will ensure that sound levels
do not exceed 55 decibels (dB) at
the points of reception and take
action should readings be higher
than the limit. The measurements
taken will be recorded and the
information will be provided to the
Town of Mono and their noise bylaw
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Yes

•

officer within 7 days after the
event.
CVC will provide the Town's bylaw
officer with contact numbers of the
onsite Superintendent in charge of
the event to make any
recommended adjustments to
sound levels immediately
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APPENDIX E. ISLAND LAKE CA TRAIL PLAN
The Island Lake CA Trail Plan can be found here
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APPENDIX F. RESTORATION AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS

Map 1. Restoration and Natural Resource Management Locations
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Table 1. Table of Restoration and Resource Management Directions
Location
#(on
Map)

Timeline
Desired Outcome

Priority

Wetland
Restoration

Management of
high priority
invasive species
Phragmites.

Invasive species
outcompete native species
for resources and space
and are considered one of
the most serious threats to
biodiversity and should be
managed appropriately.

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

Develop invasive
species removal
plan. Implement
plan using
Integrated Pest
Management
approach.
Replant/restore site
as appropriate.
Monitor for progress
and spread of
Phragmites to other
sites.

1

Wetland
Restoration

Wetland
enhancement
including
riparian/wetland
invasive species
management and
plantings

Opportunity to augment
native wetland species
diversity. Location of pond
close to trails and
education center provides
educational opportunity.

Improved
biodiversity;
educational
opportunity;
improved water
quality

Invasive species
removed; boardwalk
and deck installed
for education
purposes; diversity
of native riparian
and wetland species.

2

Complex

$25,000

$4,500

Habitat
Structure

Enhance existing
habitat for turtle
nesting.
Periodically remove
vegetation to
maintain sun
exposure.

Turtle nesting sites in high
traffic areas can become
trampled. Creating suitable
nesting habitat in
proximity will provide
better separation between
park activities and turtle
nesting sites. (Potential
offset for canoe/kayak
storage relocation to
waterfront).

Replacement of
turtle nesting site
lost to canoe
storage.

Site enhanced to
encourage turtle
nesting. Monitor for
turtle nests.

R

Medium

$1,000

$1,000

4

Terrestrial
Restoration

Enhance natural
vegetation around
the perimeter of
the lake to
discourage Canada
Geese from
congregating and
to improve water
quality.

Canada Geese are known
to congregate in these
areas leaving feces that
impair water quality. When
natural vegetation remains
adjacent to the water,
geese are wary of potential
hidden predators and often
avoid the area.

Improved water
quality; Improved
visitor experience

Using native species,
plant up shoreline to
discourage Geese
congregation.
Improve and
monitor water
quality.

2

Medium

$6,100

$500

$6,600.00

5

Sustainable
Landscaping

Restore parking lot
to open space
recreation with
sustainable

Current parking lot is to be
relocated away from
waterfront. The area is to
be converted to open

Reduced
impervious cover
along shoreline;
improved

Open space
available for
recreation use
surrounded by

●

See Major
Infrastructure
Plan

2

3

Rationale

R

Complexity

Estimated
Cost

Benefits

1

Category

Restoration
Recommendation

Complex

Complex

Phase 1 Yr.
1-5

Phase 2 Yr.
5-10

$171,000

$17,000

Phase 3
Yr. 10-15

$500

●

15+Yrs

$1,000

Lead

$188,000

Terrestrial
Restoration

$29,500

Terrestrial,
Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration

$3,500

Terrestrial
Restoration,
PARCS

Support

Community
Outreach,
Education

Forestry

PARCS

Terrestrial,
Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration
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landscaping and
environmentally
appropriate trails.

6

7

8

9

10

space for recreational use
and include
environmentally
appropriate trails and
native plantings.

aesthetics;
improved water
quality; increased
biodiversity at
shoreline.

native vegetation
and gardens with
environmentally
appropriate walking
trails that minimize
impervious cover.

Sustainable
Landscaping

Restore to
terrestrial habitat
with trees,
medicinal plantings
and integrate
CVT's Crane
Gathering Space

A special project
associated with the CVT
IEPP

Increased
biodiversity along
shoreline; Placebased learning
opportunity.

Native forest cover
surrounding
Indigenous
gathering space.
Collaboration
between IRT and
CVC.

Habitat
Structure

Enhance for turtle
nesting: Retain
eastern edge of
parking lot to
serve as turtle
nesting habitat
(requires further
study).

Turtle nesting in gravelly
man-made structures is
common at Island Lake
CA. By retaining a portion
of the parking lot we will
retain potentially
significant turtle nesting
habitat

Maintenance of
potential turtle
nesting sites
provides options
for SAR turtles

Terrestrial
Restoration

Invasive species
management
priority area
including control of
European
Buckthorn, Nonnative shrub
honeysuckles,
Autumn Olive,
Garlic Mustard,
and Dogstrangling vine. As
well as
management of
Manitoba Maple
(undesirable native
species).

Invasive species
outcompete native species
for resources and space.
Invasive species are
considered one of the most
serious threats to
biodiversity and should be
managed appropriately.

Special
Project

Complex

Retention of eastern
edge of parking lot.
Monitor for turtle
nests.

R

Medium

$500

$1,000

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

Develop invasive
species removal
plan. Implement
plan using
Integrated Pest
Management
approach.
Replant/restore site
as appropriate.
Monitor for progress
and spread of
invasive species to
other sites.

1

Medium

$12,500

$4,500

Habitat
Structure

Increase suitable
habitat for bat
species through
installation of bat
boxes.

Sensitive bat species have
been recorded within
Island Lake CA.
Educational opportunity
exists within the day-use
area.

Improved habitat
for sensitive
species

Bat boxes installed
at appropriated
location(s) to
provide additional
roosting habitat
options for sensitive
species. Include
educational signage.

3

Easy

Sustainable
Landscaping

Decommission
current Education
Centre and restore
footprint to

The area is to be
converted to open space
for recreation/education
use and include

Reduced
impervious cover;
improved
aesthetics;

Open space
available for
recreation use
surrounded by

3

Medium

●

$1,000

$1,500

●

$500

See Major
Infrastructure
Plan

PARCS

Forestry,
Terrestrial,
Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration

$3,000

PARCS

Ecology and
Monitoring

$17,000

Terrestrial
Restoration

Community
Outreach

$1,500

Terrestrial
Restoration

Community
Outreach

Confirmed
through
demolition

Forestry
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naturalized open
space.

environmentally
appropriate trails and
native plantings.

improved water
quality; increased
biodiversity.

native vegetation
and gardens with
environmentally
appropriate walking
trails that minimize
impervious cover.

Improved diversity
of pollinator
species; Improved
ecological service
(pollination)

Pollinator patch with
a diversity of native
wildflowers that
flower at different
times throughout
the growing season
that attracts a
diversity of
pollinator species.
Education signage.

11

Sustainable
Landscaping

Install a pollinator
garden.

Wild pollinators are
essential to maintaining
healthy ecosystems
however they are declining
globally at an alarming
rate.

12

Terrestrial
Restoration

Restore trail
footprint due to
trail realignment.

A requirement for trail
realignment. Important to
discourage the continued
use of unsanctioned trail.

Reduced soil
compaction; Add
diversity to natural
community.

Restoration/naturaliz
ation of previously
disturbed site.

Shoreline
enhancement,
recontouring for
habitat complexity.

Current shoreline has little
native vegetation and is
relatively straight with
little complexity.

Creation of
microhabitats
along shoreline;
Increased
biodiversity;
enhanced
recreational
experience and
improved
aesthetics.

New fishing piers
completement by a
recontoured
shoreline planted
with native
vegetation to attract
wildlife along the
Day-use Area.

2

Complex

Island Lake CA has many
bird boxes that are not
placed in optimal locations.
Bird boxes should be
relocated to target nesting
of desired species.

Breeding habitat
for bird species

Bird boxes
strategically located
around lakeshore to
promoted breeding
of aerial insectivores
such as Tree
Swallow.

3

Easy

13

Aquatic
Restoration

Community
Outreach

See Trail Plan

Forestry

Community
Outreach

Highly
variable, TBD
through
detailed
design

Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration,
PARCS

Planning
Ecology,
Engineering
Plan Review,
Ecology and
Monitoring

$2,600

Terrestrial
Restoration

Community
Outreach

PARCS,
Forestry

Community
Outreach

Easy

$500

$500

R

Easy

●

●

14

Habitat
Structure

Increase suitable
habitat for birds
through installation
of (10) nest boxes

15

Terrestrial
Restoration

Restore trail
footprint due to
trail realignment.

A requirement for trail
realignment. Important to
discourage the continued
use of unsanctioned trail.

Reduced soil
compaction; Add
diversity to natural
community.

Restoration/naturaliz
ation of previously
disturbed site.

R

Medium

Terrestrial
Restoration

Management of
high priority
invasive species
Dog- Strangling
Vine

Invasive species
outcompete native species
for resources and space.
Invasive species are
considered one of the most
serious threats to

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

Develop invasive
species removal
plan. Implement
plan using
Integrated Pest
Management
approach.

1

Medium

16

PARCS

3

●

$2,600

●

$11,000

$8,000

See Trail Plan

$5,000

$24,000

Terrestrial
Restoration
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biodiversity and should be
managed appropriately.

17

18

19

20

Replant/restore site
as appropriate.
Monitor for progress
and spread of Dog
Strangling Vine to
other sites.

Terrestrial
Restoration

Priority
management area
to protect high
quality habitat and
significant
woodlands. Close
and rehabilitate
unsanctioned
trails. Target
invasive species
incl: Garlic
Mustard, Greater
Celandine and
Common
Buckthorn
spreading from
surrounding areas.

Sugar shack forest is high
quality significant
woodland that has been
degraded over time due to
overuse and the presence
of invasive species(one of
the most serious threats to
biodiversity and should be
managed appropriately).

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

High quality, selfsustaining, resilient
ecosystem. Periodic
monitoring of
ecosystem health.
Develop invasive
species removal
plan. Implement
plan using
Integrated Pest
Management
approach. Monitor
for progress and
spread of invasive to
other sites.

Ecopassage

Ecopassage with
focus on snapping
turtles. Exact
location to be
determined for
install with road
expansion.

SAR Snapping Turtles
commonly use the day-use
area for nesting. Creating
an ecopassage will provide
a safe corridor for
movement.

Safe
passage/Ecological
corridor for SAR
turtles; minimize
road mortality

Ecopassage
strategically located
to promote the safe
movement of turtle
species to and from
nesting sites.

2

Complex

●

Highly
variable, TBD
through
detailed
design

Terrestrial
Restoration

Restore to forest
habitat.

Site identified for tree
plantings and
restoration/clean-up
(moving material storage
to new maintenance
facility area)

Increased forest
cover and
contribution to
carbon storage
(Over time)

No net loss of tree
species. Native trees
planted in an
appropriate offsetting ratio. Lost
forest cover restored
in at nearby site.

R

Medium

$24,900

$24,900

Wetland
Restoration

Wetland
enhancement
including invasive
species
management and
riparian plantings.

Current wetland
dominated by non-native
Red-top (Agrostis
gigantea). Opportunity to
augment native wetland
species diversity.

Improved
biodiversity

A diverse wetland
pocket that provides
habitat (food,
shelter, water) for a
diversity of wildlife
species.

1

2

Medium

Easy

$15,500

$6,200

$8,000

$2,100

$8,000

$31,500

$8,300

Terrestrial
Restoration

Forestry

Forestry,
Terrestrial,
Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration
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21

22

23

24

25

26

Habitat
Structure

Enhance for
existing turtle
nesting.
Periodically remove
trees to allow sun
exposure.

Location is a known turtle
nesting site. By removing
treed vegetation from time
to time will allow for
continued sun exposure
and promote continued
turtle nesting at site.

Maintenance of
significant turtle
nesting habitat.

Continued use of
site for turtle
nesting. Monitor use
by turtles.

Breeding habitat
for Osprey;
Education
opportunity

Osprey nesting at
Island Lake and
successfully
breeding. Platform
situated where it can
be seen from bridge
crossing yet far from
human disturbances
allowing for
educational
opportunity.

R

Easy

$1,000

2

Complex due
to site
location
otherwise
easy

$2,200

Complex due
to site
location

●

●

$9,500

$3,500

$8,000

●

●

●

Habitat
Structure

Install osprey
nesting platform.

Osprey have nested on
platform on north shore.
Recommend additional
nesting platform in Wildlife
sanctuary.

Terrestrial
Restoration

Manage and
enhance terrestrial
area adjacent to
high quality
wetland.

High quality wetlands
separated by terrestrial
lands. Recommend
thinning plantation and
removal of invasive
species to enhance
terrestrial area.

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

High quality, selfsustaining, resilient
ecosystem. Periodic
monitoring of
ecosystem health.

2 or 3

Terrestrial
Restoration

Priority
management area
to protect high
quality habitat and
significant
woodlands.

High quality habitat with
little to no human
disturbance. Removal of
occasional and widespread
invasive species such as
Garlic Mustard and
selective thinning.

Easy win for
restoration
(restore best first
philosophy);
enhancement of
high-quality
habitat

High quality, selfsustaining, resilient
ecosystem. Periodic
monitoring of
ecosystem health.

2

Medium

Wetland
Restoration

Monitor for
ecological health.
Ensure remains a
high-functioning
habitat.

Floating fen community
with a diversity of rare and
uncommon flora species.
Removal of occasional
invasive species and
monitoring of ecosystem
health.

Easy win for
restoration
(restore best first
philosophy);
enhancement of
high-quality
habitat

High quality, selfsustaining, resilient
ecosystem. Periodic
monitoring of
ecosystem health.
Monitoring for
Phragmites.

2

Complex due
to site
location
otherwise
easy

Terrestrial
Restoration

Restore to forest.
Create a fluid
connection and
movement corridor
between swamp
and forest
communities.
Target species
Western Chorus
Frog (SAR).

The most significant threat
to the Western Chorus
Frog in Canada is
destruction or
fragmentation and
depreciation of habitat
from urbanization and
intensified agriculture
which leaves populations
less connected and more

Improved habitat
for Species at Risk;
Ecological corridor;
Improved Carbon
Storage

A treed corridor that
facilitated the
movement of
Western Chorus
Frog. Monitoring of
project success.

3

Complex,
difficult to
access

$17,100

$1,000

$500

$1,000

$3,5000

Terrestrial
Restoration,
PARCS

$2,200

Terrestrial
Restoration

Covered under
plantation
mgmt. costs

●

Forestry

$21,000

Terrestrial
Restoration

$0

Terrestrial
Restoration

$17,100

Ecology and
Monitoring

Forestry
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vulnerable to local
extinction.

27

28

Not
Numbered

Not
Numbered

Improved diversity
of pollinator
species; Improved
ecological service
(pollination);
Habitat for Species
at Risk

Remove of Scot's
Pine, mow
periodically. Plant
pollinator patch with
a diversity of native
wildflowers
(including Common
Milkweed Monarch's host
plant) that flower at
different times
throughout the
growing season that
attracts a diversity
of pollinator species.
Educational signage.

Terrestrial
Restoration

Enhance Cultural
Meadow for
pollinator and
Monarch habitat.

Wild pollinators are
essential to maintaining
healthy ecosystems
however they are declining
globally at an alarming
rate. Monarch butterflies
are a Species of Special
Concern sensitive to
habitat loss.

Habitat
Structure

Evaluate suitability
to create snake
hibernaculum;
potential for
education
component.

Several snakes have been
observed in this location
including Eastern
Milksnake, a species of
Special Concern.

Educational
opportunity;
Habitat for a
diversity of snakes

A snake
hibernaculum built
in an appropriate
location and design
with educational
signage.

Terrestrial
Restoration

Priority
Management Area
to protect high
quality habitat and
significant
woodlands.

High quality habitat with
little to no human
disturbance. Removal of
occasional and widespread
invasive species such as
Garlic Mustard and
selective thinning.

Easy win for
restoration
(restore best first
philosophy);
enhancement of
high-quality
habitat

High quality, selfsustaining, resilient
ecosystem. Periodic
monitoring of
ecosystem health.

Carp Control

Common Carp, an invasive
species, uproot aquatic
vegetation when spawning
and feeding. These
activities also suspend
bottom sediments and
nutrients, limiting light
penetration needed for
vegetation growth
impacting the trophic
system of the Island Lake
Reservoir.

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

The elimination of all
Carp within the
Island Lake
Reservoir is not
possible. The goal is
to reduce the
population of Carp
enough that its
impact to other
aquatic vegetation
and other fish
species is
significantly
reduced.

Aquatic
Restoration

2

Medium

$63,000

$63,000

Terrestrial
Restoration

3

Medium

$5,500

$5,500

Terrestrial
Restoration

2

Complex due
to site
location
overwise
easy

$0

Terrestrial
Restoration

$33,000

Aquatic and
Wetland
Restoration,
Natural
Heritage

2

Medium

●

$13,000

●

$10,000

●

$10,000

●

Terrestrial
Restoration
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Not
Numbered

Not
Numbered

Terrestrial
Restoration

Aquatic
Restoration

Plantation
Management

Island Lake CA supports
several coniferous
plantations many of which
have little biodiversity due
to their dense cover.

Improved forest
health; improved
species diversity
and richness;
improved
ecosystem
resilience

A sustainable forest
management plan
for Island Lake CA
that aims to improve
forest health and
biodiversity.

1

Medium

$888,000

$888,000

Boat Wash Station
(Unmanned)

Reducing the chance of
new invasive species
introductions is imperative
to ensuing the health of
the reservoir. Especially
considering the know
Ranavirus outbreaks in the
Forks of The Credit
Provincial Park

Improved species
diversity and
richness; improved
ecosystem
resilience

Stop entry of new
aquatic invasive
species that could be
"hitching" a ride on
boats

1

Complex

$6,500

$500

$500

$1,259,200

$974,500

$33,500

TOTAL COST

$1,776,000

Forestry

Terrestrial
Restoration

$500

$8,000

Natural
Heritage

Terrestrial
Restoration

$3,000

$2,270,200
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APPENDIX G. ISLAND LAKE CA SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN
OPERATING PLAN
Forests cover 23 per cent of the land in the watershed. Of these 21,630 forested hectares
(ha), CVC owns or manages over 1,720 ha, or eight per cent of forests, many of which are
among the most sensitive and significant ecological areas in the watershed (CVC 2017).
Maintaining and enhancing the ecological health of these forests is an important
responsibility for all landowners, including CVC.
CVC’s Sustainable Forest Management Plan (SFMP) provides direction for forest
management for the next 20 years (2021-2040), including plantation management. This
plantation management operating schedule developed for the SFMP outlines planned
thinning activities to gradually convert to natural communities and stand conditions.

Figure 1. Operating Plan for Plantation Management at Island Lake Conservation Area
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APPENDIX H. LIST OF PLAN DIRECTIONS AND PROJECTED IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINES
Table 1. General Directions

Direction

Section

Total Cost*

Phase 1
1-5 Years

Phase 2
5-10 Years

Phase 3
10-15 Years

Phase 4
15+ Years

Section Lead

General
Protect Objective
D1

Pursue land acquisition opportunities to expand and enhance Island
Lake CA and achieve objectives of Greenspace Acquisition Plan

7.5.9

$0

●

●

●

●

Land Planning and Management

D2

Continue to monitor the health of Island Lake CA’s natural
environment through CVC’s IWMP and apply adaptive management

7.5

$0

●

●

●

●

Ecology and Monitoring

D3

Continue to monitor, plan for, and implement adaptation actions
identified in Island Lake CA’s Climate Change Risk Assessment

7.2.1

$0

●

●

●

●

All

D4

Implement restoration and natural resource directions to enhance
natural features and create wildlife habitat

6.5.1

Restoration
Plan

●

●

●

●

Terrestrial and Aquatic Restoration and
Management

D5

Implement priority actions from CVC's Invasive Species Strategy
including following best management practices in field operations
and creating project plans for Phragmites, Dog-strangling Vine and
Common Carp

7.5.7

Restoration
Plan

●

●

●

●

Terrestrial Restoration and Management and
Ecology and Monitoring

D6

Maintain and restore forest health by implementing priority actions
outlined in CVC's Sustainable Forest Management Plan including
plantation management

7.5.6

Restoration
Plan

●

●

●

●

Terrestrial Restoration and Management

D7

Develop a Fisheries Management Plan that outlines the actions
required to maintain a healthy and sustainable fishery

7.5.4

$5,000

●

D8

Use CVC’s Ecosystem Offsetting Guidelines to inform how mitigation
and offsetting will be represented onsite

7.2.1

$0

●

D9

Develop and implement a Salt Management Plan for Island Lake CA
including contributions from winter maintenance and water softeners

7.3.6

$0

●

Conservation Parks

D10

Decommission unsanctioned trails and restore the natural features of
the area

7.4.7

Infrastructure
Plan

●

Conservation Parks

7.6.2

$0

●

●

●

●

CVC Foundation

7.6

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

Ecology and Monitoring

●

●

●

Capital Projects and Assets

Connect Objective
D11

Collaborate with FOIL and other community groups to plan and
participate in a full range of park activities

D12

Identify and foster strategic, mutually beneficial partnerships with
community groups, volunteers, local businesses, and regional
tourism partners

D13

Host an annual open house for members, visitors, partners, and
conservation area neighbours

7.6.2

$500

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D14

Cultivate relationships with Indigenous communities to improve
cultural competency, encourage the use of Island Lake CA and
specifically the CVT’S Crane Gathering Space

7.1.3

$0

●

●

●

●

Senior Coordinator, Credit Valley Trail and
Indigenous Engagement
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D15

Position Island Lake CA as a community hub and meeting space for
non-profits and community groups

D16

Collaborate with the local Chapter to develop the CVT and
Experience Plans

D17

●

7.4.5

$0

Conservation Parks

7.4.7.3

$0

●

●

Identify opportunities to align community initiatives with existing
programming and spaces

7.6.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D18

Cultivate new relationships with community groups to reduce
barriers and make Island Lake CA more inclusive and welcoming to
all

7.6.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D19

Embrace citizen science and volunteerism as a method for
implementing restoration and park improvement projects

7.6.2.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks and Community Outreach

Senior Coordinator, Credit Valley Trail and
Indigenous Engagement

Sustain Objective
D20

Improve and protect water quantity and quality through integrated
water management and low impact design

7.5.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Land Planning and Management, Capital
Projects and Assets and Conservation Parks

D21

Continue to monitor outflows at the south dam and ensure
requirements for Island Lake’s PTTW are met

7.5.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Infrastructure and Flood Forecasting & Warning

D22

Investigate and implement solution(s) for operating the south dam
that will result in a more natural downstream flow regime and
optimizing requirements for PTTW

7.2.5

Not yet
known

●

●

D23

Work with partner agencies to encourage stewardship practices with
the goal of reducing erosion upstream of Island Lake CA

7.5.2

$0

●

●

D24

Implement safeguards to prevent the introduction and spread of
invasive species and diseases into Island Lake, including equipment
decontamination protocols, boat washing devices and education for
staff and visitors

7.5.7

Restoration
Plan

●

7.4.7.1

Infrastructure
Plan

●

Ecology and Monitoring and Infrastructure and
Flood Forecasting & Warning

●

●

Outreach and Stewardship

Terrestrial Restoration and Management

Experience Objective
D25

Implement the Trail Plan for Island Lake CA and continually assess
and monitor the trail system

D26

Develop and implement a business case for the Education Centre
that outlines programming and specifies facility needs

7.1.9

Not yet
known

D27

Undertake a capacity study for the VBLT and implement
recommendations

7.3.4

Not yet
known

●

Land Planning & Management

D28

Review park operating hours and seasons to assess feasibility of
season extension and expansion

7.3.2

$0

●

Conservation Parks

D29

Expand nature-based interpretive programming and experiential
learning for visitors as a tool for building a culture of conservation

7.4.6

Not yet
known

D30

Where practical and required, ensure all new visitor amenities and
materials meet or exceed accessibility standards

7.2.1

$0

●

D31

Integrate a flexible, affordable pricing structure into the new fee
schedule

7.3.3.1

$0

●

Conservation Parks

D32

Launch a 'Trail User Etiquette' education campaign to reduce visitor
conflict and ensure safe and enjoyable trail experiences

7.3.4

$0

●

Conservation Parks

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks and Education

●
●

●

Capital Projects and Assets and Conservation
Parks

Conservation Parks

●

Capital Projects and Assets
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D33

Operate unique and sustainable outdoor education programming
that aligns with CVC’s values and connects learners and local
communities with nature and climate science

D34

Ensure facilities that support valued recreational activities, such as
picnicking, fishing and water-based recreation, are maintained

7.4.6

Not yet
known

7.1

$0

●

●

●

8.1

Infrastructure
Plan

●

●

●

Capital Projects and Assets and Conservation
Parks

●

Capital Projects and Assets

●

Education

●

Conservation Parks

Deliver Objective
D35

Implement visitor experiences and infrastructure development
identified in the Management Plan through a phased approach

D36

Integrate CVC's Climate Change Mitigation Design Principles into
infrastructure design, construction, and maintenance

7.2.1

$0

●

●

D37

Retain Indigenous-owned or partially owned firms to construct
Indigenous public realm elements

7.1.3

$0

●

●

D38

Investigate and determine the best use of the 1.6-hectare area
zoned Service Commercial

7.2.6

$0

●

D39

Support partners providing outdoor education and recreational
programming

7.6.1.2

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks and Education

D40

Collaborate with the Island Lake Rowing Club to support their
continued use and enjoyment of Island Lake CA

7.6.1.3

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D41

Collaborate with Dods & McNair Funeral Home to continue their
sponsorship of the Memorial Forest

7.6.1.4

$0

●

●

●

●

CVC Foundation

D42

Prioritize education and enforcement to reduce visitor conflicts and
ecological degradation

7.3.7

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D43

Inventory, assess, monitor and schedule land care to meet Park
needs

7.3.10

$0

●

●

●

●

Conservation Parks

D44

Design and implement concepts as new lands are acquired or as
needed

7.5.9

$0

●

●

●

●

Land Planning & Management

D45

Develop an Asset Management Plan for dams and erosion control
structures, including Island Lake CA dams, in accordance with CA Act
regulations

7.2.15

Not yet
known

●

Capital Projects and Assets
Land Planning & Management

Infrastructure and Flood Forecasting & Warning

N/A: many CVC programs are not project or property based making it difficult or impossible to apportion cost for any one CVC property. As well, some directions are already occurring or can be accommodated within existing workplans
and do not require additional funding.
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Table 2. Infrastructure Directions

Direction

Total Cost

Phase 1
1-5 Years

$996,000

Phase 2
5-10 Years

Phase 3
10-15 Years

Costing
Source

Permits

●

SAI

CVC

Funding Note

Infrastructure
Project No.

Project Name

1.1

Crane gathering space (Part 1)

1.2

New vault washroom

$17,700

●

CVC

New Core Asset

1.3

Amphitheatre power connection, seating and landscaping

$53,100

●

WSP

Enhance Mixed Asset

1.4

Pylon sign (highway)

$50,000

●

CVC

1.5

Day use area parking upgrades

$281,250

●

WSP

1.6

Boardwalk - south dam to upper credit (Trail Plan Project #1)

$1,312,000

●

CVC

MTO

New Mixed Asset

Replace Core Asset
Enhance Core Asset

CVC

New Core Asset

1.7a

Servicing study

$100,000

●

CVC

1.7b

Servicing improvements

$500,000

●

CVC

1.8

Connectivity improvements

$250,000

●

CVC

New Mixed Asset

1.9

Phase 1 - trail plan implementation

$439,050

●

CVC

Replace Core Asset

Replace Mixed Asset
MECP

Replace Mixed Asset

1.10

Parking improvements at secondary access points

$5,000

●

WSP

Enhance Core Asset

1.11

Dock expansion

$8,925

●

WSP

Enhance Mixed Asset

1.12

Canoe/kayak storage and launch

$22,100

●

WSP

Enhance Mixed Asset

1.13

Natural playground expansion

$10,000

●

WSP

Enhance Core Asset

1.14

Memorial forest trailhead

$25,000

●

WSP

New Core Asset

Phase 1 Total

$4,070,125
$75,000

●

WSP

Demolition Permit

Remove Asset

New open-air pavilion

$177,000

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit

New Core Asset

New covered pavilion, pavilion washroom upgrades

$312,700

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit

Replace/Enhance Core
Asset

2.3

Pathways

$250,750

●

WSP

Site Plan

2.4

New gatehouse

$686,760

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit

Replace Mixed Asset

2.5

Operations Centre

$5,081,080

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit

Replace Mixed Asset

2.6

Road and parking, access controls and signage

$1,831,360

●

WSP

CVC

Replace Mixed Asset

2.1a

Building decommissioning / demolition

2.2a
2.2b

New Core Asset
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2.7

Landscaping: waterfront area, gardens, bioswales

$180,687

●

WSP

CVC

Replace Mixed Asset

2.8

Waterside restoration and access area

$293,377

●

WSP

CVC

Enhance Core Asset

2.9

Boardwalk - crane site to south dam (Trail Plan Project #15 & 16)

$963,700

●

CVC

CVC

Replace Core Asset

Phase 2 - trail plan implementation

$182,000

●

CVC

2.10

Phase 2 Total

Replace Core Asset

$10,062,881
$25,000

●

WSP

Demolition

Visitor centre

$4,667.932

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit, CVC

Replace Mixed Asset

3.3

Education centre

$6,350,760

●

WSP

Site Plan, Building
Permit, CVC

New Mixed Asset

3.4

Roads and Parking

$1,561,228

●

WSP

Site Plan, CVC

Enhance Core Asset

3.5

Pathways

$109,887

●

WSP

Site Plan, CVC

Enhance Core Asset

3.6

Landscaping

$703,693

●

WSP

Site Plan, CVC

Enhance Core Asset

3.7

Wetland boardwalk (Trail Plan Project #19)

$38,300

●

CVC

CVC

New Core Asset

3.8

North-south connection bridge/boardwalk (Trail Plan Project. #20)

$689,120

●

CVC

CVC

New Core Asset

3.9

Crane gathering space (Part 2)

$219,000

●

SAI

New Mixed Asset

Phase 3 - trail plan implementation

$599,550

●

CVC

Replace Core Asset

3.1

Building decommissioning / demolition

3.2

3.10

Phase 3 Total
Cost
30% Contingency
Total Cost (excl. HST)

Remove Asset

$14,964,471
$29,097,477
$8,729,243
$37,826,720
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Table 3. Restoration and Resource Management Directions

Direction

Total Cost

Phase 1
1-5 Years

Phase 2
5-10 Years

Phase 3
10-15 Years

Phase 4
15+ Years

$188,000

$171,000

$17,000

Terrestrial Restoration

$29,500

$25,000

$4,500

Terrestrial, Aquatic and Wetland
Restoration

Division Lead

Restoration and Natural Resource Management
Project No.

Project Name

4.1

Wetland Restoration: Management of high priority invasive species
Phragmites.

4.2

Wetland Restoration: Wetland enhancement including riparian/wetland
invasive species management and plantings

4.3

Habitat Structure: Enhance existing habitat for turtle nesting. Periodically
remove vegetation to maintain sun exposure.

$3,500

$1,000

$1,000

4.4

Terrestrial Restoration: Enhance natural vegetation around the perimeter of
the lake to discourage Canada Geese from congregating and to improve
water quality.

$6,600

$6,100

$500

4.5

Sustainable Landscaping: Restore parking lot to open space recreation with
sustainable landscaping and environmentally appropriate trails.

See Major
Infrastructure Plan

●

4.6

Sustainable Landscaping: Restore to terrestrial habitat with trees, medicinal
plantings and integrate CVT's Crane Gathering Space

See Major
Infrastructure Plan

●

4.7

Habitat Structure: Enhance for turtle nesting: Retain eastern edge of parking
lot to serve as turtle nesting habitat (requires further study).

$3,000

$500

$1,000

4.8

Terrestrial Restoration: Invasive species management priority area including
control of European Buckthorn, Non-native shrub honeysuckles, Autumn
Olive, Garlic Mustard, and Dog-strangling vine. As well as management of
Manitoba Maple (undesirable native species).

$17,000

$12,500

$4,500

4.9

Habitat Structure: Increase suitable habitat for bat species through
installation of bat boxes.

$1,500

$1,500

4.10

Sustainable Landscaping: Decommission current Education Centre and
restore footprint to naturalized open space.

4.11

Sustainable Landscaping: Install a pollinator garden.

4.12

$500

$1,000

Terrestrial Restoration, PARCS

Forestry

●

PARCS
PARCS

$1,000

$500

PARCS

Terrestrial Restoration

Terrestrial Restoration

Confirmed through
demolition

●

Forestry

$500

$500

PARCS

Terrestrial Restoration: Restore trail footprint due to trail realignment.

See Trail Plan

●

Forestry

4.13

Aquatic Restoration: Shoreline enhancement, recontouring for habitat
complexity.

Highly variable, TBD
through detailed
design

●

4.14

Habitat Structure: Increase suitable habitat for birds through installation of
(10) nest boxes

$2,600

$2,600

4.15

Terrestrial Restoration: Restore trail footprint due to trail realignment.

4.16

Terrestrial Restoration: Management of high priority invasive species Dog
Strangling Vine

$24,000

$11,000

$8,000

$5,000

Terrestrial Restoration

4.17

Terrestrial Restoration: Priority management area to protect high quality
habitat and significant woodlands. Close and rehabilitate unsanctioned trails.

$31,500

$15,500

$8,000

$8,000

Terrestrial Restoration

See Trail Plan

Aquatic and Wetland Restoration,
PARCS

●

Terrestrial Restoration
●

PARCS, Forestry
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Target invasive species incl: Garlic Mustard, Greater Celandine and Common
Buckthorn spreading from surrounding areas.
Highly variable, TBD
through detailed
design

●

$24,900

$24,900

Forestry
Forestry, Terrestrial, Aquatic and
Wetland Restoration

4.18

Ecopassage: Ecopassage with focus on snapping turtles. Exact location to be
determined for install with road expansion.

4.19

Terrestrial Restoration: Restore to forest habitat.

4.20

Wetland Restoration: Wetland enhancement including invasive species
management and riparian plantings.

$8,300

$6,200

$2,100

4.21

Habitat Structure: Enhance for existing turtle nesting. Periodically remove
trees to allow sun exposure.

$3,500

$1,000

$1,000

4.22

Habitat Structure: Install osprey nesting platform.

$2,200

$2,200

4.23

Terrestrial Restoration: Manage and enhance terrestrial area adjacent to high
quality wetland.

Covered under
plantation mgmt.
costs

●

●

4.24

Terrestrial Restoration: Priority management area to protect high quality
habitat and significant woodlands.

$21,000

$9,500

$3,500

$8,000

4.25

Wetland Restoration: Monitor for ecological health. Ensure remains a highfunctioning habitat.

$0

●

●

●

4.26

Terrestrial Restoration: Restore to forest. Create a fluid connection and
movement corridor between swamp and forest communities. Target species
Western Chorus Frog (SAR).

$17,100

$17,100

Forestry

4.27

Terrestrial Restoration: Enhance Cultural Meadow for pollinator and Monarch
habitat.

$63,000

$63,000

Terrestrial Restoration

4.28

Habitat Structure: Evaluate suitability to create snake hibernaculum;
potential for education component.

$5,500

$5,500

Terrestrial Restoration

$0

●

●

●

$33,000

$13,000

$10,000

$10,000

$1,776,000

$888,000

$888,000

$8,000

$6,500

$500

$500

$500

$2,270,200

$1,259,200

$974,500

$33,500

$3,000

Not
Numbered

Terrestrial Restoration: Priority Management Area to protect high quality
habitat and significant woodlands.

Not
Numbered

Aquatic Restoration: Carp Control

Not
Numbered

Terrestrial Restoration: Plantation Management

Not
Numbered

Aquatic Restoration

Boat Wash Station (Unmanned)
TOTAL COST

$500

$1,000

Terrestrial Restoration, PARCS
Terrestrial Restoration
Forestry

Terrestrial Restoration
●

●

Terrestrial Restoration

Terrestrial Restoration
Aquatic and Wetland Restoration,
Natural Heritage
Forestry
Natural Heritage
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